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1. Introduction
Demographic ageing is a Europe-wide process and, the project partner countries Bulgaria,
Germany, Greece, Austria and Romania are involved and concerned with this. The partners in
the project share the common notion that the changes in the age structure are a central “design” problem of the future that is fraught with risks and opportunities. In this way, this
project differentiates itself from the idea that this demographic change, although quite natural,
is basically negative. However planning for an ageing society must ensure education is a key
element in countering this negative effect. In digital knowledge societies, access to information can help ensure opportunities for a good life in older age. The target group of seniors
with a low income and / or low educational qualifications must be taken particularly into account. This has been a key perspective undertaken by the project “Seniors in Europe Learn in
Networks” (SEELERNETZ).
The goal of the project has been to attract educationally and / or socially disadvantaged seniors to take part in learning processes, based on the setting up of networks. The partners involved
▪ the Institute of Sociology, University of Vienna (Austria),
▪ the Technical University of Gabrovo (Bulgaria)
▪ 50+ Hellas NGO from Athens, (Greece)
▪ the Romanian Institute for Adult Education (IREA) from Timisoara (Romania)
▪ the Research Institute for Geragogy (FoGera) from Witten (Germany) –
based their design on an action-oriented learning model that aims at improving the quality of
life of older people (see www.seelernetz.eu).
An important differentiating feature of the project should be noted from the beginning: while
the changes in age structure are comparable in all partner countries, there is a significant difference in the risk of exposure to poverty in old age between Austria and Germany, on the one
hand, and Bulgaria, Greece and Romania on the other. While poverty in old age is not widespread in Germany and Austria currently this is the case in Bulgaria, Greece and Romania.
This has had some consequences for the SEELERNETZ project, as the relationship between
poverty in old age and one‟s educational qualifications varies greatly in the partner countries.
From the beginning of the project there has been an ongoing debate between the partner countries, about the relationship between higher levels of education and material poverty. While in
Germany and Austria a good education in general leads to a good material life in old age, a
similar university degree is in the other countries almost no protection from low-income or
even poverty in old age.
This discussion on the relationship between poverty in old age and educational level has
drawn on the definition of the project‟s target group itself. While lower educational attainment in Germany and Austria are important indicators for the definition of the target group of
socially disadvantaged older people, this is only partially true for Greece, Bulgaria and Romania since here seniors with a relatively high level of education, in contrast to Austria and
Germany, are often highly affected by poverty in old age. Against this background, different
5

action problems arose in the partner countries, which became apparent in the establishment of
the learning networks.
Another fundamental difference is the fact that Austria, Romania and Germany chose a sociospatial access to the field, while Bulgaria and Greece preferred a thematic and interestoriented approach. However in those countries that adopted a social space oriented approach,
during the course of the project, a shift of focus towards issues that are strongly linked to the
core problems of older people in the neighbourhood also took place.
A preliminary framework for a European model for learning in social networks can be
roughly divided into three-stages and this was the basis of their work for all the European
partners:
1. Determination of the research and of the field for action through a participatory process,
2. Analysis of the field of action and a definition of action problems from the perspective of
the target group
3. Implementation of learning networks, which had the following priority goals:
▪ initiating the learning processes on the basis of the determined subjects for action and
the development of concrete measures which would lead to change in the field for action,
with the aim of improving the lives of older people
▪ learning-based implementation of the measures and
▪ ensuring the sustainability of the networks.
These three stages are the focus of the present research-based handbook and are described in
detail in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
The practice of the SEELERNETZ European model is based on hypotheses drawn from selected social theoretical concepts. In Chapter 2 the initial social concepts underlying the
project are outlined. Among the core variables, which are of importance and have been
adopted by all the European partners, were: learning, living conditions and quality of life,
social space, participation and social networks. These categories have informed the major
objective of the project, i.e. reaching the socially disadvantaged and / or so-called educationally marginalized seniors. In order to determine who belongs to this group, recourse has been
made to the concept of life situation (e.g. by Dieck / Naegele 1993). Since the concept of
quality of life closely relates to the concept of life situation the latter is also explained. The
social space approach gained importance in the analysis because in contemporary local senior
policy it plays an increasingly important role in terms of reaching the target group (Rüssler
2007). It was further assumed that educationally marginalized seniors prefer joint and collaborative learning environments (Grymer et al. 2008). This led to a more exact and a clearer
description of the network concept. Finally, it was necessary to base the project on a common
understanding of the concept of learning. Of particular relevance to later life education, the
theoretical model of participatory learning appeared to be scientifically appropriate and also
adequate for social practice (Holzkamp 1993 and 1996), together with the didactics of selfdirected learning (Bubolz-Lutz 2000), because both these cover the triad : Action problems,
6

Learning and Quality of life. At this point it should be emphasized that the SEELERNETZ
project is not only a research project. The focus of the research-based handbook is, rather than
being a description of theoretical concepts, a presentation of a practical approach to the advancement of the project‟s aims. This project has not focused centrally on a detailed and
complete scientific discourse on the underlying concepts reflected in practice or an exhaustive
debate about them. Nonetheless since every social practice is based on theory, some of the
key theoretical background concepts underlying the project had necessarily to be examined
more closely.
In terms of its method, the project is practice based research (Grymes et al., 2008). In the
project theory and empirical research should prove their compatibility with each other, in
terms of whether and to what extent they are able to analyze and reflect on social practices
and their underlying social structures. Secondly, the extent to which their results lead to conclusions valid for practical interventions, so that they answer the starting questions of the
project: whether and how the socially disadvantaged and less educated older people can be
involved in learning process through the setting up of social networks. Does the theory on
which the project is based and the empirical results generated during the project have practical
applications? (Lüttringhaus 2000). In this sense, SEELERNETZ is a research and development project with a strong process orientation. The results of this type of project could therefore not be defined in advance, but developed in an open process. This process orientation
corresponds to a formative evaluation methodology was applied in the project (Stockmann
2004). Formative evaluations have the advantage that the target group and their partners engage in a dialogue which leads to assuming an active and creative role. Here belong the presentation and discussions about the empirical results of the project‟s survey. This makes it
possible for the results of the empirical studies and the evaluation of the pilot projects implemented in each country to be reviewed and appropriately corrected in a feedback loop by
means of a dialogue involving the seniors participating and the cooperating partners.
In Chapter 3, "Determination of the enquiry and the field of action " the first stage of the European model is presented. It explains how, through expert interviews and the analysis of local statistics and demographics– where available –, the approaches to the target group and the
field were mapped out. The project partners also describe the particular national circumstances and background for their actual practice and how access to the research and the field of
action was achieved in each case. Thus - as much as could be anticipated - both specific problems, common to some extent for all the project partners, and difficulties particular for each
national partner were revealed. Mention should be made that both social practice and research
are still in their initial stages In the project, the initial findings and further research questions
were clearly described and later approached by developing coherent and workable concepts of
education and learning for educationally marginalized older people.
Chapter 4 describes how an analysis for the field of action was achieved. For example, in order to initiate a learning process in the neighbourhood, the partners/actors had to become familiar with the social environment of the target group; among other methods through the use
of a written survey they empirically identified the target group‟s problems, later translating
7

these into learning problems. In this chapter, the main empirical results of the study are presented.
In Chapter 5, the social practices in the learning networks in each partner country is described
and the results from the local pilot projects are presented. In Chapter 6, the conclusions from
the SEELERNETZ project are described. Particularly highlighted are what the European partners learned from each other and what could be learned for use beyond the national characteristics and specificities from this cross-European project.
An important result of the project SEELERNETZ is in the form of a toolkit (see Chapter 7)
that enables different stakeholders in Europe to implement the European model in the social
practice of their educational work with older people. Shown in this handbook is only a selection of examples. A complete set of the toolkit is available and downloadable online at
www.seelernetz.eu. In using the toolkit (such as “interviews with experts to determine the
research and field of action") it should be emphasized that each matrix should be adapted to
one‟s national and regional particularities.
Since the European model SEELERNETZ is to be applied in a participatory manner, the final
tools applied should be consensually designed with all partners. Only if the instruments are
acceptable by all partners, can they achieve sustainability and effectiveness. It is important to
determine with precise clarity the aims of using the toolkit. The more specific goals are
agreed with the partners, the better the chance that the application of the instruments will
produce useful results. It is important that the tools are not "imposed" on participants “from
above" by supposed experts in relevant fields. Secondly, by engaging in a dialogue with the
partners the tools can be fine tuned by integrating their experiences. This also leads to
appreciation by the partners, who must play an active role in shaping such projects.
A short version of this guide is published in the form of a booklet.

2. Presentation of the Theoretical Concepts
2.1. Learning
A particularity of later life learning is that, in most cases, it is individualised and free of external constraints. There are no exams, degrees, certificates or other similar tests which can corrupt learning. Consequently, in later life learning there is a greater chance that learning can be
strictly directed towards interest-oriented contents. This is why non-formal learning becomes
of great importance (Kolland 2005; BMFSFJ 2005). This pertains particularly to seniors for
whom learning is not customary and who very often are not aware of the importance which
learning could have in their everyday life. The innovative element of this project lies in the
connection between non-formal learning and a learning theory (Holzkamp 1993), which is
strongly oriented towards life activity and the life giving value of learning.
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1 Figure: Participative Learning

Participative Learning
Transfer of an action-problem into a learning-problem

Learning

Expansion of the
opportunities for
action

Better
quality of
life

Motivation exists in that throughtout the learning prozess, the learner
expects an improvement in his quality of life.

Source: Köster 2009

Learning in this context begins with the problems met by older people during their life activities, problems that become translated into learning questions. From the point of view of the
learner, the question raised is whetherif a learning opportunity can be included within the
sphere of their (personal) life interests and whether the individual can take on the pedagogical
demands that confront their own learning problems. For the subject of learning, learning as a
response to their particular interest, has a close relationship with activity. “One always ends up
learning when, during day-to-day activity, the individual meets with opposition or obstacles;
confronted with “action problems“ which they cannot manage with the capabilities and means
at hand, the subject needs to resort to the intermediary step, or go the (productive) loop way of
learning in order to solve them. In such circumstance it is in the subject‟s interest to (temporarily) turn the «action problems» into «learning problems»” (Holzkamp 1996, 28). Therefore an
action problem will be transferred to a learning problem. On this indirect road to learning, the
subject will acquire new competences which will enable him/her to solve some life problems.
Through participative learning older people become the subjects of their own learning process.
Later life learning doesn‟t mean only instances of opportunities for continuous education.
Learning also takes place in most cases through seniors‟ initiatives of self-organization where
new needs for learning and accomplishment become apparent. In everyday life the individual
finds himself, confronted with ever new challenges which trigger learning opportunities. This
means that in later life learning includes an identification not only formal learning processes
(in the sense of certified qualification courses from institutions), but also non-formal (as for
instance civic initiatives) and informal (everyday learning) processes.
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2 Figure: Various types of learning

Various types of learning
Formal Learning:
learning in Institutions, e.g. school
Non-formal Learning:
Learning through engagement in citizen initiatives, networks, e.g.
Seniors Clubs
Informal Learning:
Everyday learning by reading a newspaper, or learning to use a
mobile phone
In SEELERNETZ non-formal and informal Learning are
important.

Source: Köster 2009, 95

The relationship between (life) activity and learning, underlying the learning concept described above, acquires meaning in later life learning also as a broader description of education, according to which the educated person is the one who “applies himself to understand the
world and himself and this understanding to appropriate action.” (German Commission for
Education 1960)
Later life learning has three goals:
1. personal development
2. empowerment through civic engagement and
3. participation in political life as a “mature” citizen.
These three goals are interconnected with the acquisition of capabilities and competences
which help in coming to terms with the complexity of every-day life. Therefore, one should
not understand these aspects as additional to one another, but as unitary, since they condition
each other.
The basis for identifying the goals of later life learning are the learning needs of older people.
Findsen (2007, 546 ff.) following Mc Clusky, distinguishes between four learning needs
which are dependent on:
1. primary economic self-sufficiency and the physical fitness of older people (coping
needs)
2. participation in activities according to their own interests (expressive needs),
3. the community (contributive needs)
4. the development of action lever(s) of social influence (influence needs).
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For the majority of older people the first two needs have priority: they include early retirement
seminars, health training and healthy eating programmes. In terms of civic engagement the
third need gains more importance, while the fourth need has a marginal importance in later
life.
The relationship between activity and learning has also to be discussed with reference to the
connection between later life learning and civic engagement. Later life learning and civic engagement have a mutually positive relationship. Participating in later life learning one is encouraged to become engaged in civic actions. Alternatively, it is known that civic engagement
leads to learning needs. It is generally true that increased participation in social life increases
the probability that older people involved take part in educational events
(Schröder / Gilberg 2005).
Findsen (2007, 547 ff.) doesn‟t consider that it is enough to encourage civic engagement. He
takes the argument further underlining that the main goal of adult education is to acquire a
critical and objective understanding of the unaccomplished sides of one‟s life and to develope
possibilities of growth in later life. The critical social practice for him is reflection and action
with the aim of bringing change in the world. Therefore the question of “sense‟ has to be considered: seniors should assume responsibility for an active role, in order to protect their rights
and induce social change. This is not only the responsibility of each single person; older
people should take up critical action together as a social body. Seniors should therefore become the subjects of a process of change. Since identifying action fields for seniors depends
on their lifestyles, this latter concept will be developed in what follows.
2.2. Life conditions and Life quality
Social science describes the concept of lifestyle as an explanation, judgment and prognosis of
the material and immaterial living relations of groups of people. The concept of lifestyle is
used in the analysis of social structure, inequality research, socio-political sciences and above
all in research into poverty and social gerontology, when it comes to the typical social risks of
ageing (Dieck / Naegele 1978 and 1993; Naegele et. all 1992; Naegele / Tews 1993).
The term lifestyle is multidimensional. It encompasses the whole of the individual and the
social features of groups of people that share similar structural conditions in their living situation (Dieck 1991; Weisser 1972). “By lifestyle we understand the margin, which the individual possesses to satisfy the whole of his material and immaterial interests in a sustainable manner“(Dieck 1991). Social conditions often offer a margin for the development and satisfaction
of the most important interests. Not only do these social conditions encompass material basic
premises such as income, fortune etc., but also the societal framework, such as characteristics
and ways of development. A lifestyle is to be qualified as good, when it offers those means
(material and immaterial) which allow the satisfaction of material and immaterial interests and
the individual problems of a person. Conversely, a lifestyle is deficient, “socially weak” or
“socially endangered” if the target person does not benefit from those means, i.e. if he is noticeably in danger of losing them (Naegele 1998). One of the problems with the practical, empirical usage of the concept of lifestyle is its assessment, in terms of examining whether one‟s
lifestyle can be viewed as limited or endangered.
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The self-assessment by the person in question, as well as an assessment using the perspective
of endangerment of the socio-political sciences raise various methodical problems. There are
various indicators for quantitatively measuring the material features of lifestyle. In these the
immaterial features are not included. Social indicators (e.g. estimating the lifestyle of immigrants) may show a completely different result than that for which the original assessments
were conceived e.g. under the provisions of the EC Commission in 1987 an individual is classified as poor if their income is less than 50 percent of the income per household of the respective country. Such a version, oriented towards the average, leads only to relative results.
Methodologically, it is equally difficult to assess lifestyle based on empirical data derived
from the target group about their life interests and needs, especially with reference to older
people. The satisfaction paradox shows for instance that, although older people live in objectively poorer housing conditions, they evaluate their condition as satisfactory, because they
have "always lived like this". Such subjective assessments and opinions are difficult to assess
because they are customized according to the individual´s lifestyle, socialization influences
and their different capacities to perceive their interests. Despite all limitations, attempts are
made to operationalize their living situations (Naegele 1998; see Geiser 1995). The following
seven levels can be distinguished, notwithstanding their frequent overlap in real life.
1. The property and income dimension:
Income and assets are of central importance in later life. Since economic situations can be very
complex to evaluate, problems arise in describing and explaining the individual‟s financial
situation and that of the household. Are there, for example, family relationships that affect
income and whether calculations should be based on gross or net amounts? Such complexity
can be quickly identified, since income in later life is largely determined by decisions and developments at earlier phases of life. A life cycle perspective and cohort differences are therefore important. The individual‟s future economic situation is shaped by youth and the training
phase; the acquisition phase itself; changes in legislation (tax and social legislation); family
circumstances such as start-up opportunities for children relating to the financial situation
(inheritance or gift) from parents; parental co-decisions with the school and professional
choices decisively influence future lives. In later age specific factors affect life situations: for
example, demographic and economic developments cause political decisions on social security
benefits, taxation of retirement incomes, the amount of health care funds to generate additional
income all of which provide little chance for reactions.
2. The “supply of material goods” dimension
This dimension includes the physical dimensions of the supply of general goods and services,
such as housing, education, health, infrastructural facilities, general facilities and social and
health services. The special importance played by the living conditions in the lifestyle of older
people, explains itself when looking at the everyday life of older people. Gerontological research shows that older people spend on average about four fifths of their day in their own
home or in their immediate living environment. With limited mobility there is a risk that the
home becomes the centre of life. By the individualization process which occurs with age
(more and more older people live alone), the typical social risks for later age - such as isola12

tion, poverty, poor communication and motivation and isolation - increase. Risk factors should
not only include inadequate living standards (sanitary and building equipment) but also the
lack of infrastructure which can facilitate a long and independent life and prevents the loss of
autonomy, thus avoiding or delaying the move to an old-age home. There are also the necessary and useful aspects of good medical care provision and the availability of housekeeping
and nursing social services.
3. Contact, cooperation and activity dimension :
Contact, cooperation and activity dimensions encompasses the possibilities of communication,
interaction with others, and extra professional activity. The possibility of maintaining social
contacts continually decreases in later life. Reasons include: stepping out of the professional/employment medium, a reduction in primary networks (by death or illness), the loss of income, limited mobility, housing conditions and personal decisions to retreat due to health
problems or willed disengagement.
In this field there are significant deficiencies and gaps. The supply paradigm (the offer of services for care and entertainment, the tendency towards sub-cultural isolation, a lack of effort in
approaching other generations) could be replaced by an activation paradigm. In the scientific
debate the viewpoint shared by the majority of researchers is that an active later life style is
recommendable and should be emphasized as a goal of social policy. Concepts like activity
promotion, self-organization, so-called productive ageing, etc. could help establish appropriate
conditions that enable seniors to engage in such activities.
4. The learning and experience dimension:
The learning and experience dimension includes the possibility of development and advancement, mediated by socialization, education, training, experience in the workplace, as well as
social and geographical mobility and the living and environmental conditions. By improving
the material as well as the immaterial characteristics of later life style (income, property, house
and/or car ownership, educational and professional qualifications, good health etc.) learning
and experience dimensions for older people have been extended in today‟s society, compared
to previous generations. Nevertheless, opportunities for learning and training in later life are
still very scarce.
5. The disposition and participation dimension
The dimension of disposition and participation includes attendance, involvement and participation in various areas of life. Opportunities to participate are usually understood in the sense
of taking part, the simplest form of participation. Often seniors are seen as users (clients) and
not as decision makers or active participants. A closer examination of club membership, for
example, shows stronger or weaker discrepancies in participation rates, depending on measurement mechanisms. The number of members in clubs or societies, for instance, is significantly higher than are opportunities for older members to participate in decision making.(Wolf
and others 1994; Naegele 1994).
Another example of such discrepancy is visible: even if participation of older people from a
community is considered to be important, this doesn‟t alter in any way the minimal participation opportunities for older people in reality (Grymer 2008).
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6. The leisure and regeneration dimension:
Older people are confronted with risks arising from bad health. Their health state determines
the lifestyle of older people. Chronic diseases, multiple chronic conditions, etc. increase leading to a growing need for care or assistance (BMFUS 1993 German Bundestag 1994). This
does not equate with the widespread formula "age = disease and care," but makes clear that
with age the likelihood of disease or dependency on aid in caring increases. It must also be
recognized that increasing debility occurs in spite of claims of growing vitality amongst older
people.
7. Support systems and resources in aid and care dependency typical in later life:
Important to note here is that informal support resources are undergoing some changes. The
change in family structures, the pluralization of "typical" female ways of life and lifestyles, the
expected further increase in family break-ups (divorces, separations), but also a pluralism in
values (increasing individualism) leads to a weakening of existing traditional family and informal support resources (German Bundestag 1994). The changes affect increasingly the effects on people living alone, divorced, widowed, unmarried people and those with a history of
migration. With ageing they will influence the social composition of older people. In addition
to that there will be fewer younger people to look after older people, due to the already decreasing birth rate and the increase of the elder population. As a result, in the future families
won‟t be able to manage this task alone.
However we assume that, in the context of neighbourhood help, for example, friendship, relationships, and the like will increase in importance and given much practical support (Diewald
1990; German Bundestag 1994). It is therefore important to consider the competences of the
growing number of the so-called singles, instead of viewing their deficiencies, as it has been
done so far.
In summary, when looking at the lifestyles of older people, it should be noted that not only
material and immaterial features need to be assessed, but also individual values, attitudes, subjective interests and life interests. One can also find these subjective and objective dimensions
in the discussion about the quality of later life. (Weidekamp, Meicher 2005). The objective
view describes access to or control over resources. The subjective view includes individual‟s
assessment of their life, also known as subjective well-being. Individual satisfaction refers to
all important areas of life such as physical well-being, the satisfaction of relevant needs and
emotional balance. "The quality of later life experienced also depends on how well the individual manages to fill his new life with meaningful activities" (idem, p. 330). An essential
aspect of lifestyle is also whether and how older people can control their own living conditions
without any external influence. Fears of being admitted into old age care facilities have much
to do with their concern over a loss of control over their lives.
There remains the question of how to improve the quality of life in old age. Those involved in
the care and support of older people have therefore to understand the quality of life of these
people as quality requirements of their own work. Particularly in old age the risk of a decrease
in lifestyle is significant. Health is also a high priority. But equally important are for example
education, leisure, social communities, and participation in social space.
14

A presentation of social space concepts is suggested here.
2.3. Social space
Social space, as defined in the tradition of sociology since Georg Simmel (1908) is not simply
territory in the physical-geographical sense, but spatially related and experience contexts of
social action. Only through the action of a person does a territory become a social space, and
the people will accordingly perceive the space as the local context for possibilities of access
or restrictive constraints. “If a certain number of people live isolated from each other within a
certain territory,(Simmel(1908,460), each of these individuals will fill their own space with
their own substance and activity. Between this and the space of the next individual is unfilled
space, practically nothing”. Only when people interact, is the space filled.
Social space is a place of social trends, developments, cultures and contradictions. Structural
change alters the world of work, space planning changes habitats, unemployment changes
social interaction, environmental factors alter the quality of life while demographic trends
change the age structure in the habitat. In certain areas and regions this may lead to marginalization and social exclusion, leading to conflicts induced by the social space.
In sociopolitical and socio-scientific contexts, the analysis of social space is an approach that
tries to describe habitats as accurately as possible, in order to show the process of change
within existing conditions of social space. Analyses of social space are in practice highly diverse and need to use both quantitative and qualitative methods.
Social space describes the interaction between the social situation of its inhabitants and spatial quality. On the one hand, space is influenced by the “social”, on the other the “social”
itself is influenced by space. It is therefore a socially constructed, relational arrangement of
living organisms, social goods in places (Löw 2007).
People create and modify (urban) spaces and are influenced by such spaces in their actions.
There are various socio-ecological qualities that determine the capabilities of the individuals.
They allow more or less independent activity, promote or inhibit participation, open up opportunities for experiences and identify opportunities for learning and development. Spaces
are not free of value; there are always social dimensions and functionality provision in the
form of “codified rules, power, assertions to domination and property” (Böhnisch / Münchmeier 1990, 58). How people appropriate social spaces at different stages in life, depends
on both needs and expectations typical of a specific life stage and on the other on the spatial
social order of the society.
Children develop and usually increasingly expand their habitats (see Deinet / Reutlinger
2004). The apparently dead socio-spatial world becomes a more personalized socio-spatial
experience setting. During adolescence the socio-spatial acquisition process leads above all
through the so-called peer-group and the therein resulting joint acquisition of spaces and
styles. For adults in the phase of child-raising, the socio-spatial context is provided through
their children, through playgrounds or through experienced social exclusion, if for example
the children are too loud. At older ages, when social functions and roles lose their importance
or are being completely abandoned, the socio-spatial dimension starts having an important
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role. With age, most people are confronted with a spatial rupture. The road to work is missing, and with that a certain form of use of social space.
A form of territorial withdrawal occurs concomitantly accompanied by a territorial expansion.
That is to say that the immediate living environment becomes an important habitat. Older
people live more in spatial proximity, meaning that as one grows older, one‟s sensitivity to
distance and the need for spatial proximity grows (Rüssler 2007).
Research on socio-spatial connections tries to understand the interpretations and actions of
different generations, but also to fathom the social structures “as messages that exist in spaces” (Böhnisch / Münchmeier 1990, 13). This tension between the appropriation and social
constitution of social spaces with their social role attributions, regulations and recommendations can be implemented through the socio-ecological approach. This assumes that the environment defines the behavior and through that affects actions and vice versa. Through that a
context-oriented view of the living situation of various age-groups is possible.
The aim of the socio-spatial method is to develop understanding about how the worlds of social groups, in direct reference to their borough or their region, how they relate to their meeting points, places and institutions; and to also understand what connections, margins or barriers the various social groups recognize in their social spaces (Krisch 2009). The focus of
cognitive interest aims at meanings, interpretations, actions and activities of older people in
the process of their appropriation of spaces.
The socio-ecological approach and the concept of acquisition form bridges for the current
discourse on lifelong learning in old age. Lifelong learning starts from daily actions in the
material world. Acquisition is the model for the formation of the subject in social space. The
social space is acquisition and education area. Formation processes occur through age-, gender-, and specific life situation‟s active engagement with the spatially mediated environment
(see Deinet / Reutlinger 2005), processes closely related to other forms of cognitive or emotional learning (Krisch2009).
Education based on social space refers to Community Development, Community Organizing,
District Management and Community Education. A residential area is thus a starting point
and destination of geragogic action.
2.4. Participation
A central social problem of the 21st century is that today‟s society is usable for less and less
individuals (Engler 2004). A subsequent question is: “What use can society make of older
people?” or, expressing this from the point of view of this age group: “What social opportunities are there, so that older people – with their competences and capabilities - can take part in
public life?”
In order to answer this question the topic of participation acquires a central importance (Grymer et.al. 2008). It links civic participation to social decision making, with .participation being
the key factor in any democracy. Those making an effort to socially integrate older people
have to consider also the reinforcement and reconfiguration of democracy. Consequently the
question of seniors` participation becomes part of the debate on post-democracy (Brumlik
2010) which focuses on a framework for the relationship between civil society, the market and
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the state in promoting a policy of “Good Governance”. Opportunities for participation in later
life play therefore a central role. At the same time, participation has positive effects on older
people themselves. Consolidating participation by seniors facilitates their reentry into society,
a regaining of their sense of belonging, thus also neutralizing any form of age discrimination.
In perspective – if the conditions are met – we can count on the increasing participation of
older people, as a response to the provision of better health, learning and mobility. Participation means in general being part of social, economic and cultural life (Köster et al. 2008).
The definition of the concept of participation changed during i the 1990s. Participation in the
sense of being involved in the socio-political decisions has given way to bringing in the concept of attendance at self-organised projects. It refers to decisions in terms of parliamentary
processes, for instance in a civic initiative, which is directed towards setting up a seniors‟ association. Equally so this refers to any cultural association which takes up responsibility for a
public hallway, space or premises.
In what follows the concept of participation will mean co-decision in social political life and
in the form of self-organised projects. This meaning is based on the following principles (Cohen 2009): the principle of cooperation and that of the equality of opportunity. Participation
encourages the involvement of prepared citizens and that of the facilitating societal institutions
(Town, private sector and other bodies) (Lüttringhaus 2000). The process of participation is
illustrated in the following diagram:
3 Figure: A participation model viewed as a field of relationships between facilitating bodies and individual preconditions
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A capacity for civic pressure is often connected with a conflict situation – or when choice is
involved. According to the diagram, in the case of such social relationships the course of action encompasses four progressive steps/levels.
The first level is the acquisition of information about the social problem in focus. Then follow
the second step of “cooperation” and the third step of “co-decision”. The highest form of participation, level 4, is the self organization of activities.
These different levels of participation relate to two central conditions. First, the citizen should
be (cap)able and competent of taking part in social and cultural life (subjective condition): this
provision depends on the basic understanding of learning and education. Secondly, the social
structures (objective condition) which facilitate participation, have to be examine as social
structures of participation find themselves in a continuous process of change, leading to an
ongoing reshaping of the power relationship.
In the debate about participation in later life, civic engagement has a central importance, since
it makes reference to the positive reciprocal relationship between later life learning and civic
engagement: attending educational events can be seen as triggering participation; at the same
time being involved in civic initiatives leads to learning occasions (see Chapter 2.1.).
Currently it can be argued, the readiness by those in power to encourage political participation
in later life is low. The apparent picture of the willingness of older people to participate in the
society‟s political life appears to arise mostly from their potential power arising for instance,
from their high rate of voting giving an impression of the “latent power of older people”
(Kohli et all. 1997, 6).
However, one perceives little in terms of the real power structure of older people: “Older people definitely meet with strong opposition. The spirit of the day is opposed to older people
(Künemund 2004, 287 f.) until recently older people‟s political behavior was identified by the
representation thesis, according to which older people trust parliamentary democracy and its
mechanisms. Their own political engagement is less accounted for (Kohli / Künemund 2003).
To represent their interests older people resort to associations or parties in their advocacy
function, and less to direct participation. Participation in the life of society can be achieved
through networks. What is to be understood by networks?
2.5. Social Networks
The concept
Social networks consist of a set of relationships between a group of persons. In the foreground
of the network analysis are the relationships, the interaction and the interdependence between
group members. The entire network encompasses all the possible social relationships which
can be established between persons and their social roles.
The concept of social networks can be summarized in two short descriptions: the first defines
a social network as the total of relationships between friends, acquaintances, colleagues, and
relatives. The second description defines social networks in terms of the formality/informality
of the relationships within an organization, i.e. through the individual roles and their established positions, which are in foreground in this case.
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Features of Social Network
The diversity of social relationships has lead to their classification into three types of relationships:
1. Personal: personal network relations are restricted to relationships between relatives,
friends, and acquaintances.
2. Category: the category relations are defined as relations whose structure depends on
social stereotypes, like class and race, for instance.
3. Structural: the structural relations are of the same kind with the set of social positions
and roles in groups and organizations, like the community.
The features of overall social relationships can account for the social behaviour of the people
involved. (Mitchel 1969). The size of one‟s social network grows in size as the person grows
older, but later will depend mostly on one‟s gender and their socio-economical status, for instance the professional environment of one‟s life. Persons with a lower social status, low education and a small income tend to have smaller networks formed primarily of family members.
A rich and resourceful network with higher support valences ensures one‟s security and
health. Identifying one‟s social network and developing one‟s network, having as a result the
affiliation to neighbourhood or self-supported initiatives, will, consequently be of importance,
particularly with marginalized social categories (for example, some groups of seniors).
A Model for Social Networks
The relation design which defines a network can be described in a graphic or topologic manner. Networks are illustrated by a set of points of which some are connected by lines and some
are not. In the case of social networks the lines show which persons interact with one another.
With the help of graph theory the structure of the network can be thoroughly analyzed
(Schenk, 1984). In its simplest form a social network is a map of all the relevant relationships
between the analyzed nodes. A network can be studied in order to identify the social capital of
an individual person. These concepts can be rendered in the form of a social network diagram,
where the points the nodes and the lines represent the relationships between the members of a
network.
4 Figure: A model for a social Network

Source:own design

In the model it is obvious that the highest degree of relatedness is marked by the yellow point.
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Overall networks vs. self-directed networks
Network analysis concentrates on the one hand on the so-called overall networks, and, on the
other hand, on the personal or self-directed networks. The overall network analysis describes
the relationships between all units, i.e. actors. The precondition is that the social entities between which relations can be established, will develop a structured system of interaction, as
for instance between the members of an organization, the people from an elite, the inhabitants
of a village (Rogers /Kincaid, 1981).
On the other hand, the analysis of self-directed networks focuses on actors and their direct
„interpersonal environment‟. The research of the partial self-directed networks foregrounds
the social relations entertained by only one actor (Ego) at a particular time which obstructs the
interconnections between the network participants. With the help of the so-called network
generators one can determine the most important network people of one person, for instance in
the case of a survey. Network analysts tend to define the particular social relations in close
accordance with the network person (i.e. contact frequency, intensity of the relation) (Schenk
1995).
The Scientific Structure Parameters of a Network
Basically, the structure parameters are:
1. The density of a network
2. The sub-grouping and the differentiation in exclusive cliques and clusters and
3. The degree of approachability in terms of the centrality of an entity, which is an individual person.
The density of a network describes the direct relationships between the members of a person‟s
network. It is defined as the ratio between the existing relations in comparison with the possible relations of a network.
The higher the density of a social network (everyone knows everyone), the stronger the control over each person, providing at the same time more reliable network resources; the looser
the density, the lesser the network‟s control over the person. The exclusive circles and the
clusters are indicated by high density zones of a network. They describe the so-called subsets
of people who are closer tied to one another than other members of the network. Centrality
indicates the degree of integration and the isolation of a person within the network, respectively. The central positions are marked by the fact that many network members can be reached
directly and can also be reached by other people. Alongside central, well-integrated persons,
there also bridgers and connection members which connect different network groups. The
bridges which link together groups which would otherwise be disconnected, are also described
as structural holes. They override the discontinuity of the exchange relations of the „social
capital‟ (Burt, 1992).
Interaction in social networks
In order to describe the content features of the network, several indicators have been distinguished, called interaction criteria:
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Multiplicity measures the degree of interaction between network members, according to
whether their relations with one another are multiple (e.g. friend, colleague, and neighbour) or
singular (unicity).
▪ Multiple relations ensure a better accessibility and closer more caring relations.
▪ Transactional contents in the relation can mean different things: communication and information, emotional closeness, exchange of goods and services.
▪ Direction of the relation, whether symmetrical which means reciprocal, or asymmetrical
which means one-sided; an imbalanced weight in the relation structure determines, as a
rule, social inequity.
▪ The length and intensity of a relation is indicative of its quality. Frequent and intensive
interaction is typical for multiple relations. Lasting, reciprocal and intense relations, i.e.
intimate relations, are called strong ties; less involving relations to simple acquaintances
are called weak ties (Granovetter 1973).
▪ Weak ties are rather singular relations. They cover communication outside the immediate
living environment. A person with numerous weak ties has therefore resources for being
influential outside their own living environment (Scheuch, 1993).
The Importance of the Theoretical Background for the SEELERNETZ-Project
The theory of social networks supports the idea that people who are organized in groups will
develop new interests and will interact with members of other groups. The model of networks
facilitates an understanding of seniors‟ position in broad social networks. Due to the lack of
formal relationships as a consequence of their retirement from employment, the growth in the
number of informal contacts is important for the preservation of the individual‟s life balance.
Overall network theory highlights the tendency of people to develop a certain structure for
their interaction, and explains how such a structure can be used. The types of relationships
also indicate some of the possible borders which need to be crossed in order to build new
groups. The model of the self-directed network helps in identifying important network persons
and how these individuals can act as disseminators of the model. The structural parameters
that underline the features of relationships ( described in terms of their density, subsets and
centrality) so that groups will be analysed and created in a more careful manner. The criteria
for interaction highlight the contextual importance of network features for the learning
process: specifically the direction of the relationship e.g. its reciprocity or one-, and the
difference between strong and weak relationships.

3. Defining the Investigation and Action field
The research field of the project was empirically based on expert interviews (Lamnek 2005,
329 ff., cf. in handbook section 7.1). These were key persons belonging to different local organizations and playing a relevant role in work with senior citizens. The aim of the interviews
was to determine the field for action and range of the project, focusing (Hopf 2009, 353 f.) on
topics relative to the project. Another goal of the interviews was to choose the local partner
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(the city, businesses, NGOs, senior organisations, etc.) which, at a later date, would provide
an expert group for the project. A further enriched understanding of the project was acquired
through conversations with those persons who later became part of the expert group.
Key persons and experts are those who have a particular position in their institutions and / or
have special knowledge regarding a specific topic. An expert is a person who has institutional
competence to intervene in constructing reality. Expertise is characterized by the fact that in a
specific context it will inform public opinion, and, together with the other actors, the common
action environment (Meuser / Nagel, 2009, 38 ff.). As opposed to the ordinary person, the
expert is one with specialized knowledge which is socially institutionalized. Notwithstanding,
such expert knowledge is not exclusively connected to a professional role.
In the selection of key people it is important to ensure that both full-time employees of the
partner association (such as a voluntary association or an NGO) and volunteers (for example
from a local senior organisation) are selected, since the only way to get useful answers to
questions raised is by bringing together different perspectives. Thus, the head of a social
welfare office in the municipal administration may have a perspective about a certain
neighbourhood that is different from that of a senior association‟s representative. The social
space approach (see Chapter 2.3) underlines the importance of the different mix of
perspectives – especially as each actor, by pursuing their legitimate self-interest through their
respective view, influences, i.e. validates those perspectives.
3.1. Short Description of the Project Environment in each contry
3.1.1. Bulgaria
Project environment in Gabrovo
Gabrovo is one of 28 regional centres of Bulgaria. The city is located at an altitude of 392
meters above sea level in the geographical centre of Bulgaria and this determines its
importance as a major transportation hub in Bulgaria. The road network on the territory of
Gabrovo includes a total of 471.2 km, of which 170.2 km belong to the national and 301 km
to the municipal transportation network.
According to the current demographic statistics, the population of the Municipality Gabrovo
is 77,452 inhabitants and that of the town Gabrovo, 72,262 inhabitants.
5 Figure: Structure of the population by sex
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6 Figure: Age - and gender structure of population in the municipality of Gabrovo

Age
0 – 6 years
7 – 13 years
14 – 17 years
18 – 59 years women
18 – 62 years men
Women over 60 years (retirement age)
Men over 63 years (retirement age)
Altogether

Number
3.933
4.148
3.273
22.062
24.369
12.520
7.147
77.452

In %
5,0
5,4
4,2
28,5
31,5
16,2
9,2
100,0

Source: own calculation

According to the population censuses, the changes which occurred in the municipality of
Gabrovo display the following dynamics: on the 01/12/1965 the total population was 77,846,
while on 12/02/1975 there were 85,932 inhabitants, and on 04/12/1985 the number was
89,951 inhabitants; on 12/04/1992 it had decreased to 84,336, then on 03/01/2001 to 74,930,
and on 31.12.2007 to 72,262 inhabitants.
The decline in the population is due to the overall changes at national level, which is a
characteristic and continuing trend for the whole of Bulgaria and also for Gabrovo. The
population decline in recent years is as follows: in 2001 it was -1.14 percent, but at the end of
2008 only -0.43 percent. Life expectancy in Bulgaria is, according to the World Health
Organization, 69 years for men and 76 years for women. In recent years the region of
Gabrovo experienced an increase in population, reflecting the development of industry in the
district of Sevlievo, while the municipality of Gabrovo recorded a decline and ageing of its
population. This process affects the availability of the working force potential in the
community in terms of its negative growth: despite the decrease in the population in the
working age-group, the number of unemployed is growing.
Cooperation with the associated partners
A prerequisite for the successful development of the project was cooperation with the
associated partner, the Association of Oncological patients and friends. The association,
founded in 2006 and based in Gabrovo, has extensive experience with the target group of
senior people, demonstrated in many initiatives. With the support and active participation of
its members, questionnaires were administered, round tables were organized (see chapter 7.3.
in this handbook), the thematic and know-how workshops were developed, and the pilot stage
Learning Network Bulgaria was successfully implemented. For the organization participation
in this project is a first step in creating a day centre for older people with the Association, with
the project enabling a significant improvement in the participants‟ quality of life, due to their
participation in different learning activities and the types of learning being developed.
Additionally for Bulgarians, important is the possibility of being able to supplement their
(typically) low income by a considerable amount.
The Department of Social Sciences, Technical University Gabrovo, as a project partner,
developed the project with the staff in the project team evaluating the network and learning
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processes, with the results given to the partners.
During the project, both sides have built up a trusting relationship that will continue after the
end of the SEELERNETZ project.
3.1.2. Germany
Demographic characteristics of Gladbeck
Gladbeck is a city in the district of Recklinghausen in North Rhine-Westphalia. It is located in
the northern Ruhr area, a region still reeling from the effects of structural changes, manifested
by an above-average unemployment rate, precarious financial situations for local authorities,
high immigration, and increasing poverty in old age. In addition, in contrast to other regions
in Germany, in the Ruhr area, population changes began about five to ten years earlier e.g. a
significant decrease in population, a higher proportion of older people than in other regions.
Gladbeck has 76 900 inhabitants. The structure of employment is marked by 38.6% being in
manufacture and 60.76% compared to national data of 32.59% and 66.37% respectively. By
sector is as follows:
- Employees in the 1st sector: 0.64 percent (NRW: 0.82 percent)
- Employees in the 2nd sector: 38.60 percent (NRW: 32.59 percent)
- Employees in the 3rd sector: 60.76 percent (NRW: 66.37 percent)
- The unemployment rate is 14.6 percent (Bertelsmann Foundation 2005).
Gladbeck – a locality typical of other small towns in the Ruhr region – is affected by a decrease in the number of residents, as shown in the following graph:
7 Figure: Population development Recklinghausen 2003-2020

Source: Bertelsmann-Stiftung 2005

The age structure shows the general tendency in the growth in the 50+ population with a decrease in the number of young people. As for the entire country, demographic ageing in Gladbeck is marked by a particularly strong rise of the very old-aged segment (over 80 year-olds)
(Gladbeck 2005, Bertelsmann Foundation 2005).
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8 Figure: Age structure development Recklinghausen 2003-2020

Source: Bertelsmann Stiftung 2005

Profile of the city in terms of policies for senior citizens
In Gladbeck there is a well-established and strong representation of senior citizens, which is
supported by the city. In addition to numerous other activities, the senior association runs five
working groups, of which mentioned here are "Education", "Cycling" and "Living Space for
older people". There are 44 day-care centers for seniors and senior clubs with various sources
of funding, though most are self-supporting. In 2005 the city published a report "We are less
older and more colourful" in which they included the key statistical data and clear recommendations for the future. There is also an extensive database on the population structure. The
town has a senior advisory office, which addresses issues related to ageing. Finally a senior
guide is issued by the city, in which important information for people over 60 years of age is
summarized. In the district of Recklinghausen in which Gladbeck belongs, there is a model of
"Life value also in old age."
Agreement with the City
The success of the project depended heavily on the active support of the cooperation partners,
Workers Welfare Association (AWO), an association of voluntary welfare care, which has
also proved essential in "taking on board" the administration actively involving it in the project. As a result, an agreement with the city was signed with the following contents:
The city:
- supports the project
- provides an available contact
- provides data on the existing social structure, demographic trends and other essential data
- ensures the network and promotes the learning framework by, for example, providing appropriate resources (meeting rooms, media, a moderator, etc.)
- supports the generation of data used to determine the best approach for promoting social
networks and the development of learning circles among the older people.
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FoGera:
- ensures the implementation of the project according to the latest scientific standards
- evaluates the network and learning processes
- provides the project partners with the available results. Both sides agreed to ensure a trusting collaboration.
The neighbourhood in Rentford-North
On the basis of statistical data from the municipality and expert-interviews, the control group
chose to implement the project in the Rentford-North neighbourhood in Gladbeck. In the table
below the figures shows the number of 60+ year olds in the neighbourhood.
9 Figure: The Rentford-North neighbourhood from Gladbeck

Source: own calculation

Findings from the research :
Rentford-North is divided into two parts: in one part, which belongs to the chosen
neighbourhood, the majority of inhabitants have a low educational level and low income, with
some being also so-called ethnic German immigrants. In the second neighbourhood are
terraced houses lived in by middle class people as individual owners, so there is no housing
company which could participate as partner. Some blocks are managed by an official
administrator. There is also a multi-storey block which is vacant and is already partially
dilapidated. A restoration is planned.
To date there are no community events. An exception is a once a year neighbourhood feast.
The key players in the neighbourhood are the Protestant and Catholic Churches and also the
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AWO meeting centres with their apartment blocks for seniors. There are no clubs or
associations. The conclusion is obvious: many older people are lonely. Empirical study has
confirmed that in the neighbourhood there are few obvious networks. There is little
infrastructure. In the neighbourhood there is a relatively high distress pressure. It takes only a
"spark" to start the "explosion", declared the head of the Social Department of the City in an
expert interview. Local policy makers had already been confronted with the neighbourhood‟s
problems several times. Due to this sensitive situation in the neighbourhood, the Social
Services Director expected that motivating citizens to meet and plan activities would be
successful.
Establishment of an expert group
The members of the expert group, responsible for planning the project and setting the steps,
are:
- the Catholic Church
- the Protestant Church
- the AWO meeting centres
- the district of Recklinghausen AWO association
- City Council (Head of Office, Head of the district, a specialist in "Seniors")
- Senior representatives and
- FoGera.
3.1.3. Greece
The project environment in the district of Agia Paraskevi
After several expert-interviews were conducted, the district of Agia Paraskevi agreed to be the
local partner in the SEELERNETZ project.
Agia Paraskevi is an area with relatively good infrastructure compared to other suburbs of
Athens. There are many green areas and good opportunities for daily life and medical care.
However, accessibility and mobility opportunities are problematic, the sidewalks are very
narrow and most times impracticable due to trees or to cars parked in the middle of the
walkway. There is no underground connection nor are there any trams; there is only a bus
which, in the best case, comes every 15 - 20 minutes, but doesn‟t reach all neighbourhoods. In
addition, the buses are rarely reliable. The bus delays usually hamper the mobility of citizens,
especially of older people.
Locally, there are many places where people can meet but they are not often used. There are
two KAPIs in which old people come together in the morning and in the afternoons, and a few
old traditional cafeterias. Other meeting facilities that also provide opportunities for selforganization are not available.
The majority of the urban projects for seniors are still based on the social care paradigm. Until
now projects combining self-organization, participation and learning together have been
missing. Although the suburb takes part in EU projects for long life learning, the target group
for these projects are primarily older unemployed people and older workers. In addition there
are a few Internet and language courses for older people as well as sports activities (for young
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and old).
The KAPIs started as self-organizing and participation projects, yet they are now more like
day-centres where activities for older people are designed on the "top down" principle, so
there is only low participation with hardly any self-organization processes occurring. In
KAPIs medical assistance is available and the events in which the seniors most frequently
take part are those organized by the KAPIs‟ staff, such as excursions, singing and dancing
lessons. The senior citizens who participate in the activities organized by the KAPIs have
developed a sense of belonging which resembles that of an association membership. This,
however, is accompanied by the tendency of excluding all "non-members of the association”.
The area has tried to reach the excluded group, without much success and with few resources
until now. The social service section of the municipality has long been planning a study in
order to reach this group, but concrete results had been fruitless to date. In the expert
interviews the area has reinforced its wish to enable larger numbers of older people to
participate in community life.
3.1.4. Austria
Description of the project environment “Zwischenbrücken” in the 20th district of Vienna
The project team and the control group in Austria chose the 20th district of Vienna as the
location and starting point for the pilot project "Learning network Austria". Requirements of
the area were a neighbourhood with poor infrastructure and a high proportion of socially and
educationally disadvantaged people, which, however, has a Grätzelcharackter (neighbourhood
character).
Until 1850 Zwischenbrücken was an independent community on the eastern part of
Brigittenau and the north of the Leopoldstadt (2nd district of Vienna). It got its name from its
location between the two bridges across the Danube, when after the establishment in 1688 of
the first settlement of the area was allowed. Today Zwischenbrücken is one of the seven
registration districts of the official statistics and its districtual boundaries are the 21st and the
2nd district and the route of the north tram line. The last major structural change occurred in
the time of the First Republic: the construction of many public buildings (communal houses),
which offered good living conditions and provision of commodities to the population. Since
2000, new neighborhoods in the area of the former time North Western Railway Station and
the former North Station have been built, thus reducing the urban edge location of
Zwischenbrücken. As part of the European support programme 2007 - 2013 Zwischenbrücken
has been classified as an “eligible Objective 2” area. Judging by its most obvious problems, in
the context of the entire city of Wien, it meets the significantly structurally disadvantaged
criteria.
Statistical key figures
82,369 people live in Brigittenau, 13,482 of them in Zwischenbrücken. 21 % of the inhabitants are over 60 years old. The social problems, such as low education and low income, are
mostly, but not only, associated with the senior citizens in the neighbourhood.: 44 percent
have completed only compulsory education (compared to 35 percent in the whole of Vienna),
the unemployment rate is 9.3 percent (compared to 7.8 percent) and the proportion of the low28

income working groups, is with 37 percent 50% higher than in the whole of Vienna. The average net income of a retired person amounts to € 15,971 / year.
The Socialist Party is traditionally the strongest political party. However, the proportion of
voters for the FPÖ has increased (17 percent for the municipal elections in 2005, 24 percent
for the general election, 2008). The high percentage of people with an immigrant background
(42 percent) in the district leads to a xenophobic attitude in many residents, as reflected in
various citizens' initiatives (for example, "Ade Mosque"). Although, in comparison to the national average, the number of criminal acts (10,025 in 2008) is relatively low, a high subjective sense of uncertainty (Czeike 1992 and 1997) is present here.
3.1.5. Romania
The City of Timisoara
Timisoara (Temeswar / Temeschwar Temeschburg),a city in the west of Romania is the historical, economic and cultural centre of the Banat region, the second largest city in the country
after Bucharest. The largest ethnic group in the city until the Second World War were the
Donauschwaben (the swabs of the Danube).
Timisoara is located in the center of high land measuring from 84 meters above sea level (Intre Vii) to 95 meters (Ronat) above sea level, on the southeastern edge of the Banat region,
which is part of the Great Hungarian Plain. The black soil and the easy to reach underground
water determine the high fertility of the fields in the surrounding area. The city lies in a seismically active zone with the land mostly devoted to agriculture.
The city covers an area of 12,927 ha, of which 7903 ha are used for agriculture (7131 ha land
for building, 426.57 hectares of pasture, 223 acres of hay meadows, vineyards, 390 ha of
vineyard and 84.02 ha of orchards). The non-agricultural land is made of 649-ha forest, 317
ha of water and lakes, 2920 ha of buildings, 1063 ha of roads and 75 ha of barren land.
Timisoara is the capital of the Timis county. The neighbouring municipalities are Ghiroda in
the east, north and west, Dumbravita and Giroc in the south. The city is about 550 km away
from Bucharest, 170 km from Belgrade and 300km away from Budapest.
Demographic features of Timisoara
The city has a population of 311, 586, and is the second largest city in Romania.
10 Figure: Demographic trends in the population of Timisoara

Source: Population of the city of Timisoara: http://de.wikipedia.org./wiki/

The active population is 43.28 percent (92.38 percent employed, 7.62 percent unemployed)
and the non-active population is 56.72 percent (39.68 percent students, 37.15 percent retired,
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23,17 percent in other situations). The gender distribution of the population is 52.63% female
and 47.37% male.
11 Figure: Distribution of population by age and gender (2002)
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The same distribution corresponds also to 60+ age groups:
12 Figure: Distribution of the elderly by gender (2008)
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Since the 1989 revolution, the economy of the county changed with the development of many
private companies and the conversion of many state companies. There has been a gradual increase of active companies registered in the Timiş county, in particular small and medium
sized enterprises, a sign of a dynamic business environment.
In the last ten years, the number of inhabitants in the Timiş county has declined, as has the
population density. Between 1992 and 2002, the population fell by 22,107 people (3.2 percent). The population structure changed due to falling birth rates and the growth of the 60+
year-old segment, a feature of an ageing population. The average index for the demographic
vitality in the Timiş county dropped from 1.3% in 1966 to 0.96% in 2000, but increased again
to 0.99% in 2006. While the population of Timisoara has decreased, the number of older people has increased.
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Just as in Europe, the ageing process in Romania presents a great challenge. For this reason,
NGOs focusing on the quality of life for older people are initiating and participating in various projects.
13 Figure: Age development in Romania 2005 - 2050 (in percent)
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3.2. Description of the Project’s Access Way
3.2.1. Bulgaria
In order to develop the study and field of action, the project team of TU-Gabrovo first
interviewed experts in various institutions in Bulgaria. Experts on demographics and social
affairs, both academic and practical, who have a relationship with problems of ageing were
interviewed in face-to-face interviews. These were experts from the University of National
and World Economy (University of Economics) in Sofia, the International Business School
Botevgrad, from the municipalities of Plovdiv and Blagoevgrad and from the Association of
Oncological Patients and their Friends, the associate partner. The selection of experts was
based on already existing contacts in the university, but the SEELERNETZ project also
occasioned new contacts with other experts.
The procedure in the conduct of the interviews was as follows: The experts were selected in
order to:
- clarify the nature and progress of the project
- develop the field of study
- collect research findings on the population ageing process and
- to clarify any Bulgarian particularities.
During the interviews, in addition to gathering relevant project information; the contents
aspects of the interviews and of the project implementation, such as organizational issues and
future activities were discussed. Representatives of the Association of Oncological Patients
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and their Friends shared their experience in working with older people and it was decided to
bring along a group of seniors who have actively promoted the social integration of older
people. This group already had experience with similar activities. During the interview
individual requirements and expected results from the learning processes with the older
people were discussed. The goal set for the expert interviews, to define the exact target group
to be interviewed, was largely achieved.
The following experiences are to be taken into account in approaching the group: access to the
target group was provided by the associated partner and took the form of individual meetings,
conversations and face-to-face interviews. In order to reach the target group, a set of
indicators such as income, education and previous employment were defined. Based on the
ongoing dialogue and discussion and on the basis of the principle of voluntary work, a
structure that during the project time would ensure a good cooperation between the seniors
and the other actors was set up. The analysis of the research field and of the context
established that among the seniors there was already present a sense of belonging and friendly
relations. It was also noted that the focus group was in need of computer skills and that there
was an expressed wish for knowledge in terms of internet use. Since the association has
financial problems and because there is a lack of funding sources and financing by the
community, financing is ensured mainly through donations and membership fees. The
community provided the organization with a room in a building to serve as a club meeting
space for different initiatives. The space and the building need to be sanitized and renovated,
although for the time being the financial resources necessary for this are lacking.
The associate partner had set itself a few modest goals in terms of their participation to the
project:
- more solidarity amongst the older people
- information exchange
- learning through better communication possibilities
- participation in health lectures and seminars
- the implementation of sports activities, excursions, hiking and relaxation.
The main goal, monitored over the project period, is the creation of a regional rehabilitation
centre for health counselling, as well as for professional support for the social reintegration of
those with existing health and other psychological problems.
The special feature for the target group in Gabrovo, Bulgaria, is the effort to persuade people
to come together in groups. Low income and low pensions are common and there is also the
need for mutual support, in terms of overcoming health and psychological problems. Sharing
and support for family and personal problems and dealing with crisis situations are also included. Common initiatives such as events, hiking, travelling and sports activities have been
chosen by older people as ways to solve these problems.
Different methods (research of literature, expert interviews) were used to document the field
in which the project would be conducted. The central element of the analysis was using a
questionnaire developed for use with the target group, translated into Bulgarian. Face to face
interviews were conducted May to July 2009 in Gabrovo, and the results of the questionnaires
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were presented during the first national Round Table on 12.11.2009. It was suggested that the
results of the survey be presented in a press conference to the key political players from the
city and the region. The aim was to ensure the implementation of the relevant policies relating
to older people. The results were made available to the local media, and disseminated at national level. And thus not only regional, but also national media were invited to the national
press conference. As the next step a thematic workshop "Active Learning - Active Life" was
organised in mid-December 2009, in order to determine the outline of the learning areas in
more detail.
This thematic workshop was open to all the members of the associated partner, the "Association of Oncological patients and their Friends," from Gabrovo. The 93 seniors who had taken
part in the survey were contacted by telephone. The event was advertised through the city
media, detailed information about the time and place being provided, and also by posting the
information on the website of the Technical University of Gabrovo. Journalists and colleagues
of the Technical University of Gabrovo participated. The entire event was recorded and
shown on the following day in a broadcast of regional television. The thematic workshop took
place in a relaxed and informal atmosphere. Various moderation materials and Power Point
presentations were used. Based on the survey results the thematic workshop served as a kickoff to activate the target group and to determine the action-and the subject areas of the pilot
stage.
The relationship with the “Association of Oncological patients and their friends” is longstanding and positive.. On previous occasions possibilities for joint activities were commonly
undertaken. The SEELERNTZ project offered a good opportunity for further collaboration
and was very important for a Bulgarian town such as Gabrovo. Surveys have shown that the
aged have specific learning needs. Based on their needs and according to their wishes and
ideas the best learning methods and topics were selected by the participants themselves. The
main idea was to show more respect to seniors and to motivate them through appropriate activities involving them in learning. Survey results in Bulgaria typically showed a poor quality
of life evidently related to low incomes. This also carries the risk of social isolation and rapidly aggravating health problems.
Against this background, high importance was given to learning through networks activities,
in order to improve the quality of life. While it is unrealistic to expect that the income of the
seniors in Bulgaria would rise as a result of project participation, it is expected that the quality
of life can be improved by self-motivation and activation.
During the event the participants were informed about the coming stages and the next steps of
the pilot project. A solid guarantee for the successful running of the project was the experience of the “Association of Oncological Patients and their friends” with their diverse initiatives.
Next, discussions about activity fields and the development of learning networks took place.
Finally, the following learning areas were identified, in which participation would be ensured
by the members of the associated partner in the pilot project:
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1. New Technologies (Basic PC skills, Internet, etc.)
2. Hiking and travel activities
3. Cultural Events
4. Sports activities, and / or Paneurhytmie
5. Health related seminars and lectures.
The thematic workshop was organized and run jointly with the national press. Journalists and
the media have shown great interest in the project, evidence of which lies in the number of
media publications.
3.2.2. Germany
Essential for the project has been the networking between the AWO partner, the City Council
and the Seniors‟ representatives. Particularly important in the project is the cooperation with
AWO. Firstly a full-time employee of the district association regularly attended the meetings
of the Expert Group and also some neighbourhood assemblies. And secondly, another fulltime employee of the AWO working in an AWO apartment complex, also a member of the
Expert Group, took over the moderation in the neighbourhood meetings. Both representatives
of the AWO are well known in the neighbourhoods and helped to promote acceptance of the
project by seniors in Rentfort-Nord, and so activate participation in the project. In addition,
AWO provided very good facilities for the meetings. These places are known by many of the
older people in the neighbourhood, and the seniors feel at home here. On the part of the seniors relatively low barriers existed in them attending the meetings. Also of help was the fact
that the director of the senior centre opened all the meetings, welcomed those present and
took a very constructive role in the expert group. The representatives of the AWO were wellfamiliarized with the life circumstances of older people and gave important cues for each step
in the project.
Another important partner was the municipal authority, which helped to facilitate access to
the field e.g. access to different levels of management from the mayor to the head of departments, and experts. The following activities are a good example:
- The mayor wrote a letter accompanying the written survey, in which he urged the respondents to support the project and to fill in the questionnaire. He also took part in the first
meeting of the residents. The active and positive support of the administration head has
significantly contributed to opening the field of action, and played a major role in the progress of the whole project.
- The full-time employees of the town‟s advisory office for the aged were actively involved
in approaching the target group. They sent the invitations to the meeting of the expert group
and the residents' meetings. The head of the town‟s advisory office took a very active and
creative role in the meetings as moderator and documenter. This was also an important organizational support that helped in accessing the research field better. For seniors themselves, the active presence of city officers gave seriousness and integrity to the project and
helped overcome some existing initial scepticism .
- Another important partner that helped to determine the specific approach to the project, was
the local representative of the seniors. Perceived by the public as a representative of the in34

terests of the city‟s older people, he contributed to the acceptance of the project by the target group in the neighbourhood. The seniors‟ agency representative assumed a very constructive role in implementing the project. He took over the moderation duties in the meetings and gave important information in the planning of individual measures. The fact that
the seniors‟ representative, someone of the same age, was playing an active role in moderation of the neighbourhood meetings, also enhanced the project acceptance. Without the
network of these actors, it would have been much more difficult to find access to the target
group.
3.2.3. Greece
Since the area of Agia Paraskevi has no detailed socio-demographic data, it is difficult to see
exactly how many seniors live there, and it is still less apparent where they live. It was therefore not possible to focus on a particular district in approaching the target groups of the
SEELERNETZ project. After several discussions with the major urban actors it was decided
that the survey would not be conducted through written questionnaires sent by mail, but by
means of personal interviews conducted all over the municipality in selected meeting points
for older people.
The simplest solution was to begin at the KAPIs, where seniors could be surely approached.
Nevertheless, older people were also asked to participate in the investigation outside the
KAPIs, in clubs, old style Greek cafes, churches and at various summer festivals in the city.
Others were interviewed in their own homes using the snowball method, following a personal
recommendation.
One problem was that many seniors were afraid to talk to strangers about their personal situation. To resolve this problem, information events took place in the area and press releases
were published in local newspapers. This is how seniors outside the KAPIs and the cafeterias
were informed about the SEELERNETZ project - together with an invitation to participate in
the research study and the workshops.
3.2.4. Austria
At the beginning of the project the exact area for the choice of the learning network was delineated by the initial choice of the cooperation partner Folk Highschool (VHS) Brigittenau; it
became clear then that the pilot project would be carried out in the 20th District of Vienna.
Initially site visits in the district were undertaken and documented photographically. Following these visits it soon became apparent that the area around the Folk Highschool Brigittenau
had been incorrectly assessed because of the large number of apartment buildings with a high
proportion of young residents and a predominantly modern infrastructure. The area also did
not meet the definition of a residential neighbourhood, i.e. „Grätzel‟, so after a meeting of the
Expert Group and in consultation with the cooperation partner, the target area was re defined.
As a target zone, the chosen area was around the Allerheiligenplatz, which is historically
called „Zwischenbrücken‟, which is located between two bridges over the Danube and is characterized by a high percentage of immigrants. There are many local residential buildings in
this neighbourhood which date from the 1920s and 1930s. Architecturally dominant in
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„Zwischenbrücken‟, apart from the municipal buildings, are two modern buildings, the „Millennium Tower‟, the tallest office building in Austria, and the University-school campus.
3.2.5. Romania
IREA (the Romanian Institute for Adult Education) is an institution in Timisoara, which deals
with educational projects and has been trying through the activities developed by retirees to
increase overall life satisfaction of seniors.
In the SEELERNETZ project IREA chose as partners the Association of Seniors from Timisoara (ASMT) and its legal associate the Senior Council (CS). This association is supported
by the city hall and thus could act as an intermediary between the IREA and participating seniors, facilitating contact with various institutions in the city. ASMT is an association of senior
citizens, administratively organized by city neighbourhoods. A special feature is that every
neighbourhood has an advisory neighbourhood council and these facilitated contact with senior citizens encouraging participation in interviews and later in workshops.
IREA had already taken up the social area approach (see Chapter 2.3.), and contacted all the
presidents of the advisory neighbourhood councils. The council presidents who answered the
invitation to take part in the project and were familiar with problems in the neighbourhoods
and the needs of seniors, welcomed the initiative and warmly recommended the project. They
also suggested a more detailed direction for the learning networks. During the pilot stage of
the project, the learning network took, however, a different direction. At the first Round Table
meeting, which took place on 30/11/2009, and where conclusions from the survey were presented, a list of proposed topics was compiled. This showed that the themes were not particularly connected with the residential quarters of the seniors. 76% of respondents lived very
happily in their neighbourhood and were satisfied with the shopping and services, public
transport and the quality of residential buildings. The quality of life, however, represents a
major problem in Romania for the marginalized aged: only 3% reported having a very good
quality of life, for 39%, it was rather poor, and 7% indicated a very bad quality of life. Only
one-fifth reported feeling positive about the ways they could spend their leisure time, and
their everyday life.
After the discussion between the experts from the associations and the President of the
neighbourhood associations it was agreed that issues focusing on the lifestyle of the seniors
would attract a larger number of participants in the learner networks. The interests that were
highly rated by the seniors were:
- Information on ageing and ensuring better health (both 95%)
- learning opportunities (65%)
- Internet access (63%) and
- elderly care (64%).
The seniors showed a preference for activities that would improve their quality of life but at
the same time they were willing to learn something new and to improve their knowledge
about modern life. Overall, they looked forward with positive expectations for the years to
come.
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At the kick-off meeting, the older people chose their favourite topics. They were not only interest-oriented topics, but also some which deal with their neighbourhood problems, such as
security and culture. The success of the thematic workshops has shown that approaching the
seniors in terms of their interests has proven correct.

4. Analysis of the Action Range
To analyse the fields for action in the five participating regions of the partner countries as
carefully as possible, various methods (literature searches, expert interviews) were used. The
central element of the analysis was the survey of the target group, was conducted between
May to July 2009. In Germany the data was collected using a mail survey, in Austria, Greece
Bulgaria and Romania face-to-face interviews were conducted.
4.1. Target Group
The main criterion for participation in the survey was that of being aged 55+ years; additional
criteria for inclusion in the sample were income, employment status, educational level and
participation in any educational program within the previous 12 months. People who had a
low income, low educational status and had not participated in any educational activities in
the previous year were included in the target group. The control group included those persons
who did not meet several of the listed criteria such as having a higher educational status and
had a higher income. They were also interviewed, in lesser numbers in order to make comparisons.
Depending on the project partner country, respondents were divided using different criteria in
the target and the control group. In Bulgaria and Romania interviewees were then assigned to
the target group if they had taken part in no education event within the last 12 months. In
Germany and Austria critical was the social situation: a sum score of income, education and
employment status was calculated. At an equivalent income1 above the poverty line of 799 €,
a high school or university degree and professional status were awarded one point each. Respondents were allowed a maximum of three points. People who reached 0-1 point were
placed in the target group, persons who were valued at 2-3 points, were assigned to the control group. Respondents who had participated in an educational program within the previous
12 months were placed in the control group, regardless of their social position. Respondents
from Greece were assigned to the target group, provided that they either were no longer employed or hadn‟t participated in the previous 12 months in any educational programme.
The country-specific different definitions of the target and control groups result from the social differences between the partner countries and followed a detailed consultation process
amongst the members of the project team: thus, for example, employment status in Bulgaria,
1

The equivalent income was inferred from question 23, which calculated the net household income, and question 20, which inquired about the number of persons in the household. If the respondents indicated an income
over 1,500 €, it was assumed that they have a household income of 2,000 €. The specified net household income was divided by the weighting factor for the weighted number of people. The weighting factors are as
follows: In the case of a single household the income is divided by 1, 2 people living in the household it was
divided by a factor of 1.5. Three people living in the household, the weighting factor is 2 In general, the formula for the weighting factor: weighting factor = 0.5 +0.5 * household size.
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Greece and Romania was not a decisive criterion for assignment, since many seniors, in addition to their pension, continue to work to supplement their income and ensure a decent standard of living. These country-specific conditions were considered not only in the definition of
the sample or target group, but were also important in the data analysis.
Features of the target group
The number of respondents in Bulgaria and Romania totalled 95, in Greece they numbered
117, in Germany 176 and with188 seniors in Austria. Within these totals, 63% of Austrian,
75% of the Greek, 86% of the German, 87% of the Romanian and 99% of the Bulgarian respondents were the target group, while all the other respondents were the control group. Differences in the size of the total sample can be explained in part by the different survey techniques. In what follows we focus on the target group.
The average age of the target group in the participating countries was between 68-74 years. In
Austria, Bulgaria and Germany the majority (61-63 %) are women, while the gender ratio of
the sample in Greece and Romania is balanced. While in Bulgaria, Germany, Greece and Romania, 30 % of people live in single households Austria comes with a share of 54 % of people
living alone. This number is explained by the relatively high number of divorced persons (22
% compared to 20-10 %) and the comparatively low proportion of married couples, only 41
%. Only Romania here has a similar low value, but the reason is different: 33 % of the Romanian target group are widowed. In the other countries the proportion of married people is
dominant, 65-70 %. Noticeable in the target group in Germany is the high proportion of childless people.
The health status of the target group varies greatly between countries: while in Bulgaria only
48 % of the respondents indicated that they were in good health, in Germany the figures
showed 57 %, 72 % in Romania, in Austria 81 % and 92 % in Greece. This seems to have had
an influence - except in Austria - also on the readiness to participate in the "learning network": in Bulgaria 18 %, in Germany 25 %, in Romania 26 % and in Greece 41 % of the target group wanted to participate in the educational project (in Austria, only 13 %). Yet health
status is only one factor affecting the respondents‟ interest in education.
4.2. Problem Range
The following are responses to various subjects about which the respondents were questioned
- neighbourhoods, social networks, images of old age and quality of life; the answers were
analysed and a comparison of the country-specific results performed.
4.2.1. Neighbourhood
In terms of the residential environment, the respondents were asked whether
▪ they would like to live in their residential area,
▪ they feel safe in their home environment
▪ there is enough green space, public transportation, and enough shops and service facilities,
▪ the building quality is good and the sidewalks are in good condition,
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▪ neighbourly help is present in the residential environment and
▪ whether they would like to live in their neighbourhood as long as possible.
Across countries the respondents who liked living in their neighbourhood most were the Romanians (76 %) and Austrians (62 %). For the Austrian seniors, satisfaction is based on practical factors: they use the parks, the shopping and services, public transport, the sidewalks and
also the quality of their residential buildings is very satisfactory. In Romania there are other
indicators for the respondents‟ satisfaction with their neighbourhood - 64% felt very safe living in their environment, and 37 % considered neighbourly help as a normal feature of their
neighbourhood. Significantly lower levels of satisfaction with their residential area were
found in Bulgaria, with a residential area rating of 44 % and in Greece, where only 32 % of
the respondents are satisfied with their immediate living environment.
What is the explanation for this dissatisfaction? Only 34% of the Bulgarians and 21% of
Greek respondents have enough parks in the area, have even less access to public transport
(an important factor for less mobile people) in their neighbourhood, and less than 5 % think
the condition of the sidewalks is good for pedestrians.
Significant determinants of resident satisfaction across all countries have been the issues of
safety and neighbourly help, which in Bulgaria and Greece display low satisfaction: 38% of
the Bulgarian and 16% of the Greek seniors feel safe in their neighbourhood. For 9 % of Bulgarian and 19 % of the Greek respondents neighbourly help is self-evident.
14 Figure: Correlation between residential satisfaction and safety, and residential satisfaction and neighbourhood
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83% of the Austrian respondents who feel very safe in their living environment are very satisfied with their housing conditions, while only 61% of those who do not feel safe are very satisfied. In terms of neighbourly help, this result is even more telling: if it is understood as selfevident in Germany, for example, 67 % of the respondents are very satisfied with their housing conditions, but if it is absent, only 30 % are very satisfied.
Irrespective of their satisfaction scores the majority of the respondents in all countries, want to
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live as long as possible in their environment which is familiar to them ("Ageing in Place"). An
exception is Bulgaria, where only 26 % want to live as long as possible in their neighbourhood.

Use of the infrastructure
In their neighbourhood and available to residents are various infrastructure facilities (such as
supermarkets, parks, churches) which they can visit. The question asked was about which and
how many of these facilities are used by the educationally disadvantaged older people.
Regardless of their country of origin, older people most often visit the supermarket - for all it
is an important facility for the provision of food. In second place comes the park (with the
exception of Greece, where people from the target group have indicated a pharmacy in the
second place) which, for the educationally disadvantaged seniors is apparently an important
place in their daily routine and a place where communication opportunities for this group are
provided. The target group respondents integrate open space in their everyday life and find it
beneficial for them.
The pharmacy and the doctor are locations included in the everyday life of many educationally disadvantaged senior citizens across all countries: 30 % of the respondents had been to
the pharmacy on the day before the interview, and about 20 % had seen a doctor. Around 1020 % went to church, and equally many went to seniors‟ meeting place (seniors clubs etc.).
An exception was respondents in Romania, where 41 % said that they had been to church the
day before the interview, and in Greece, where 31 % had visited an older person‟s meeting
place. Hairdressers and restaurants are visited relatively infrequently, the reason being probably the respondents‟ low-income (an exception to this are the respondents in Austria of whom
20 % go to a restaurant). It is striking that in Germany, a high proportion of the seniors, went
to a bank (41 %). Possibly, these are still neighbourhood locations which represent a place of
informal communication.
Regarding the frequency of their visits to any of the facilities mentioned above, there are major differences between countries: the day before the survey 2% of the respondents in Bulgaria and Romania, 10 % of the respondents in Greece and Germany and 20% of respondents
in Austria had been to none of these places.
4.2.2. Social Network of the Respondents
A core element of the SEELERNETZ project are the social relations of the educationally disadvantaged seniors. In order to integrate the target group in learning networks, the status quo
of their relationships with friends and family must be explored beforehand. The dimensions of
social relations were subcategorized in meetings with: the family, meeting friends, telephone
contacts with family and telephone contact to friends. Questions were asked both about the
frequency of such contacts and in order to assess the quality of the contacts.
The most common form of relationship for respondents is telephone contact with the family.
55 % of Bulgarian respondents call their relatives daily; in Greece the daily contact is 43 %,
42 % in Austria, Romania and 31 % in Germany. The proportion of those who meet with fam40

ily members in person is much lower: only 35 % of the respondents in Greece meet their family every day, whereas in the other countries this is 10-20%. It appears, therefore, that Bulgarian and Greek seniors across the partner countries have by far the most intense contact with
their family. 60 % in Bulgaria and 58 % in Greece see their relatives or talk to them daily. The
high level of family closeness has also to do with respondents‟ family status. 70 % of the
Greek respondents are married, and all the respondents from Bulgaria have at least one child.
Similar to integration in the family networks is integration in friendship relationships; in none
of the countries is there a big differences between telephone calls and personal contacts with
friends. This means that if one has much contact with the family members, one usually has
also a lot of contact with friends. Respondents from Greece who have close relationships with
their family also meet their friends quite often: 31% meet daily with friends; in Bulgaria 26
%, and in Germany 6 %. Similar to the telephone contact with family members is the telephone contact to friends: in Bulgaria 31 % talk on the phone with friends daily, 16 % in Austria and 8 % in Germany.
15 Figure: Telephone and / or personal contact
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In the above graph, telephone contact and personal contact have been combined to illustrate
the different contact intensity between family members and friends. It may be noted that educationally disadvantaged seniors tend to move inside their family - they are more involved in
their family networks than in their friendship networks. In Bulgaria, this difference is the
strongest: while 60 % of the respondents daily have personal and / or telephone contact with
the family, only 36 % have contact with friends. Only in Romania the relationship between
family and friends is balanced: 33 % of the respondents in Romania have daily contact with
their family, while 34 % have daily contact with their friends. In the five countries involved in
the project educated seniors are highly involved in different social networks. Respondents in
Germany have a particularly low level of social integration: only 11% have daily contact with
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friends (7% say they have no friends) and only a third have daily contact with their family
members. Another third talks to or meets friends and family less than once a week.
This result can be explained in part from the social composition of the target group: 31 % of
the German respondents have no children and only 71 % (both the lowest values across countries) say, they are still sufficiently mobile to visit friends and relatives. Also the average occupancy time is about 20 years lower in comparison to other countries. Social relationships
with people outside the family circle can be particularly difficult for retired persons if frequent change of residence occurs. The length of time spent in one place is presumably related
to the integration in networks of friends.2
Participation in the social space
Another indicator to determine the social integration of educationally disadvantaged seniors is
their voluntary commitment: What volunteer activities do the respondents already practice
and where do they want to engage in the future?
78% of the respondents in Greece, 77% of the Bulgarian and 70% of the Romanian respondents go to at least one volunteer activity, but in Greece there are some respondents who are
involved in five or more activities simultaneously. In Germany, 59 % are engaged in voluntary work, while in Austria 51%. The majority of those engaged in voluntary work, are involved in neighbourly help. In Austria, 35 % of the volunteers help their neighbours with their
everyday life, in Germany 45 %, 49 % in Greece, in Bulgaria 54 % and 58 % in Romania. 39
% of the respondents in Greece take on charity activities. In the other countries the proportion
is less than 20 %. In terms of advising older people the situation is similar: only in Romania
almost 40 % of the respondents advice older people from the circle of acquaintances, but in
Greece the number is 27 %, in Bulgaria19 %, in Austria and Germany it is around 10 %. Engagement in a club is quite popular in Greece, Bulgaria and Germany, while in Romania and
Austria more seniors are involved in the church. Political commitment in all countries is quite
low.
Neighbourly help as the most frequent volunteering activity among the educationally disadvantaged senior citizens is that form of engagement that most would like to pursue in the future. It appears, however, that the wish to continue to be an active volunteer is related very
strongly with the current commitment: that is why 85 % in Greece, 69 % in Bulgaria, 46 % in
Romania, 36 % in Germany and 15 % of the respondents in Austria want to engage in supporting their neighbours. There is obviously a "threshold" for volunteer activities that has not
been yet overcome in some countries.
Social integration
Integration in the networks of family and friends and participation in the social life are highly
correlated. This is apparent when the social integration of the educationally disadvantaged
seniors from Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Romania and Austria is considered. The following
diagram makes the respective social inclusion visible.
2

However, note must be made that the values in Greece (an average of residency of25 years), Bulgaria (an
average of 38 years) and Romania (24 years) did not clearly point in this direction.
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16 Figure: Social Integration
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The Greek senior citizens are most active both in the family and together with friends, in volunteer activities and in their neighbourhood. Respondents in Bulgaria are heavily involved in
the family and neighbourhood support networks, while respondents in Romania spend less
time with the family, but are very active in neighbourly help and voluntary work. The German
respondents have very little contact with friends and family, and they aren‟t very active volunteers either, but they are involved in neighbourhood networks. In Austria, the social network
of family, friends, volunteer work and community support (neighbourly help) is generally
low.
4.2.3. Old Age Image
In order to map out the profile of the educationally marginalized older people‟s lives six
statements about old age in society or old age images have been proposed to the respondents
in this survey.
The results of data analysis shows a country-specific differentiation of views about older people on the older people themselves. While in Greece, Austria and Romania, more than half of
respondents agreed with the statement that older people are very much a burden for the society, but are still part of this, in Germany only 41 % agreed. In Bulgaria, however, only 15 %
of the respondents consider that older people are still part of society.
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However, the view that older people are part of the society is not referential in terms of a particularly positive image about old age. In Greece, for example, a very ambivalent image of old
age is shown: nearly half of the seniors view the Greek older people as in need of help and
nursing care, a third see them as active, a quarter as lonely and depressed, and the same percentage as independent people. Seniors are thus perceived at the same time as in need of help,
active, alone and independent which lets us conclude that the respondents have a heterogeneous image of the group of older people. Only in Austria and Germany the positive images of
old age prevail: thus 47 % of the Austrian and 23 % of the German respondents consider older
people active, while more than two thirds of them acknowledge their independence.
It is amazing that in the countries in which seniors are highly involved in social networks
mostly negative images of age prevail, shaped by loneliness and helplessness. While in countries where seniors tend to live in social isolation (Germany, Austria), the majority have positive images of old age. Here the assumption is that the poor social living conditions in Bulgaria, Romania and Greece have a strong influence on the negative image of older people.
Integration in networks seems to be not so effective.
Modern lifestyle
Closely linked to the views regarding old age and integration in social networks is, for example, the use of technical equipment and other means of communication. It is striking that almost all the surveyed seniors have a mobile phone in the household: in Germany and Bulgaria
nearly 70 %, while in the other countries about 80 %. In terms of computers and the internet
the proportion decreases for all: only 20-30 % of the seniors have these devices in their
household and have access to them. Only Romania is an exception with a share of 42 % of
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respondents who have Internet access at home. This high percentage could be explained by
the fact that many respondents in Romania live with their children and grandchildren in the
same household and the computer is used mostly by them.
4.2.4. Life Quality
The present study started from the assumption that the overall quality of life of the surveyed
seniors and their satisfaction with the various areas of their everyday life is a result of their
residential satisfaction, their integration in social networks and in their self-perceived old age
images. In order to verify this assumption the respondents‟ quality of life has been separately
assessed in various ways by the questionnaire. How the assessments were distributed and how
they relate to the aforementioned areas of their life will be explained in the following section.
18 Figure: Quality of life of older people
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45 % of the Austrian seniors say they have a very good quality of life. This high percentage is
the exception, as according to their own opinion, in Greece only 29 % of the respondents have
a "very good" quality of life, in Germany 10 % and in Bulgaria and Romania only 3 %. The
country with the weakest (Austria) social integration and the one with the strongest (Greece)
are the top two in terms of quality of life. The differences between Austria, Greece and Germany in terms of life quality disappear, however, if the answer "rather good quality of life" is
considered. In Greece, a total of 98 % of the seniors, report having a rather good or very good
quality of life, in Austria 92 % and in Germany 88 %. The differences here may be due to
different country-specific answers. The difference between Bulgaria and Romania, however,
is quite big: in these countries, only 53 % indicate that they have a good quality of life, and
for 7%, it is even evaluated as "very bad".
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What makes respondents satisfied or dissatisfied in particular? Income is not a big factor, because in this respect few respondents were satisfied in all the countries; across-countries the
respondents are the most satisfied with their relations with friends (especially Austria, Greece,
in Bulgaria this value is the highest) and family (especially Germany, Romania).
There are areas in which the satisfaction level differs from country to country. In Bulgaria, for
example, the highest satisfaction ratings - 13 % – is related to relations with family members
and 21 % are happy with their relationships with friends which is a comparatively low percentage. This is surprising because in comparison with the respondents in all the countries the
Bulgarians have the most intensive contacts with both friends and family. In Romania, where
the respondents have only half as much contact with their family, the respondents are a lot
happier with their relationships (37 %). Other countries, in which relatively weak social ties
are present - such as Austria or Germany - show high levels of satisfaction, and also the socially highly integrated Greek respondents are happy with their relationships. Quantity can,
but doesn‟t necessarily indicate quality in this respect. Problems arise in all countries either in
terms of their leisure time or in the organization of everyday life. In Austria 41%, in Germany
69 % and in Romania 80 % of the respondents, are less satisfied with how they spend their
free time, 74 % of the respondents in Greece and Bulgaria have difficulty in managing their
daily life. There is a clear need for senior non-active people to have free time activities and to
be offered planned assistance in terms of their daily life.
Perception of own needs
Many underprivileged seniors are unhappy as they feel that their needs are too little taken into
consideration by society. In Germany, Greece and Austria, with 60-65%, more than half of
the target group view their needs as being sufficiently accounted for (though also 40 % see
deficiencies). In Romania, the distribution is as follows: 36 % believe their needs aren‟t taken
sufficiently into account, while in Bulgaria none of the respondents have a positive appreciation.
This perception is correlated with a number of other problems: people whose needs are less
taken into consideration like living in their neighbourhood less and feel less safe there, while
their satisfaction with their daily life is lower and their life in general is of poorer quality.
So what can be done to improve the lives of educationally disadvantaged older people? What
do the interviewed seniors wish for themselves?
Demand is strongly expressed by all the respondents. Nevertheless, there are differences
across countries: demand is lower in Germany and Austria and higher in Bulgaria, Greece and
Romania. German and Austrian respondents essentially want to live an age-appropriate life in
their district. Most Greek and Romanian respondents request better information on ageing.
For them, as well as for the Bulgarian respondents a high priority was better health care provision for older people. Romania is the only country where 88% of the respondents also want
more support for women (although the proportion of women in the target group is only 51%).
The educationally disadvantaged Bulgarians are in comparison with the other older people in
the partner countries more interested in culture: 93 % express their need for more cultural
activities for seniors. The demand for internet access for older people, however, is low in all
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countries.
It is interesting also that their needs are perceived as better accounted for when in the residential area neighbourly help is self-evident; so offers must not primarily come from the state, but
can be created in social networks by the seniors themselves.
4.3. Gender Differences
Educationally disadvantaged older people are not a homogenous group. Across countries
there are significant differences between men and women within the researched groups. These
emerge in the problem areas and are analysed in the following section.
Looking at the housing and the living environment fields of research, women have a closer
relationship with their direct living environment. In Bulgaria and Romania, for example, more
women than men live very happily in their residential area; in Bulgaria and Greece the percentage of women who feel secure is surprisingly higher than that of men (48% Bulgarian and
22% of Greek older women, as opposed to 38 % of the Bulgarian and 9 % of the Greek older
men). Closely related with each other are their relationships with their neighbours and volunteer work: older women within the survey group are more active in voluntary activities (except Austria) than older men. They are more frequently involved in neighbourly help, look
after older people or get involved more in church activities, while the interviewed men are
more active politically or in clubs.
In all participating countries women are better integrated even in social networks, they have
more intensive and direct contact by telephone to their family and friends than men. In terms
of using technical means of communication such as mobile phones, computers or access to the
internet the proportion of older men is higher.
From the different rates of satisfaction with their living environment, the different degrees of
voluntary commitment and the different social relationships ultimately derive differences in
quality of life. Women are more satisfied with their free time and relationships with friends
and relatives. Overall, there are no major differences in terms of quality of life between men
and women, however; only in Romania and Bulgaria men perceive their quality of life as
slightly inferior.
4.4. Readiness to Participate in Learning Networks
The readiness to participate in the pilot project stage, i.e. in "learning networks" (see Chapter
5 of this handbook), varied in the five countries: In Austria, the least number of older people
were "definitely" ready (14 people), while the highest number was in Germany (36 people).
But who are the persons who declared themselves ready to learn in a social network? The
average age of those interested in all countries was between 65-73 slightly below the 68-74
overall average age of the respondents. The proportion of women is also slightly lower - in
Romania it was 29 % compared to the overall 50 % - with the exception of Bulgaria, where
the proportion of women was very high at 94 %.
In Bulgaria and Germany, mainly single persons wanted to get involved. These in the majority were widowed (20-40 % across countries). The readiness for voluntary work is higher than
in the general target group: so, for example, 71% of the Romanian respondents are already
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involved in neighbourly help and are interested in the project, compared to 58 % of the entire
target group. The range of volunteer work is varied, but neighbourly help also prevails here as
well. This is also at the forefront of those activities that would please the potential participants
in the learning networks. In Bulgaria and Romania there is also the expressed wish to assist
and advise other older people, in Bulgaria and Germany to take part in other club activities,
and in Greece and Austria to exercise charitable activities (again, the seniors are mostly interested in those areas of activity that they already perform in their country, i.e. they themselves
are able to organise).
4.5. Conclusion
In considering the results presented, each country shows a very specific profile of action and
of problem areas or issues, and these are discussed separately for each country in the second
part of the conclusion section. However, there are also similarities that are shared by the educationally disadvantaged seniors in Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Austria and Romania.
4.5.1. Cross-country Findings
It can be said that in all countries the neighbourhood is an important factor in the well-being
of seniors. The key criteria for residential satisfaction are the sense of security and the existence of neighbourhood support networks. It is striking that the educationally disadvantaged
seniors do want to live in their home environment as long as possible, although they are unhappy with specific features of their neighbourhood - such as parks or sidewalks. They do not
want to leave their familiar living environment ("Ageing in Place"). For older people their
residential environment with its infrastructure facilities, as deficient as it might be, is crucial
for their life, particularly the parks and the green spaces, which are used by many seniors as a
way of participating in the neighbourhood‟s social life, to relax or to connect with other people of their age.
Outside this the surveyed seniors have contact mainly with their family members. They talk to
them more often than they meet up, so that is why more than two thirds also own a mobile
phone. Another way of social exchange is through voluntary commitments. In every country
by far the commonest (helping) relationships are those directed to their neighbours, which
again highlights the importance of the living environment. Neighbourly help is also one activity that most respondents wish to pursue in the future. The extent of activities and the wish to
continue active volunteer work vary, however, significantly between countries. In the countries where seniors are well integrated into social networks and are already highly involved
(e.g. Greece), the interest in future volunteer activities is particularly high.
Amazing is the opinion prevailing among the majority of seniors, especially in countries with
very good social integration, that older people are often lonely and needy, while in countries
where the seniors are less integrated socially, older people are viewed as active and independent. But this is a contradiction only at first glance because: a person who expects to depend on others‟ support in old age will make more effort to integrate into social networks,
than someone who believes that in old age people will have a good quality of life on their
own.
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Therefore, the fact that the intensity of networks has a socially positive effect on the quality of
life can neither be confirmed nor rejected in the cross-country overview: both in countries
where the seniors are highly involved in a variety of social relations, as well as in countries
with little social contact, the quality of life is perceived as good (or vice versa). Looking at the
respondents‟ satisfaction with particular aspects of their life, we notice that the least satisfactory are - apart from income - the leisure time and the everyday life management. Many underprivileged older people feel left alone in these fields of action: they perceive their needs as
being too little take into account. As a result, they are less content with their residential area,
with their daily life and overall have a poorer quality of life.
4.5.2. Country-specific Field of Action
In the following passage we present a short action and problem profile for each country.
Bulgaria
In Bulgaria there are important challenges in improving the quality of life of the educationally
disadvantaged seniors. This begins with their living quarters - almost 60% of the respondents
in Bulgaria do not live very contentedly in their residential area, and only 38% feel safe there.
In general, only 3% are satisfied with their housing conditions. The neighbours do not form a
network which would improve their low quality of life: only 9 % perceive neighbourhood
help as self evident. This deficit, however, motivates the respondents themselves: 54% of
them are involved in neighbourly help and 69 % are interested in helping their neighbours in
the future.
Apart from these neighbourly contacts, the Bulgarian respondents are also very well integrated in their familial and friendship networks. Of all the countries they are most likely to
contact the family - 60 % on a daily basis- and talk to or meet up with friends very often. Astonishing however is the still very low satisfaction with their relationships with friends (21 %)
and family (13 %).
The biggest problem in Bulgaria is the low quality of life. Only 3% of the respondents rate
their quality of life as "very good", 46 % say they have a poor or very poor quality of life. The
idea of ageing is particularly negative in Bulgaria: only 3 % think older people are active.
This is part due to the fact that the interviewed seniors are very discouraged in terms of their
daily life management. None of them indicated being satisfied with the management their
daily life, nor feels that the needs of older people are taken into account in their country. Educationally disadvantaged seniors are aware of their own needs. A peculiarity in the country
comparison is the cultural interest (93 %), but also promoting better health which was a high
priority for 91 % of the respondents. 75 % want better information on ageing, 61% need an
age-appropriate living environment and 60 % want more opportunities for women. 38 % are
interested in learning opportunities, and 34 % want to have internet access.
Germany
The main problem of the German educationally disadvantaged seniors that stands out in a
cross-country comparison is their poor social integration. Only a third of the respondents have
daily contact with their family. 36 % see their friends very often, 7 % say they have no
friends. 30 % have no weekly contact with friends or family. Therefore, only one-third are
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content with their relationships with friends. The low number of children (31 % of the target
group have no children), poor health and the consequent low mobility of these older people
probably had an influence on this result. But also in comparison with the other countries a
relatively short period of residence in their present neighbourhood, an average of 20 years can
be considered an indicator that their historical and social identification with the district is not
so marked. Overall, the German seniors involved in the survey take very little part in volunteer activities (41 % do not do any voluntary work at all) and have no great interest to change
anything in the future. However, the neighbourly help is an exception: 45 % help their
neighbours in everyday life and 36 % intend to do so in the future.
Despite their low integration, the German seniors interviewed, were quite content with their
lives. There is an overall positive image of old age, as an independent and active stage of life.
88 % say they have a good quality of life and 60 % see their needs as taken into account by
the society. Their needs are hardly expressed, but most of the requests are for age-appropriate
residential (75 %) and cultural offerings.
Greece
In Greece, the situation of educationally disadvantaged seniors is similar in pattern to that of
Bulgaria. It should be noted first that the older Greek interviewees are not content living in
their district. For 81% there was no neighbourly help in the residential area, 84 % feel that it
is not a safe area.
A much more positive picture emerges from the analysis of their social relations: the social
network of the Greek respondents is the most pronounced from all countries. They are highly
involved both in family relationships – 58 % see or talk to their relatives every day - and with
their friends - 44 % see or talk to their friends every day - as well as in voluntary and
neighbourhood activities. 78 % attend volunteer activities, and there are even some respondents who are involved in five or more activities simultaneously. Most of them (49 %), help
their neighbours, and are committed to charity and club activities. Mutual aid is by far the one
area where the Greek respondents (85 %) would most like to be involved in the future.
Here again is the highest quality of life: 98 % say they have a very good (29 %) or rather good
(69 %) quality of life, confirming the positive effect of social relationships on the quality of
life. In Greece 65 % of the respondents (the highest percentage across countries) consider that
their needs are well taken into account.
Despite this high satisfaction levels in Greece the respondents‟ needs also selected as the most
important : 94 % want to do more health promotion, 93 % better information on ageing, 92 %
want an age-appropriate living environment and 90 % request more learning opportunities for
seniors.
Austria
At first glance, the Austrian seniors do not have much to worry about. The residential satisfaction is high with 71% being very satisfied people, 60 % very content in their district, and almost 80 % want to stay there as long as possible. Austrians are also very satisfied with the
infrastructure is in their living environment. On the other hand, however, 60 % feel unsafe in
their neighbourhood, which is perhaps one reason why the otherwise healthy seniors - 91%
certified by the interviewer as having good mobility – do not leave their own home so often.
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A striking 21% didn‟t visit any public place, such as a park or a grocery store on the day previous to the interview.
The subjective feeling of insecurity is perhaps influenced by the difficult social relations both
with their family, as well as with friends, while neighbourly relations are very weak - only
the German senior citizens are less integrated into family and friendship networks. The particularly high proportion of single persons fits into the picture here of the socially isolated
retirees. The educationally disadvantaged seniors do not try to find a connection through voluntary work either: 51 % has a relatively low commitment compared to the partner countries,
although neighbourhood support occupies the first place. The interest in future volunteer activities is rather low: only 15 % are planning to help their neighbours - and this is already the
largest proportion.
The apparent social isolation does not in any manner affect the life satisfaction of the respondents: 92 % have a very (45 %) or rather good quality of life. The most satisfied are the seniors with their relationships with friends (74 %) and their housing conditions (71 %). But even
in daily life (64 %), with their relations with their family (62 %), their leisure activities (59 %)
and even their income (43 %) they are the most content in terms of cross country comparisons. This high degree of satisfaction among the Austrian seniors leads to generally less expressed need. They however request age-appropriate housing development (63 %) and facilitating a barrier-free living environment (60 %).
Romania
Educationally disadvantaged seniors in Romania have some similarities to the Austrian respondents, 76% were very content in their neighbourhood, and 60 % felt very safe there.
However, almost 40 % rely on neighbourly support. This may be a reason why the Romanian
seniors are very active in their neighbourhood, only 1 % has visited none of the mentioned
facilities such as parks or grocery stores on the day before the interview; a quarter of the respondents even went to four or more locations. A special feature of the Romanian respondents
is that many seniors (41 %) went to church.
The social networks of the Romanian seniors look different from those in the other countries:
the educationally disadvantaged are not so much inside their family circle, but equally involved in friendly networks. Also, volunteers are active: 58 % help their neighbours, 39 %
look after other older persons and 30% are involved in the church; 46 % would like to be involved in neighbourly help in the future.
Although the social relations of the Romanian respondents are in the midfield in the across
countries comparison, the quality of life is a major concern for underprivileged seniors: only 3
% state that they have a very good quality of life, and for 39 % it is rather poor and 7 % even
indicate a very poor quality of life. Most of the respondents are content with their relationships with friends (32 %) and family (37 %). Only one-fifth perceives as positive how they
spend their leisure time and how they get along in their daily life. 64 % are therefore of the
opinion that too little attention is given to their needs. 92 % want better information on ageing, and more opportunities for older people women, health information provision (87 %) and
culture offers (84 %).
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5. Learning Networks
5.1. Description of the Project’s Pilot Stage
5.1.1. Pilot Project in Bulgaria
The objective of the learning network in Bulgaria is to give disadvantaged people a chance to
acquire skills after retirement. The various groups are differentiated according to the participants‟ diverse interests, needs and abilities. The network was built following the developed
learning model and is conducted, managed, supported and evaluated by the social science
chair‟s organisational team at TU Gabrovo, which acts as a project partner.
The thematic workshop that was held in Gabrovo in December 2009 in response to survey
results served to mobilise the target group and the participants in defining which topics and
fields of activity to address. As a final result of discussions about fields of activity and learning network development, the following spheres of learning were defined, which participants
from affiliated partners have henceforth been involved in:
▪ New technologies (basic computer skills, internet, etc.),
▪ Hiking tours and travel activities,
▪ Cultural events,
▪ Athletic activities, incl. Paneurhythmy,
▪ Health-oriented seminars and lectures.
All of the activities in these five areas were initiated, organised and conducted by the participants themselves together with the aid and support the university provided as a project partner
and in close collaboration with the “Association for Oncological Diseases” in its capacity as
an affiliated partner. All courses and activities were open to all members of the affiliated partner “Association for Oncological Diseases” in Gabrovo.
The activities were consistently documented by means of participant lists, survey questionnaires and photographs. The questionnaire that was filled out by participants and utilised to
evaluate the pilot project consisted of the following questions:
▪ What did you like in particular about today‟s activity?
▪ What didn‟t you like very much?
▪ What did you get out of today‟s activity?
▪ How can you apply what you‟ve learned?
▪ How would you rate your level of self-assurance?
▪ Do you have any suggestions for how the activity can be improved upon?
All of the courses and activities in the pilot project were designed in consideration of the
needs, wants and expectations of the elderly. All of the events and activities within the
framework of the Bulgarian learning network were selected, organised and conducted by the
participants themselves.
The evaluation of the pilot project showed that regardless of modest income levels, participants in each of the activities perceived an opportunity to improve their quality of life, overcome social isolation and possibly even do something fundamentally positive for their health,
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all the while obtaining information, establishing contact with doctors and friends, and organising similar activities.The previous experience of the “Association for Oncological Diseases”
with regard to working with the elderly is a good example of this. The following describes the
progression of activities.
The course on New technologies (basic computer skills, internet, etc.) was held in the computer room of Veda Consult Ltd. Gabrovo every Friday from 10 am to 1 pm, January through
March 2010. Between 13 and 15 people took part in each of the course sessions. The course
was conducted by Ms Elena Andreeva from Veda Consult Ltd. The course objectives were:
▪ Improved communication skills and venues,
▪ Acquisition of basic computer skills and capacity for using the internet,
▪ Enhancement of recreational activities,
▪ Improved communication venues with regard to relatives and friends, self-directed organisation of essential information with the help of the internet (e.g. health advice,
weather forecasts, travel information).
For the evaluation at the end of the course, the participants confirmed that they had acquired
diverse new skills within the area of information technology, e.g. editing of texts, saving and
archiving various documents, composing and sending e-mails, gathering information on the
internet, etc. They stated that they were very motivated to use their acquired skills whenever
possible and as necessary in the course of everyday life.
The course in Paneurhythmy was held in the Orlovetz sports hall in Gabrovo between the
months of January and March 2010. The course, which was conducted by Mr Vesslin Stojanov from the “Association for Oncological Diseases”, took place every Wednesday between
the hours of 10 and 11 am. Between 13 and 16 people took part in each session, including the
course instructor. The instructor, Mr Vesslin Stojanov, had already agreed to offer and conduct the course for the learning network. In addition, a demonstration was done for the foreign
project partners on the occasion of the 4th Transnational Project Team Meeting in Gabrovo on
May 14, 2010. The course objectives were:
▪ Improving one‟s well-being,
▪ Promoting the seniors‟ physical activity levels and motor skills,
▪ Enhancing recreational activities,
▪ Improving one‟s health.
Course participants indicated on the evaluative questionnaire that they had benefited from
learning and executing the various Paneurhythmy exercises. In this way, they were able to
relax more, free themselves from negative energy and bad moods, as well as pay more attention to their needs. They confirmed that they were very motivated to continue practicing and
organising Paneurhythmy exercises as well as attend additional courses, which is indicative of
the continuality of the initiated learning process.
Based upon the participants‟ exceptional sense of well-being, this activity also continues to
persist within an informal context. This serves as something of an affirmation for the project
measures that have been put into effect.
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As planned, three additional health seminars on the topics of Healthy eating, Homeopathy and
non-traditional medicine as well as Prevention of oncological diseases also took place in the
affiliated partner‟s club house.
The first health seminar entitled Healthy eating was held on April 29, 2010. A total of 14 seniors took part in the event. The objectives of the seminar were:
▪ Improving one‟s well-being,
▪ Ameliorating one‟s health,
▪ Providing motivation and stimulating a proactive stance with regard to improving
one‟s quality of life through a reasonable and balanced diet,
▪ Discussions and informal talks about health matters held within a comfortable setting,
▪ Enhancement of recreational activities,
▪ Eliminating social isolation.
An additional lecture on the topic of Reasonable eating was also held by Ms Rumjana Savtscheva, a member of the affiliated association. The focal points of the seminar were:
▪ Advice on living a long and healthy life, and
▪ Health philosophy.
The second health seminar entitled Homeopathy and non-traditional medicine was held on
May 19, 2010. A total of 16 participants took part in the event. Dr Snejina Angelova, a doctor
with a homeopathic practice, held a lecture on ”The essence, principles and treatment methods
of homeopathy”. The objectives of the seminar were:
▪ Improving one‟s well-being,
▪ Ameliorating one‟s health,
▪ Providing motivation and stimulating a proactive stance with regard to improving
one‟s quality of life through the use of non-traditional medicine,
▪ Discussions and informal talks about health matters held within a comfortable setting,
▪ Enhancement of recreational activities,
▪ Eliminating social isolation.
The lecture and seminar centred on the options homeopathy provides, questions about curing
health problems and types of homeopathic remedies.
The third health seminar entitled Prevention of oncological diseases was held on June 10,
2010. Fourteen participants took part in the event. A lecture on the selected topic was held by
Dr Ivan Minev, a doctor at the regional hospital in Gabrovo. The seminar focused on:
▪ Ameliorating one‟s health,
▪ Improving one‟s well-being,
▪ Providing motivation and stimulating a proactive stance with regard to the prevention
of oncological diseases,
▪ Discussions and informal talks about health matters held within a comfortable setting,
▪ Enhancement of recreational activities and
▪ Eliminating social isolation.
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The lecture centred on the essence, history, triggers, factors, diagnostics, classification, treatment and prevention/prophylaxis of oncological diseases.
Subsequent to each of the three events, participants reported that they had learned a lot and
that the provided information was very useful and could be implemented in everyday life.
They also conveyed that they had benefited from these events, during the course of which
they were able to relax, exchange ideas and information, and thereby learn about paying more
attention to themselves. Furthermore, they also indicated that they were very interested in
participating in other health seminars as well as in organising similar activities in the future.
In addition to expanding participants‟ knowledge and awareness, the seminars also had an
impact on their shaping of relationships. For example, the birthday of one of the seminar participants was celebrated in an informal manner during one of these events.
Participants also took part in various walking tours and travel activities during the course of
the pilot project.
An excursion to Uzana, the geographic centre of Bulgaria which is located about 30 km away
from Gabrovo, was organised for January 30, 2010. A total of 16 people, including colleagues
from TU Gabrovo, took part in the tour. The objectives of the outing were:
▪ Improving one‟s well-being,
▪ Promoting the seniors‟ physical activity levels and motor skills,
▪ Holding informal discussions within a comfortable setting,
▪ Enhancement of recreational activities.
The excursion was organised to take place in a comfortable, informal setting in the mountains.
The group travelled to Uzana in a minibus and was lodged in a holiday residence where informal group discussions, card games and other activities took place. As it is a well-liked hotspot for both tourists and Gabrovo residents, the group decided to embark on a 7 km hike
from the holiday house to Uzana. The rest of the excursion was designed in such a way so as
to take into consideration the needs, wants and expectations of the elderly participants.
An excursion to the monasteries in southwest Bulgaria took place on June 14-16, 2010. Sixteen people went on the bus tour, which had the following objectives:
▪ Visitation of the most important spiritual and religious centres of southwest Bulgaria
and familiarisation with the cultural and historical landmarks located in the neighbouring cities,
▪ Improving one‟s well-being,
▪ Promoting the seniors‟ physical activity levels and motor skills,
▪ Holding informal discussions within a comfortable setting,
▪ Enhancement of recreational activities.
The trip was initiated, organised and carried out within a comfortable, informal setting. The
following monasteries were toured: Rila Monastery, which is located in the Rila Mountains
and is the largest and most famous monastery in Bulgaria. The next monastery on the travel
route was Rozhen Monastery. Known for its frescos that date from the 13th up to the 16th cen-
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tury, it is located high in the Pirin Mountains and is the biggest of its kind in this region. The
third stop on the tour was Batchkovo Monastery, which is located in the Rhodope Mountains.
At the end of the trek, the participants concluded that they had benefited from it a great deal.
They were able to relax, exchange ideas and pay more attention to their needs. Furthermore,
they indicated that they were very interested in organising and participating in other hiking
tours and travel activities in the future.
From the onset of the pilot project, the extremely sociable rapport between the participants
and the social science chair‟s organisational team from TU Gabrovo marked the ambience of
all of the events and activities. On the one hand, this can be explained by the fact that the participants‟ age range was close to that of the target group. On the other hand, the organisational
team was also active during the interview, questionnaire and execution phases, thus establishing an element of continuity for the target group.
The social network could be rated as good toward the end of the pilot project. Further motivation from the team will however be necessary in order to establish this network in a sustainable fashion. One of the remaining goals of the collaboration with the association is to employ
this pre-existing social network in such a way so as to facilitate access to informal and nonformal education. Broadened social skills and specialised knowledge should serve to boost
participants‟ self-confidence, thus encouraging and empowering them to organise activities on
their own. The self-organisation processes that were established within the framework of the
pilot project should continue to be applied so that participants in the learning network can take
over the planning and organisation of additional events and initiatives.
5.1.2. Pilot Project in Germany
A learning concept geared toward social space was pursued in Germany (cf. chapter 1). Written questionnaires, interviews with experts, workshops, resident meetings, analyses of existing statistical data from the city, etc. were employed to define the problems of the target
group within the context of social space. The target group was comprised of senior citizens
who earned a modest income and/or who possessed limited educational qualifications and did
not participate in any educational activities during the past year. The problems that called for
intervention and which came to light included the issues of leisure time: communal versus
solitary, milieu and safety, which were converted into educational standards for the seniors.
The following sections describe how the learning network addressed these problems and in
doing so, assisted the seniors in improving their quality of life by means of informal education. To this end, six neighbourhood meetings were held between the end of 2009 and the
middle of 2010.
First neighbourhood meeting
A total of 51 senior citizens aged between 65 and 80 years old attended the first neighbourhood meeting. Of this number, there were 35 females and 16 males. This was also the case for
the meetings thereafter where approximately two thirds of attendees were female and one
third was male. The event was inaugurated by the mayor and the head of the AWO (Workers‟
Welfare Association) Senior Citizen Centre. This was of particular importance to the contin56

ued success of the process as it served two purposes. First of all, the mayor‟s attendance at the
opening emphasised the importance of the SEELERNETZ project. Secondly, the presence of
the head of the senior citizen centre provided the seniors with a reference person they already
knew personally and this contributed considerably to their acceptance of the project. Also
attending the neighbourhood meeting were nine members of the steering committee who had
worked together to develop the individual project steps. They acted in a moderating capacity
for the first event as well as for those that followed.
Two items stood at the forefront of the first neighbourhood meeting. First, the survey results
were presented and discussed. Secondly, the senior citizens collectively defined the fields of
activity that constituted the overall purpose of the learning network. With regard to the presentation of the research results, it was necessary to take into consideration the fact that the
auditorium was composed of senior citizens. For many of them, discussing research results
was something completely unfamiliar. A clear and well-structured layout proved to facilitate
the comprehension of the presented results that were closely related to the circumstances of
the target group. To begin with, the essential and insightful elements that form the basis of the
survey are to be put forth using easily understandable wording. Furthermore, the presentation
should be laid out in such a way so that seniors are able to read and interpret the results without any difficulty. The typeface must therefore be large enough and it is vital that the most
important results be presented in the forefront. Bombarding the modestly educated seniors
with facts and figures would only lead to participants being put off by the lecture.
In the case of the first meeting, the beginning of the presentation was marked by a certain
degree of distance and reservation. However, it was clearly noticeable that scepticism transformed into engrossed attention as soon as the audience realized how relevant the survey results were to their own lives.
Subsequent to the discussion about the survey results which essentially corroborated the empirical data, small groups were put together that then addressed the following questions:
1. What do I hold in high regard here (in the neighbourhoods)? What is particularly
valuable to me?
2. What am I lacking here?
The seniors agreed on the topics of safety (traffic and criminality), living environment as well
as leisure time: communal versus solitary. This corresponded with the most significant empirical data from the survey which had already indicated that a sense of security, a pleasant
milieu and the marginal integration of the target group into networks were important issues
for those who were surveyed. A key element when it came to compiling the focal topics was
to clarify the personal relevance of the thematic issues to the senior citizens themselves. The
seniors must develop ideas about the concrete measures that will lead to an anticipated improvement in their quality of life within the neighbourhood; only then will they be effectively
and perpetually motivated to participate in the learning network.
A substantial number of non-formal learning processes that should be outlined as an example
for the following meetings could already be observed during the first meeting:
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▪

Broadening the view of Europe: the seniors get to experience “up close and personal”
taking part in a European project. Reports of activities in the partner countries always
drew a great deal of interest.

▪

Getting to know the district from a scientific point of view: for example, the seniors
are informed about the age and gender distribution in their quarter.

▪

Discussion with city council and scientists: the seniors engage confidently in discussions with the mayor and scientists and present their opinions.

▪

Discussion about the effects of demographic change: they learn that demographic ageing is a shapeable Europe-wide process that presents numerous challenges that do not
automatically entail negative ramifications.

▪

Reflexion about the district‟s weaknesses and strengths: the seniors examine the
strengths and weaknesses of their quarter.

▪

Interactive communication: the seniors socialise and get to know each other better by
discussing within small groups and talking to people at their tables. They carry out
short interviews with their partners and present the results to the other group members.
They follow the standard rules of communication, i.e. they listen attentively to one another, allow each other to finish speaking.

▪

Overcoming personal boundaries: a senior with an immigrant background shied away
at first from speaking in front of the group. She apologized for her flawed German.
The group members encouraged her to introduce her partner and amiably praised her
at the end: “But we understood everything!”

▪

Formal meetings: the seniors are familiarised with official meeting procedures. During
the small group phase of the project, they learned how to use modern presentation
techniques and methods.

Second neighbourhood meeting
Due to ice and snow storms, only ten senior citizens participated in the second neighbourhood
meeting. The “needle method” (Deinet 2009; see section 7.4.) was implemented while addressing each of the focus topics. In response to the prepared questions, the seniors worked
together using brightly coloured pins to designate various places on a large map of the district.
Once they were done, the map was covered with pins in three different colours, each of which
corresponded to one of the topics. In this way, a red pin at a point along Kurt-SchumacherStrasse was indicative of insufficient lighting (topic: safety), a blue pin designated the location
of the AWO (Workers‟ Welfare Association) café for seniors (topic: leisure time: communal
versus solitary) and a green pin symbolised the public sport-training course for older people
(like a walking-frame) (topic: milieu).
At the end of the meeting, the seniors were asked to wear sturdy clothing and bring a notepad,
camera and recording device for interviews (if possible) to the next gathering so that an active
social space observation relating to the results of the needle method could be conducted.
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Third neighbourhood meeting
A total of 31 people attended the third meeting. Participants were divided into theme-oriented
small groups that proceeded to conduct an on-site survey of the neighbourhood (Knopp 2009;
cf. section 7.6. of the handbook). They sought out the locations that had been designated on
the map with pins during the previous meeting. Each small group had a task to tend to, such
as: “Find places in the neighbourhood where people are engaged in solitary or collective
activities.” The tasks were written on index cards and provided to the groups as a reminder
for them to hold onto while en route. In this way, it could be ensured that each group would
concentrate on the topic at-hand despite various stimuli in their environment. Furthermore, the
cards were laid out in a protocol-oriented grid format upon which participants were expected
to take notes. An additional component of the task involved taking photographs of the surveyed locations. Initially, the seniors were asked to simply observe during the course of the
active social space survey and record their impressions. So as to provide an overall picture,
the following sections give examples of some of the active social space observation results.
Among other things, the observations of the leisure time: communal versus solitary group
included: There are solitary seniors everywhere on certain streets. Seniors that live in multistorey buildings are often affected by solitude as the number of inhabitants is so great that
many people do not know each other; anonymity prevails. Many senior housing residents are
incapable of actively taking part in public life due to health issues. Most of them however
would not admit to being lonely. Furthermore, the group suspected that some of them also
lacked the motivation to be active. According to the group, places where seniors can come
together and be active include the AWO (Workers‟ Welfare Association) centre, the catholic
and evangelical churches, the Rentfort-Nord tennis club and Quälingspark. The group maintained that doing activities collectively brings about a sense of ease and one is not afraid of
returning home afterwards. One of the group members commented, “We‟re stronger together.”
Among other things, the milieu group made the following observations during their survey of
the neighbourhood: Quälingsteich (a pond) gives people a place where they can relax in a
natural, “green” setting. Multiple generations of people come together on the neighbouring
playground. The newly designed park behind Schwechater Strasse is also lovely; senior citizens helped to plant vegetation here. The walking frame located along Quälingsteich requires
a “users‟ manual” however. The underground passageway from the comprehensive school to
the sports hall is dirty. The dark space creates a sense of insecurity and anxiety. Public lavatories are lacking in the centre of Rentfort-Nord.
The safety group compiled the following observations: During the dark months of the year,
there are some streets and squares that seniors are very uneasy about traversing and thus they
avoid them as much as possible. Seniors feel particularly threatened by some of the young
people. Increased police presence is needed in the entire neighbourhood. Furthermore, when
classes are let out at the comprehensive school in the area, this often leads to jostling when
boarding the bus. Young people push past the elderly and fill up the seats, sometimes placing
their satchels on them. In this case a preventative measure would be necessary; young people
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should be made aware of their inconsiderate behaviour and elderly citizens should be advised
to avoid travelling during these particularly busy times. Additionally, getting off the bus at the
aforementioned locations at the start of the school day frequently leads to dangerous conditions. This is because some students choose to walk in front of the bus to cross the street, thus
forcing motorists to brake abruptly. It was suggested that the entire zone and not just some of
the streets be designated with 30 kph signposts. Parking along Kurt-Schumacher-Strasse is
often disorderly. As a result, people with physical disabilities as well as wheelchair users are
forced to deviate into the street, exposing themselves to considerable peril. The footpaths
along Schwechater Strasse and Berliner Strasse (at the level of the bus stop for the AWO
housing complex) are particularly treacherous due to root growth and uplifted sections of
pavement. The senior citizens residence lacks sufficient lighting. Damages ranging from 2 to
3 cm along the surface of the pavement make for dangerous tripping hazards.
Fourth neighbourhood meeting
A total of 20 people took part in the fourth meeting. The small groups that had been formed
for the active social space observation evaluated their results so that they could use the information they had compiled to put together posters on the issues of safety, leisure time: communal versus solitary and clean and peaceful living environments. Furthermore, they received
cards that gave them suggestions about how they could carry out the project preparations. The
groups worked as independently as possible. Facilitators assisted and monitored the process
but interfered as little as possible. From a methodical perspective, the activity was conceived
as follows:
For example, the task for one group was: We took to the streets to explore the issue of „communal versus solitary leisure time‟ and as a result, we drew the following conclusions.
The seniors had the following resources at their disposal which served as a foundation for the
creation of the posters:
▪ the results of the two needle method workshops,
▪ the notes from the active social space observation and
▪ the photos taken during the active social space observation.
The materials were laid out in a clear manner on the tables. The group project consisted of
four steps:
1. The locations that were designated using the needle method were examined
2. The notes from the active social space observation were read aloud
3. The photos that were taken during the active social space observation were reviewed.
Each photograph should have been printed on a standard A4 sheet.
4. The posters were assembled.
Afterwards, everyone walked around so that they could see all of the other posters. Each of
the groups provided explanations for their respective poster.
With the help of the suggestion cards, the seniors were able to render a concrete, sensoryoriented interpretation of their results. The poster by the milieu group is presented here as
representative of the other groups‟ results:
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19 Figure: Product of a small group project – poster on the topic of milieu

Source: proprietary image

Fifth neighbourhood meeting
A total of 26 people took part in the fifth neighbourhood meeting. In view of the posters that
had been assembled during the previous gathering, the entire learning network was confronted
with the following two questions: What will result from our findings? and Where can we begin to take action? The concepts were presented to the entire group. Here are some examples
of the conclusions drawn regarding the issue of safety:
▪

In order to address the conflicts between young people and the elderly, discussion
groups involving the students from the comprehensive school should be organised. For
this purpose, contact should be established with the school‟s administrator and social
workers.

▪

With regard to the tripping hazards, the city will establish contact with the local job
creation company and the district‟s craft guild whose goal should be to resolve the
problem by implementing various horticultural and structural measures.

Market revitalisation, among other things, was suggested in the course of the discussion about
milieu. To this end, a regulatory agency representative and a market leader spokesperson are
to be invited to a neighbourhood meeting. On the topic of leisure time: communal versus solitary, it was proposed that a visiting service be set up for the presumably lonely, elderly people
living in multi-storey buildings. The interim findings of the neighbourhood meetings indi61

cated that the seniors were acquiring social skills as they developed an ever stronger sense of
responsibility for their neighbourhood.
Sixth neighbourhood meeting
The sixth meeting, which 23 people attended, focused on the realisation of the suggestions
that had been developed with the intention of improving the neighbourhood.
1. Market revitalisation: discussion with experts from the city government and a representative of the market vendors
The market vendor representative outlined clearly that vendors were generating too little revenue. The city government expert presented the weekly market “Ruhr 2010”;
she also showed a film. It made it quite clear that weekly markets facilitate communication and animate the district. The expert suggested that such an initiative involving
at least ten merchants could be started in spring 2011.
Furthermore, the city government would like to see to setting up a weekly market in
the neighbourhood.
2. Parking problems on the AWO premises: discussion with an expert from the AWO
Measures that could solve these problems include the integration of disabled parking
places that are designated with signs or even the installation of a parking barrier.
3. Lighting: discussion with an expert from the city government
According to the expert, the lighting problems along Schwechater Strasse have been
around for quite some time now. The ground lanterns have been positioned too close
to the vegetation. The maintenance operator will inspect the lighting situation on
Schumacher Strasse. The government expert appeared to be rather unapproachable
during the discussion and attempted to placate the situation. He stated at one point
that: “This is not a so-called listeners‟ request programme.” This was followed by a
major argument with the residents.
At the end of the meeting, the seniors had agreed upon the following programme for the period starting after the summer recess of 2010 and continuing until the beginning of 2011:
1. Walking frame (expert from the city‟s sports association; target date: September / October)
2. Young and old
▪ Organisation of a dialogue between the young people and the elderly (experts from the
comprehensive school‟s administration and student representatives as well as from the
local community centre; target date: October)
▪ Overcrowded buses during rush hours (expert from Vestischen Straßenbahn (public
transportation company); target date: November)
3. Communal seniors programme
Bring the church event organisers together with those from the AWO to create a programme for seniors (experts from the churches and AWO; target date: January/February
2011)
4. Employment project involving the elimination of trip hazards of multi-storey buildings
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The issues of the employment project to eliminate trip hazards and the renaturisation of
multi-storey buildings are dealt with together. The date is set depending upon the degree of
urgency. The mayor is invited to this function. The date for this issue is set according to the
current conditions.
At the end of the meeting, one elderly woman commented that the general sense of security
had improved since the residential meetings had begun being held.
For the last meeting that took place during the project time frame, FoGera acted only in the
capacity of a participating observer. Administration of the event was left to the AWO and the
city government. This was important to ensure the sustainability of the project as well as to
make sure that after it officially comes to an end that the learning network will continue in
their efforts without FoGera. The entire learning network agreed to meet up independently
with the cooperation partners in order to realise the programme plans.
In summary, the following elements should be taken into account when implementing learning networks:
▪

Neighbourhood meetings (learning networks) are held regularly every four to six
weeks, or on short notice when necessary.

▪

At each of the gatherings, attendees are provided with resources such as the minutes
from the previous meeting, presentation handouts, etc.

▪

On the occasion of each of the meetings, an evaluation is carried out by means of short
questionnaires and randomised interviews. The feedback serves to influence the planning of future undertakings. The steering committee also carries out a long-term
evaluation whose aim is process optimisation. The tools used to this end are continuously refined and further developed.

▪

It is important to invite members of the press to attend the various functions as this
serves to establish public acknowledgement of the seniors‟ involvement.

The SEELERNETZ project successfully introduced modestly educated seniors to learningoriented networks. The statement made by the head of the AWO Senior Citizen Centre reflects that it is about more than just acquiring knowledge, however, and that it rather concerns
the correlation of learning, ability to act and think independently, and one‟s quality of life (as
envisioned in the theoretical model): “This project isn‟t only about learning, it‟s about emancipation. Something has changed in these seniors; a new sense of awareness is emerging. We
have something to say. We are a part of this and we will get involved. Growing old does not
mean we will be pushed aside. Prejudices about the elderly were dispelled, for example, that
they couldn‟t learn anymore and had nothing more to contribute. The seniors are recognised
and appreciated.” (Gerhard Ludwig, head of the AWO Senior Citizen Centre and member of
the steering committee, as quoted during a group discussion on April 13, 2010).
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5.1.3. Pilot Project in Greece
Kick-off event
The results of the SEELERNETZ survey were presented at a kick-off event. All seniors who
had participated in the survey and provided their phone number or address were, either by
phone or personally, invited to attend the kick-off event. They were encouraged to also bring
interested friends or their partner along. Invitation flyers were also displayed in KAPIs, cafés
for seniors, churches etc. across the city, where the survey had been conducted as well as in
other places often frequented by seniors (e.g. citizen advice bureaus, doctors‟ surgeries, chemists, health insurances, town hall). The event was also advertised on posters across the city, on
the city‟s website as well as in the local media. The theme of the event was “WE DECIDE
FOR OUR FUTURE! I DO SO FOR OTHERS, I DO SO WITH OTHERS, I DO SO FOR
MYSELF! People 55+ more active than ever before!”. The invitation informed the citizens
about the aim of the event, namely, on the one hand, the presentation of the survey results
and, on the other hand, to jointly work on issues concerning the quality of life of the townspeople. The potential participants were offered the prospect of a free buffet and a raffle.
The pilot project ideas
The participants were presented with 14 new ideas which had emerged from the survey.
They were then asked to select the four most important issues with regard to improving the
quality of life of the seniors in the city. Afterwards, those interested put their name and address on the list of the group in which they would like to participate. The subsequent evaluation showed that the following three issues were of greatest concern to the seniors of Agia
Paraskevi:
▪ Establishment of a “New Media Learning Group” to teach the use of computers and
the internet (50 votes),
▪ Establishment of a “Hiking Group” for joint activities (44 votes),
▪ Establishment of a “Health Group” (35 votes) for information on health issues and to
learn “first aid”.
Other topics that were proposed include:
▪ Establishment of a group for monitoring and raising awareness for clean urban spaces
(32 votes; name of the group “Clean Urban Spaces”),
▪ Establishment of a group for information and awareness raising on recycling and the
environment (29 votes),
▪ Establishment of a group for cultural activities (27 votes),
▪ Establishment of a group to support people with disabilities (18 votes) and
▪ Establishment of a philosophy group (17 votes).
Participants
The group of participants was comprised of elderly citizens from the city of Agia Paraskevi
who were interested in one of the learning networks. All participants were older than 65 years
of age. The three groups were made up of people with different levels of education (Bridging
Network).
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Formation of pilot project groups
Following the identification of the main topics, the seniors were asked to register for one of
the groups. Two weeks later, they were phoned and invited to the first meeting of their group.
The initial group meetings served to familiarise the participants with the SEELERNETZ project and its objectives. It was made clear that one of the core objectives was to improve the
quality of life through self-managed lifelong learning and active participation.
At the beginning, the groups were very sceptical about whether this project would work at all.
Great scepticism was also expressed about the collaboration with the urban actors. Many of
them had long ago lost their faith in municipal politics. All of them initially had problems
with the idea of group self-management. However, most of them were prepared to participate
in the project. Checklists were distributed in order to identify the goals of the group, the resources required as well as the future work and activities of the group. Because the groups had
difficulties working through the checklists on their own, they were supported by a moderator
from 50plus Hellas. In the groups, it was jointly decided to initially meet once a week.
The “Hiking Group”
The group easiest to organise, but – as it turned out – most difficult to maintain on a continuous basis, was the “Hiking Group”. In order to assess what was needed and how to organise
the hiking programme, a test hike was organised for the first group meeting. After the first
meeting it was agreed to meet on a monthly basis in order to organise the next walks or the
monthly hiking programme. This was done by the group itself.
A poor health and physical condition was often the reason for leaving the group, as was the
summer heat that started shortly after the formation of the pilot group. One of the greatest
difficulties the group had to cope with was the group‟s mobility: It was often difficult for the
group to organise a car or other means of transport for hikes/walks elsewhere.
This became easier when two to three people agreed to make their private car available to the
group. Four successful walks took place in the city area. The weather (rain or heat wave) was
often a reason to cancel the walks. In May it was decided not to go on any further walks because of the starting heat wave in the city and the fact that three people were absent on holiday. Although this group started off as a small one of only 4 to 6 people, there is now a larger
number of interested people who intend to continue the group‟s activities, starting in September 2010 thanks to several news releases and word-of-mouth advertising.
The “New Media Group”
The “New Media Group” had between 10 and 25 members. In the course of only four planning meetings, the group succeeded in organising a computer course managed by the Ministry
for Education, Lifelong Learning and Religious Affairs. The atmosphere during the planning
meetings was often a little tense, mostly because of disputes that were resolved through moderation. Photo/learning protocols were prepared, distributed and discussed with the group.
This was perceived as very helpful and important by the group members as it gave them the
chance to review the organisational and learning processes. Many participants dropped out of
the course within the first month. The reason for this was that the course instructors often ignored the needs of the participants and that they went through the subject matter too fast.
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50plus Hellas passed this information on to the Secretariat of the Ministry for Lifelong Learning and it turned out that the course had not been designed for seniors but for younger people.
It was planned to continue the course with said learning materials until the end of June, despite the fact that they were not designed for seniors. This clearly shows the lack of policies
for the elderly and of geragogy in Greece. The seniors did, however, report on an improvement of the teaching methods following the discussion with the Ministry.
The “Health Group”
6 to 10 permanent members were responsible for the self-management of the group, while
another 10 to 15 members participated in the courses but without playing an active part in
their organisation. The group managed to implement its ideas quickly. After only three meetings within a relatively short period of time, the first of the first aid courses was held with the
support of the city‟s doctors‟ surgery. Thereafter, the group only had to meet once a month to
organise the health talks. The atmosphere at the meetings was always friendly. Communication within the group was good and disputes were quickly resolved through moderation. The
democratic voting methods (majority voting system / simple plurality) were accepted by all
participants and seen as positive: “We always had the feeling that we were able to decide on
everything ourselves”, “In this group, democracy worked better than in our society. It was
great!”
At the last meeting, the photo/learning protocols were handed out and discussed with the
group in order to reflect on the learning processes and methods. The photo/learning protocols
were also well received by this group and it was mentioned that they had been very helpful
and important in getting organised. The group wishes to continue the regular health talks in
September 2010, following the summer holidays.
Non-formal learning processes
The key learning objective of all groups was self-management. That way, the seniors have
learned to participate in moderated discussions and to exchange views. They learned to follow
the rules of communication that apply to group discussions, such as listening attentively to
each other and not to interrupt others. Other learning outcomes included:
▪ Managing collaboration within a group with a common objective and testing of checklists,
▪ Development of self-management skills,
▪ Familiarisation with moderation techniques,
▪ Communicating with each other and establishing contacts,
▪ Completion of questionnaires and
▪ Understanding photo and learning protocols.
Formal learning processes
In addition, the seniors organised certain activities based on their interests. Formal learning
outcomes to be mentioned, for instance, with regard to the “New Media Group” are: using the
internet to look for information, to communicate with others (emails, chat rooms etc.) and
improved communication with younger people. In the “Health Group”, the seniors learned
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how to provide first aid to themselves, their family members and others as well as to sustain
and improve their health through preventive action.
Informal learning processes
Although the summer holidays limited the duration of the learning network, it was proposed
to establish a “Self-Teaching/Learning Group” after the summer. The “New Media Group”
would like to e.g. set up smaller working groups in which the participants can learn from
and support each other. The “Health Group” wants to find people within the group, who can
pass on their professional knowledge and experience to the other members of the group
(e.g. one senior was working as a beautician and could provide tips and information on skin
care).
5.1.4. Pilot Project in Romania
Initial goals
The pilot projects started in December 2009 with a kick-off meeting and ended in June2010.
During this time, the IREA organised five themed workshops and one meeting of the steering
group. Two round table talks were held at the beginning and at the end of the pilot projects
(cf. section 7.3. in this handbook). The purpose of the first round table talk was to identify the
interests and needs of the seniors. Given their experience in practical work with senior citizens, the experts were able to provide a wealth of advice and recommendations on how to
reach seniors. In the second round table talk, the outcomes of the themed workshops were
analysed and the experts were able to make new recommendations. The key objectives were
explained to the actors involved at the first round table talk:
▪ Greater inclusion of seniors into society,
▪ Improvement of everyday living conditions for seniors,
▪ Strengthening of the identification of seniors with their residential neighbourhood.
Following the research phase, in which the interests and potentials of the seniors were
prompted in a learning network, the learning group was set up. The learning group contributed to a broadening of the seniors‟ interests. In the new group or the social network, respectively, the elderly were also active outside their social environment and increased their life
satisfaction. Thanks to the learning process, which they underwent by attending the pilot project meetings, the seniors acquired new life skills.
Themed workshops
The participating seniors discussed a total of five topics in the five workshops and took part in
various activities. They intend to continue these activities in the future. Each meeting was
organised by a small action group of seniors in collaboration with experts from IREA. The
meetings took place once a month with the exception of May, when two meetings were held.
On average, the meetings were attended by 28 seniors who discovered common interests at
these meetings and formed new interest groups. There were always more women than men
present. Furthermore, the female participants were also very active. It can be ascertained that
the pilot projects have increased the participation of seniors in society. In order to ensure the
efficient and successful organisation of the themed workshops in the following months, the
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seniors were given lists with different topics proposed by the experts at the kick-off meeting.
After they had analysed said lists, the seniors indicated their first and second preference topic.
This was done in the course of a brief discussion. The people who had chosen the same topic
were organised in five small discussion groups. Given the limited number of four meetings,
the members of the smallest group joined the group of their second preference. The total 37
participating seniors then teamed up in four initiative groups. These met on a regular basis in
order to organise the themed workshops and to play an active part in them. At the same time,
they were – in close collaboration with the experts and the IREA Team – also responsible for
winning over further seniors to participate in the established network. During the discussion,
the participants decided which responsibilities they could take on and they also exchanged
their contact details – address and phone number – in order to meet up prior to the workshop.
At the first themed workshop (in February 2010) the following main outcomes were presented:
▪ Appreciation of skills acquired over the course of life,
▪ Discussion of the cultural significance of traditional trades,
▪ Reactivating the tradition of teaching craft skills to the younger generation.
The following aspects were particularly emphasised during the first themed workshop:
▪ Overcoming the isolation of life as a senior,
▪ Rediscovery and reflection of one‟s own potential,
▪ Illustrating the social value of the achievements of every senior.
At this meeting, the seniors got to know each other and formed small groups based on their
interests or life stories. The groups enabled them to interact with each other. Furthermore, a
small group of people formed to produce craftwork under the guidance of skilled senior
craftsmen. Moreover, the importance of close communication with the younger generation
was recognised; to this end, an action plan for a small exhibition in the children‟s library and
in schools was produced on the occasion of the public holidays on March 1 and 8. In the
course of this, it became clear that the specific interest of the participants in a certain topic
served as a sound basis for discussions.
The second themed workshop, which was held in March 2010, pursued the following objectives:
▪ Discussion of the benefits of attending courses at an advanced age and
▪ Identification of courses offered to seniors in Timisoara: Discussion about the possibility of participation by means of course registrations.
In actual terms this implied the definition of requirements of the participating groups and the
preparation of participant lists. The following activities were proposed: swimming, skiing,
language courses, internet courses and comprehensive programmes on healthy living.
At this meeting, the initiative groups were formed which attended a number of different
courses over the following weeks and months. The seniors received new information during
the introduction of the course which they used in the subsequent discussions. During the discussion with the course providers and other colleagues, the seniors learned how to share useful and personally meaningful information and how to organise themselves. At these meet68

ings, the seniors also played an active role in the formation of the groups for the respective
courses. By doing so, they increased their skills in developing a committed organisation in a
totally new and unfamiliar setting. Furthermore, the seniors also activated their ability to assume responsibility. This held particularly true for those who offered to act as group coordinators. Also tested were the teamwork skills, in particular of those seniors who had chosen a
specific course, such as the one on healthy living.
The aim of the third themed workshop (April 2010) was to illustrate the benefits of taking part
in activities such as group excursions, exploring the city and collecting relevant information.
This also included the intention of many seniors to join at least one relaxing activity in the
following months or to take part in joint activities with other seniors, e.g. looking for and using opportunities to relax in Timisoara, or even to arrange joint activities. The seniors in the
initiative groups made proposals which were then used to team up in small groups depending
on the individual interests. Those interested in the respective activities then tried to put their
plan into action and to solve occurring problems. Transport was, for instance, arranged for a
weekend trip and different dates and times were negotiated for a group walk to the historic
sights of Timisoara. Furthermore, one person was designated to contact the tour guide. In the
small groups, the areas of responsibility were allocated and the wishes of the participants discussed. Prior to the trip to the district of Timis, the sights to be visited, the duration of the trip
and the possibilities for financial support were discussed. This meeting increased the cohesion
of the group and provided for better integration of new participants. Given the great appeal of
the trip to seniors, it was easy to motivate them to take part. The list with those interested in
the trip to Szeged was just as quickly filled as the transport was organised. Although making
the trip possible was extremely difficult due to the short planning period, it took place with
great success. It showed the participating seniors that taking part in such activities can be both
successful and fulfilling. This success also had a positive spill-over effect on the other groups:
they were encouraged to put their plans into action.
The final two themed workshops, which took place in May 2010, both focused on the living
environment of seniors. What was of interest in this context, were both the sociological perspective as well as the amenities in the residential neighbourhood of the seniors.
The key objectives of the fourth and final themed workshop were to emphasise the benefits
for seniors of taking part in at least one ecological activity in Timisoara, the identification of
the seniors with and the sustainability of these activities.
What was special about this meeting was the fact that 20 students from the department of social sciences had expressed interest in taking part in one of the meetings of the SEELERNETZ project after they had visited the official website. Their presence enabled intergenerational conversations and discussions. This meeting proved highly exciting thanks to the intense interaction with the young students present, who asked questions both with regard to the
project itself as well as with regard to the reactions of the seniors during the course of the project. The seniors were also asked about the effects of participating in this meeting. One senior
took the opportunity to present a specific project. She demonstrated how to recycle waste paper by making postcards and flyers. She recommended to the other seniors to join the group
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either by designing their own postcards or by handing them out to as many people as possible.
At this meeting, the seniors proposed and implemented some immediate and tangible ecological activities. They also positively interacted with the young generation by explaining the
benefits of participating in this project. It was proposed to invite the president of the residential neighbourhood associations to the next SEELERNETZ meeting on May 20, so that the
participants could pass on their findings to him. To this end, a list of people was compiled
who had agreed to invite other seniors and the president. The key objective of this meeting
was to elaborate on the benefits of participating in at least one cultural event or activity to the
seniors. During the workshop, the seniors posed questions to the speaker, in particular with
regard to the legal framework of this initiative. The city council of Timisoara expressed its
willingness to support the projects as a result of the discussion. The publication of a
neighbourhood magazine was mentioned and those seniors who would attend the next meeting were promised to receive a copy. During the break, the seniors exchanged their thoughts
and ideas, and a few groups formed to support the proposed initiatives.
As a result of the meeting, the seniors developed a deeper understanding of the notion of voluntariness and of the importance of voluntary activities at an advanced age.
This also implied the understanding that activity is positive for the individual and that it can
be an example for younger generations to the extent that the younger generation in today‟s
Romanian society can experience and understand the important social function of voluntary
involvement.
Results of the themed workshops and learning processes
The learning progress made by the seniors through the participation in the themed workshops
became evident in their integration into social networks and their acquisition of skills. During
the course of the pilot project, the seniors had the chance to get to know each other better and
to make new contacts. At the same time, it gave reason to expand their activities. The seniors
managed e.g. to communicate successfully and they also learned, by and large, to integrate
new members. Some of the new members, who had not attended any meeting following the
kick-off event, initially had to realise that some of the seniors had already developed a sense
of solidarity for one another at the previous meetings. The resulting conclusion was that the
regular attendance of such meetings is crucial for the success of the planned activities and that
it leads to greater optimism regardless of the size of the group. The fact that solutions were
quickly found supports the assumption that the level of communication and trust as well as the
synergy effects within the group increased.
At the last two meetings, the seniors had jointly organised an own activity without much support from the moderators. This activity was the result of the experiences that they had made at
the previous meetings and the relationships that they had established. In doing so, the seniors
learned from their peers the skills necessary for organising a group activity. At this meeting,
the seniors adopted the proposed concept by actively participating in the discussions about the
activities and by showing initiative and innovation. Another informal learning aspect of this
meeting was the spontaneous formation of groups. The seniors themselves initiated the formation of new interest groups which multiplied the proposed concepts and adapted these to new
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situations (here to be mentioned is e.g. the proposal to maintain law and order in parks). This
indicates the beginning of a democratising process in social groups.
Evaluation and conclusion
The evaluation questionnaires for the pilot project were handed out to the 27 seniors who attended the last meeting on May 20, 2010. With regard to the social participation it should be
noted that 31.8 percent of the respondents stated that their interest in participating in the
workshop gave them the chance to build communal relationships.
9.1 percent of the respondents said that, by participating, they intended to actively assume
their responsibilities as citizens.18 percent of the seniors did, however, not indicate a specific
interest as reason for their participation in the workshops. It can hence be concluded that the
themed workshops during the pilot phase provided the seniors with the opportunity to learn to
better integrate into society. The sense of social participation was also fostered through the
enhancement of their intergenerational communication skills – 13.4 percent stated that the
benefit of participating in the project was the enhancement of their communication skills
which also showed in communicating with other generations. Furthermore, the seniors learned
to make new contacts (14.8 percent) and to strengthen existing relationships (12.7 percent).
Except for one, all respondents stated that they had found new friends by participating in the
themed workshops. All respondents reckoned that they were able to improve their organisational skills. The seniors also remarked that a network developed from the grown community.
This network allows them to solve different problems and / or pursue different interests and
they have learned how to solve problems more efficiently. As a result, they proposed to stay
in the existing groups and to continue their current activities. They also suggested setting up
new groups where they could pursue other interesting activities. An improvement of their
everyday lives was also reflected in the seniors‟ responses regarding their residential
neighbourhood.
87 percent out of the 45 percent of respondents, who had answered this question, stated that
they now had a better understanding of the problems in their residential neighbourhood.
9 percent stated they now felt safer in their residential neighbourhood. However, none of the
respondents wanted to move away from his / her neighbourhood. It can hence be concluded
that the most obvious learning process took place in the group dynamics. The seniors learned
to be more flexible within the group, to change roles within the group and / or to swap groups.
The group activities and the profile of social participation within the activities clearly show
that the quality of life of the participants has improved in the course of the informal and nonformal learning processes.
5.1.5. Pilot Project in Austria
Planning and conducting of the empirical survey
Following the final decision in favour of Zwischenbrücken as the location of the SEELERNETZ project, a quantitative survey questionnaire was designed that was pretested and revised several times. In addition, an interview guide was prepared. This interview guide was
used to interview the priest of the parish of Allerheiligen-Zwischenbrücken, the district coun71

cillor in his function as senior representative, the director of the largest senior citizens‟ home,
the director of the Caritas residential home as well as the area renewal representative about
the motivation and education of senior citizens.
The face-to-face interviews with potential participants of the learning network were conducted between April and June 2009. A total of 181 seniors were interviewed. The respondents were selected on the basis of a quota sample based on the socio-demographic data from
the competent municipal department of the city of Vienna. The interviews were conducted in
institutions for senior citizens, on the street and outside shops. For seniors, there are municipal
pensioners‟ clubs and an active parish. The interviews were conducted at events that took
place in said institutions. The director of a residential home for formerly homeless people also
established contacts. Numerous businesspeople and tradespeople supported the project by
allowing posters to be put up in their salesrooms. Finally, the members of the target group in
both parks (Allerheiligenpark and Mortarapark) were approached and interviewed. By the end
of the survey, 41 seniors who were interested in the workshops had put their name down on a
list of potential participants.
Activities in the run up to the kick-off meeting
In October 2009, a roundtable for the directors and educational assistants of the adult education centres was organised at the main office of the Vienna adult education centres. The purpose of the roundtable was to present the project and the results of the survey as well as to
advise less well educated senior citizens. A meeting of the steering group, which was held in
late October 2009 and which was also attended by the partners (adult education centres), the
district councillor, the area renewal representative and the priest, served to present the results
of the survey and to discuss further actions.
The kick-off meeting and the promotion strategy
The kick-off workshop titled “My Zwischenbrücken” was planned in November and on December 3, 2009 the invitations were designed and produced. Although a larger number of
people had informally confirmed their attendance, only seven senior citizens turned up. The
workshop took place on the premises of the area renewal office. The area renewal office,
which offers community-based social work services in Zwischenbrücken and provides advice
on matters of housing and living together in the neighbourhood, has substantial experience in
approaching people with low social integration. The outcome of the kick-off workshop did
not come as a surprise to the renewal area office. However, those who did attend the workshop affirmed at the end that they would come to future meetings. They also suggested topics
for upcoming workshops. The fact that one of the participants offered to help in the planning
of the next workshop was an encouraging outcome of the first workshop. The next workshop
was to take place in the district museum.
Following a critical review of the kick-off event in several team meetings with the cooperation partner, the adult education centre Brigittenau, further contacts were established with
potential participants. An information event, which was organised as an informative breakfast
session at a residential home of Caritas in the sense of a usability research, resulted in a name
change of the workshop. From January 2010 onwards, the participants of the learning network
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met under the name “Grätzeltreffen” (neighbourhood meeting). The term Grätzeltreffen was
to be used as the name of the learning network of the district and for publicity purposes. In
addition to directly approaching people from the participants‟ social environment, several
instruments and strategies for promotion were developed in order to increase the number of
participants in the workshops. One of these instruments included raising the public profile of
the project. To this end, a basic structure for the invitation programme was developed which
included a distinctive subject focus that was illustrated by means of a selected architectural
scene from the residential neighbourhood. Furthermore, the text of the invitation was shown
to different people of the target group in order to assess its “effectiveness” both in terms of its
typography and layout. The programme was produced in A5 and A1 format, because the former proved particularly suitable for handouts and the latter for in-store posters. The feedback
received in the course of the project showed that this type of invitation was deemed successful
by the participants. Another positive aspect was that the project was advertised in the press.
Articles on the SEELERNETZ project were featured in the Grätzelzeitung (neighbourhood
newspaper) as well as in the district newspaper.
The themed workshops / Grätzeltreffen
The second Grätzeltreffen in January 2010 was attended by 15 participants. Due to its centrality and the staff‟s willingness to collaborate, the premises of the area renewal office were
once again chosen as the meeting place. From there, a Grätzelspaziergang (neighbourhood
walk), which was to be understood as an active inspection of the space, led to the district museum. The active inspections – always in combination with small specific tasks – also became
a brand mark of the project. They were an integral part of almost all events because it became
apparent that they did not only foster the relationship between the participants but also made
them more attentive to changes in their immediate residential neighbourhood. These walks
were well received by the participants of the project because they always created an impetus
for subsequent discussion.
The contact to the district museum was established by a participant of the first workshop who
had initially intended on guiding the tour through the museum but then, at short notice, decided to leave it up to the director of the museum. Thematically, the January event was a continuation of the December meeting as the participants were to recognise and reflect on
changes in their residential neighbourhood during the course of their lives – after all, most of
them had been living in the 20th district for more than 40 years. The lively discussion about
the positive and negative changes with regard to the quality of life was continued at the closing buffet.
The didactic approach was changed after the second workshop by using a professional moderator. The moderator was briefed by the project team on the thematic focus of the sessions
who then tried to bring them into the discussion by means of appropriate moderation techniques. This didactic approach was to introduce a new learning format characterised by more
participation, openness and process orientation. The underlying assumption is that less well
educated senior citizens are less open to the traditional forms of adult education, namely
taught courses. The observation of the group and learning processes proved beneficial for the
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further development of the learning network. These non-participatory observations were either carried out by a project assistant or, at the Grätzeltreffen, by a member of staff of the cooperation partner, the adult education centre Brigittenau. Said observations provided valuable
insights for the further contents and topics to be covered in the workshops.
The February meeting took place under the motto “Creativity at an advanced age”. For this
purpose, a female dialect poet from the district was invited whose poems on matters of everyday life and interpersonal relationships offered a wealth of material for discussion to the ten
participants. The dialect poet, who is of the same age as the target group, has since participated in several workshops. Another group member, a hobby painter, offered to organise a
painting workshop as part of the project – this was planned for October 2010.
In response to the suggestion of several participants, a guided tour through the district‟s newly
opened nursing home “Seniorenschlössl” was organised in March. This event on “Housing for
Older People” was attended by 65 people, some of whom participated in subsequent workshops. The large number of people who attended this workshop underpins the topicality of
“Housing for Older People” and “Care”. The great interest in a nursing home in the residential
neighbourhood also clearly shows how important it is to elderly people to stay in their accustomed environment, even in a phase of life potentially characterised by “frailty”. The activities of the following Grätzeltreffen were exclusively based on the list of topics proposed by
the participants.
In April 2010, 14 participants visited the campus of the University of Applied Sciences and
took part in a discussion about “lifelong learning”. A part of the May workshop took place in
a seminar room on the 19th floor of the Millennium Towers (“Bird‟s-eye view of our Gräztel”
(neighbourhood)) where 12 participants discussed structural changes in the residential
neighbourhood and changes in the world of work. It was a whole new experience for the elderly, to have a bird‟s-eye view of the residential neighbourhood in which they have been living for decades and to learn how urban spaces are planned and shaped.
In June, when outdoor temperatures were extremely high, eight participants attended the
Grätzeltreffen titled “The park as a living space for the elderly”. A member of staff from the
Parkbetreuung (streetwork with young persons) was invited to this meeting. This form of
streetwork with young persons includes play and working programmes. Prior to the discussion
with the member of staff from Parkbetreuung, an active inspection of the Allerheiligenpark
took place. The participating elders were asked to observe what had changed in the park over
the past decades and what the park meant to them during different stages of life. The following discussion addressed topics such as tranquillity, order and cleanliness in urban spaces as
well as personal memories with regard to the park.
Another meeting titled “Obstacles encountered in our neighbourhood” took place in July with
nine participants. This addressed the suggestion of a female participant who had pointed out
that a much frequented flight of stairs in a green space along the Danube did not have a stair
rail. A list of topics revealed further “obstacles”. The participants were given cameras for the
active inspections. Possible solutions were then discussed on the premises of the area renewal
office. In August, it is planned to evaluate the participants‟ photos. The participants then
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want, together with the head of the area renewal office, to contact the responsible authorities
either by post or mail.
Conclusion and outlook
The Grätzeltreffen usually take place on the second Thursday of each month at 2 pm, for
which the participants are sent reminder letters. A fixed monthly date and the early announcement of these meetings had a positive effect on the elderly who place value on clear
structures.
The quality of life in the neighbourhood was the main topic that ran like a thread through all
events. The topics addressed in the learning network are based on the needs of the participants. All of them have a strong biographical aspect. Learning at an advanced age takes place
against the backdrop of personal experiences, whereby the analytical social space approach
increases and systematically incorporates the aspect of experience.
The events follow a clear structure: whenever it is deemed appropriate, an active inspection is
organised in order to explore the topic with all senses. The goal is, on the one hand, to visualise the social area in tangible terms and, on the other hand, to combine the learning process
with physical activities. Research on ageing has highlighted the importance of learning and
activity for the well-being of older people.
The information sessions at the Grätzeltreffen, which were to increase the knowledge of the
participants, were followed by a moderated discussion. The aim was to hear as many different
views form the participants as possible in order to start a dialogue about these views. The afternoon ended with a small buffet.
By now, a core group has formed (individuals and couples); plus two to three prospective
participants at every meeting. The oldest participant, a woman, is 86 years old and the youngest is just above 60. There are always slightly more women than men, though, in general, no
gender-specific differences can be identified with regard to the willingness to engage in dialogue during the moderated part of the event, with the exception that, in the informal part,
men are more willing than women to talk to others whom they did not know prior to the
event. The communication among the participants and with the project team is lively. Of particular note is a resident of the Caritas residential home, an institution for elderly homeless
people, who attended all events and became increasingly involved in the discussions. No
summer break was taken because of the gradual development of the “learning network” that
became apparent in spring and was not to be interrupted. In fact, the Grätzeltreffen in July
showed that the participants perceived themselves as a group. As such, they want to jointly
work on improving the quality of life in their residential neighbourhood. It is, in the sense of
acquiring knowledge and skills, planned to demonstrate and put into practice ways of active
participation.
The workshop has, right from the beginning, been characterised by close social contact between the organisers and the participants. This can, on the one hand, be accounted for by the
fact that the workshop organisers are nearly of the same age as the target group and, on the
other hand, that the interview and implementation phase was supported by the same team of
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organisers, i.e. the target group experienced continuity in the support they received. Although
it is safe to make a positive assessment of the social network at the end of the pilot project, the
support team still needs to work on ensuring that it becomes an established network in the
long term.
The aim of the Grätzeltreffen remains to facilitate the access to informal and non-formal
learning processes by means of gradually developing social networks: improved social and
practical skills are to increase the self-confidence of the participants and to enable and encourage them to engage in independent activities / learning and active citizenship. The work is
based on theoretical concepts of the self-determination theory by Ryan & Deci (2000) and
situated learning by Lave & Wenger (1991).
The planning and management team will more and more become a co-planning and comanagement team. The goal is to move more and more into the background and to lead the
group into becoming a self-managed network. This self-management is to be practiced in the
future by gradually transferring the planning and organisation of the Grätzeltreffen into the
hands of the participants. This process will continue to be supported by the cooperation partner, the adult education centre Brigittenau, and funds from the district.
5.2. Evaluation
The quality of the pilot projects was assessed and ensured by way of simultaneously occurring
reflection and evaluations. Aside from systematically gathering information based on empirical methods the main purpose of the evaluation was to establish a comparative rating system.
The rating was conducted based on the criteria set out by the German Evaluation Society that
defines evaluation as follows: “Evaluation is the systematic assessment of the benefit or value
of an object” (DeGEval 2003, 13 as quoted by Beywl 2006, 95).
Forms of evaluation (formative und summative)
To adequately assess the benefit and value of the programme, the evaluation was carried out
with two aims: on the one hand the evaluation was formative and integrated into the process,
and directly impacted on the process. The primary goal was to directly improve the ongoing
project. A formative evaluation was carried out following each workshop in the context of
“learning networks”. The format was adjusted based on the outcome and the workshops were
systematically modified based on the evaluation results. Subsequent to the intervention a
summative evaluation was conducted to assess the efficiency of the project. The summative
evaluation relates to the accomplished goals of the project (Kuckartz et al. 2008). A summative evaluation was conducted to assess the learning progress made by the participants of the
learning networks, along with obtaining social statistical parameters. For this purpose questions were formulated relating to the topics integration into networks, acquisition of skills in
the networks and quality of the networks, while considering gender differences. Furthermore,
the pilot projects were evaluated based on the initial hypotheses formulated in each country.
In line with participatory research the evaluation was carried out in accordance with the perspective of the beneficiaries.
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Evaluation method
In regard to the evaluation objectives and the characteristics of the target group (age and level
of education) an evaluation using standardised questionnaires did not seem sufficient.
Congruent with the principles of triangulation new information could also be obtained using
open questions and observation. This allowed for taking into consideration the perspective of
the participants, because qualitative evaluation operates on a case by case basis (cf. Flick
2006, 19sq.). In contrast, standardised evaluation allowed for assessing strengths and weaknesses through distribution parameters (cf. Kuckartz et al. 2008, 64sqq.). The various partner
countries used different methods to evaluate their pilot projects; aside from participant observation (Germany, Greece, Austria), structured interviews (Greece, Austria, Romania), photo /
learning protocols, also surveys (Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Romania, Austria) were used. In
terms of content the evaluation was conducted in line with Mayring‟s (2008) approach based
on a descriptive statistical method (frequency analysis).
5.2.1. Results
The results of the evaluation are shown by country and thus can be compared. The discussion
below deals firstly with the learning networks themselves. After this, the European benefit to
the learning networks from the cooperation of the five partner countries is discussed (cf. section 5.2.2).
Number of beneficiaries:
In the project proposal, the goal was stated of reaching out to 30 participants per partner country for an initial workshop. 35 senior citizens were intended to participate in each learning
network.
The number of participants for the initial workshop was partly below this level; however, the
targets for the learning networks were significantly exceeded in all countries.
The following numbers of beneficiaries took part in the kick-off workshops in each country:
20 Figure: Participants in kick-off workshops

Participants
Target set in project proposal
Participants

AT
30

BU
30

DE
30

GR
30

RO
30

6

21

51

84

37

Source: proprietary data

Thus in Germany and Greece the target number was exceeded, while in Bulgaria, Austria and
Romania the target was not met.
However, overall many more people participated in the learning networks than set out in the
project proposal. This was due to a snowball effect, i.e. senior citizens brought new people
from the target groups to the learning networks as a result of their positive experiences. The
following table shows the number of participants in the learning networks:
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21 Figure: participants in the learning networks

Participants

AT

BU

DE

GR

RO

Target set in project 35
proposal

35

35

35

35

Total n

67

58

59

54

51

Men m

22

2

21

7

14

Women w

45

56

38

47

37

Source: proprietary data

This effect is a process which continued over the whole lifetime of the learning networks and
prevented the networks from becoming “closed shops”. The continuous addition of new people ensured that the networks remained open. There was a core of participants with a fluid
outer group. This meant that the number of participants in individual workshops varied, in
accordance with the issues and the changing life situations of the senior citizens, by around 10
to 20%.
Evaluation of learning progress and project processes
By the end of the project, all pilot projects in the partner countries were subjected to a formative evaluation by means of questionnaires gathering information about learning progress and
social statistical data on the (regular) network participants. The questionnaires were adapted
to the country-specific key themes. The country-specific results are shown in the following
table:
22 Figure: Learning progress and social statistical data for network participants

Learning progress
AT
n
11
Average age
68
Employment:
Blue collar
3
Salaried worker
3
Manager
4
Civil servant
1
Self-employed
Active within the household
No
information 0
provided
Integration:
New contacts
6
More
intense 7
contacts
Skills gained:
New knowledge
10

BU
18
61

DE
15
70

GR
54
n. a.*

RO
27
64

2
14
2
0
10
14
0

4
5
3
0

0
5
3
9

3

13
3
n. a.*
3
0
14

18
18

5
7

10
n. a.*

26
11

17

15

12

27

78

5

With relevance to
daily life
Easier to make new
contacts
Participation:
Interests taken into
account
Quality of life:
Safety
Identification with
residential area
Leisure time

3

n. a.*

15

13

15

1

18

14

12

4

8

18

14

7

22

n. a.*
6

17
16

10
15

12
9

3
9

n. a.*

9

n. a.*

n. a.*

8

Source: proprietary data (* n. a. = not asked)

In addition to the questionnaires, some project partners also collected qualitative data on the
project processes and learning progress. The results of the qualitative evaluation are summarised below:
Bulgaria
1. Integration into social networks: The participants stated after the various activities that they
intend in future to organise further activities themselves or to participate in similar activities.
Integration into networks allowed them to exchange ideas and experience greater levels of
respect, and to overcome social isolation. Thus, a sustainable expansion of the social space
was achieved.
2. Skill acquisition in the learning networks: In relation to non-formal learning, the participating senior citizens were able to acquire skills including computer skills. They gained skills
relating to word processing, saving and archiving, dealing with email and use of the internet.
They learned more about cultural and historical sights in Bulgaria and something about health
and prevention. In addition, the participants learned to use relaxation techniques to distance
themselves from everyday stresses, improve their own mood and develop their own personalities (informal learning).
3. Quality of the networks: The network participants confirmed that they were able to make
use of the knowledge acquired in the workshops in their everyday lives. Above all, the experiences of the other participants and the exchange of experiences with them were judged to be
helpful. Thus, they saw the activities as a means of improving their quality of life, for example by improving their health (e.g. contact with doctors, better nutrition, more exercise) – and
this was independent of their income.
Germany
1. Integration into social networks: The senior citizens made new contacts and got to know
each other better via conversations with the people at their tables and members of their small
groups. They carried out short interviews with their partners and presented the results of the
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discussions to the other group members, applying communication rules. One female senior
citizen, who was of immigrant background, was initially too shy to speak, but was successfully encouraged by the group. As the project progressed, the support function of the network
became clear. Confidence within the group grew, including to jointly take responsibility for
the district. The participants learned who to contact to implement the requests and measures,
in order to obtain further knowledge, for example about the water quality in fountains or the
necessary preconditions for reviving the market. They also learned that their district is experienced from various different perspectives: a senior citizen who has to use a walking frame, for
example, has a different perspective to an older driver. Someone passing by the local fountains with their grandchild is confronted with the question of whether the water is clean
enough when the child wants to play in it.
2. Skill acquisition in the learning networks: The senior citizens experienced in a direct way
that they live in Europe, as they learned about the projects in the other participating countries.
They learned that seniors in other countries ask themselves similar questions and also seek
answers. That created solidarity. The seniors obtained information about e.g. the distribution
of ages and genders in their district. The answers to the questions showed them that their
neighbours and other pensioners are in the same situation. They learned to approach the data
presented in a critical way.
The seniors entered confidently into the discussion with the mayor and the academics, and put
forward their points of view. In a small group there were complaints that there was no primary
school in the district, which the senior citizens wanted to have for their grandchildren so that
they would not have to go to school in a different area. They recognised that this was an unrealistic wish as the demographic changes occurring mean that there will be fewer and fewer
children. Cities face the challenge of supporting the schools which already exist. No new primary schools will be built.
The senior citizens learned how a formal meeting is held. In the small group phase, they
learned to deal with modern moderation techniques and methods.
An important learning outcome was that the senior citizens used joint investigation to expand
their social skills and increase their confidence to be active in social networks addressing
various issues. These are important social skills which were improved for the senior citizens.
The skills acquired related e.g. to exploring the district jointly in the group in view of particular questions. The senior citizens used “active social space observation” (a social space analysis method; cf. 7.6 in handbook) to become more familiar with their area.
They learned to create posters in order to display the most important results from observations
and discussions. They also learned to present the results of their work to the group. Senior
citizens learned, via joint discussions, about behaviour strategies to deal with problems arising.
3. Quality of the networks: The senior citizens jointly assessed, using a SWOT analysis, the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of their district. The knowledge of individuals was turned into shared group knowledge, for example when reference was made to the
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pond as a recreational area or the mobility rehabilitation centre as offering opportunities for
sporting activities.
The senior citizens became more and more aware of what they needed to do in the district.
They developed a shared sense of responsibility and set goals about how the quality of life for
older people could be maintained or improved by joint activities.
Greece
1. Integration into social networks: The participants were all sceptical at the start of the project about the success of the pilot project, but nonetheless the majority were prepared to join
in. The scepticism of the senior citizens was based primarily on the loss of confidence in the
cooperation partners (city officials). Initially all of them had difficulties with the idea of the
group being self-organised. After dealing with the initial difficulties, the group was however
very active and rapidly organised its ideas.
2. Skill acquisition in the learning networks: The participating senior citizens learned to participate in moderated discussions and exchange points of view. They learned about communication rules, to cooperate in a group with a common goal and self-organisation skills. They
had the opportunity to communicate with each other and make new contacts. In addition, the
participants learned about moderation techniques; they learned to fill out questionnaires and
to follow photographic records. The group found photographic learning records to be helpful
for the organisational and learning processes.
3. Quality of the networks: The group communicated between themselves well during the
workshops and the few differences of opinion were rapidly resolved by the moderator. The
direct democracy methods, with majority voting, were very well received and assessed very
positively by the group at the end.
Austria
1. Integration into social networks: At the start of the pilot project, a majority of the participants knew at least one of the other participants from existing local social networks. However,
they felt part of a new network; the network was described by most people asked as being
founded by the project team. It was remarked in positive terms that it was a flexible network
(i.e. regular participation is not obligatory and new participants can join at any time). Correspondingly, the participants in the workshops always included new people, with the exception
of a core group. New network participants perceived the existing network as a low barrier in
terms of access. This is of particular significance in relation to the learning processes of older
people, as existing learning groups are often seen as “closed shops”, i.e. have high access
thresholds.
The participants learned to integrate themselves into various changing groups in the developing network. The shared life of the participants in the neighbourhood was experienced as a
binding force, especially as many of the senior citizens had already lived in the area for many
decades. In relation to possible gender differences, it can be stated that the proportion of men
and women in the network is close to the proportions in the general population.
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2. Skill acquisition in the learning networks: The concepts of “quality of life and empowerment” were explained to the participants. Addressing these issues allowed the participating
senior citizens to expand their knowledge of their area. In relation to the various learning
forms (non-formal and informal learning), it can be observed that the participants (regardless
of gender) with more formal education attributed more significance to non-formal learning in
the network than those participating senior citizens with less formal education. The latter referred more to informal learning processes from which they were able to benefit in the workshops. The first group thus mentioned interest in the topic as one reason for their participation
in the workshops, while the participants with a lower level of formal education stated that
they participated in the network because of the social contact (company, membership to a
group etc.).
Regardless of gender and education, those questioned stated that their interest in learning
processes was increased by the participatory selection of topics and their active consideration
in the workshops. In relation to the expansion of their behavioural skills and acquisition of
new knowledge from the topics addressed (e.g. old-age care facilities, childcare etc.). The
memories and biographical issues this brought up meant that the participating senior citizens
became aware of historical connections and exchanged shared memories in the form of a “collective memory”. No gender-specific differences were observed in terms of skill acquisition in
the network.
3. Quality of the networks: The composition of the network was notable. In relation to formal
education and the resulting differences in interests (non-formal vs. informal learning processes), the Austrian participants were a highly heterogeneous group. The heterogeneity was
also reflected in the comparatively high number of older males participating. Studies show
that older males take part relatively rarely in organised learning processes. Precisely this heterogeneity was, however, considered by the participants as enriching the quality of the network. According to them, the senior citizens whose interests were primarily in informal learning processes (belonging to a group, participation in group activities) benefit from those participants who participate actively in shaping the network and organisation due to their interest
in non-formal leaning, while those more interested in the topics increase their social skills
through targeted activation by other group members (group work, moderation techniques
etc.). The participants were clearly aware of the opportunities for participation in shaping the
workshops (topic selection, procedure, conclusion etc.). In this context, the professional “external” moderation was assessed in a very positive way as being enriching.
Romania
1. Integration into networks: The participants learned to make new contacts, or strengthen
existing ones. Almost all those questioned stated that they had made new friendships via the
workshops. In addition, the participating senior citizens stated that their organisational skills
had been strengthened or improved. The network participants welcomed the opportunity to
discuss common issues and take responsibility for activities in the workshops. The senior citizens also mentioned that the meetings allowed them to form a community and create a network within which they were able to address their various problems and interests and solve
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these jointly in a more efficient way. For this reason they are planning in future to address
additional activities within the same group, and form new groups (e.g. one concerning the
topic of dancing).
2. Skill acquisition in the learning networks: The senior citizens questioned stated at the end
of the project that they knew more about their health problems, nutrition and leisure activities,
and their surroundings. And they have found a way to talk about things from their everyday
life with other people. They gained, over the course of the pilot project, a better understanding
of generational issues, the problems of everyday life and their own interests.
3. Quality of the networks: Participation in the network was used by some of those questioned
for social contact, while others saw participation as a form of active citizenship. An additional
reason for participation was the development of new skills, learning about new leisure activities and a healthy lifestyle, as well as “being listened to”. 18% of those questioned stated that
personal interests were not the reason for their participation. From this can be concluded that
the network participants used the pilot project to learn how to better integrate themselves into
society. In relation to quality of life, it can be said that a majority of the senior citizens questioned stated that they were able to apply what they had learned in everyday life, e.g. through
better self-management, increased leisure activities and improved relations to other senior
citizens. This also had an effect on the assessment of the area in which they lived; 87% of
those questioned stated that they now understood neighbourhood problems better. None of the
senior citizen citizens said that they wanted to move away from the area in which they lived.
Summary assessment of the evaluation
At the start of the SEELERNETZ project, no criteria were set down for a summative evaluation, because it is found in old-age education that learning processes, which are heavily based
on experience, cannot be adequately evaluated and assessed by means of summative evaluation. For this reason, in the pilot projects various tools were used to evaluate the project aims
achieved. The tools used can be judged as appropriate and were used in accordance with existing academic standards. To this extent, in methodological terms it can be said that the procedure was clean, which resulted in a clear project structure and implementation.
In the summary assessment of the learning networks in terms of the three criteria of social
integration, skill acquisition and quality of the pilot projects, it was found that the targets set
prior to the start of the project were well met. The number of older people without education
specified in the project proposal was successfully integrated into learning networks. A certain
deviation results from the fact that the participant structure was not defined from the start in
all countries, but rather changed in the course of the project. Such changes are however to be
expected for projects which are designed to be process-orientated, and do not represent any
systematic deviation.
A further central project aim was also achieved – the stimulation and development of learning
processes. It was found that learning processes varied and vary significantly across the different counties. They range from courses and programmes aiming at the acquisition of knowl83

edge and development of skills (Bulgaria, Romania, Greece) to community-orientated approaches in which public space is learned about (Germany, Austria, Romania).
Finally, it should be noted that the evaluation of all pilot projects indicated the long-term nature of the learning processes and networks. In all projects the learning network was continued with the support of the Grundtvig Programme.
The structures developed were able to be anchored in such a way that after the end of the pilot
project they can continue in a good way. This is closely connected to the project aim, which is
to create networks.
5.2.2. Creating European value
The intensive collaboration of the five partner countries was beneficial for all parties involved. To assess what the partner countries were able to learn from one another in the context of the SEELERNETZ project a survey was conducted at the 4th Transnational Project
Team Meeting in Gabrovo (Bulgaria) addressing the question: What did you learn from the
other partners regarding learning networks in your country? The data was evaluated by
means of content analysis, a frequently used method in qualitative social studies (see Mayring
2008; Lamnek 2005). Emphasis was placed on the following criteria:
▪ Integration into networks
▪ Acquisition of skills
▪ Quality of life
▪ Organisation
The responses given by the partners were grouped and evaluated according to the above criteria and the results were summarised in a final report.
Bulgaria
Bulgaria learned the most from the other partners in terms of acquisition of skills. Six responses were obtained in this category. Bulgaria also learned from the other partners about
organisation, where three responses were recorded. No comments were made for the area of
integration into networks.
As a result of the cooperation with the other partners Bulgaria learned how senior citizens
who do not know each other can be motivated to learn together. Furthermore, Bulgaria gained
insight into the high degree of institutionalisation of learning, as well as into interactive and
flexible aspects of learning processes. Regarding organisation Bulgaria was able to observe
the well-organised work structure of other countries.
Germany
Germany learned the most from the other partners regarding integration into networks where
five responses were recorded and in the area of acquisition of skills where four responses were
given. The area of quality of life was mentioned only once.
An important learning outcome for Germany regarding the topic of networks was the realisation that even a small group of senior citizens engaged in learning can form the basis for
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spawning an entire learning network. It is important to not be discouraged by an initially subdued response and to continue to seek for new ways to reach out to a larger number of seniors.
Regarding networks Germany also learned that the associated partner is very important for
achieving sustainable results within the context of the project. Germany also realised as a result of cooperating with the other partner countries that even if poverty is an issue in old age
shared learning processes can contribute to ameliorating quality of life.
Regarding the acquisition of skills Germany learned that topics should be made easily accessible and be closely integrated within the social context. It is important to create a learning
scenario that is characterised by emancipation.
Greece
Greece learned the most in the area of acquisition of skills from the other countries; this is
indicated by five responses in this category. Two comments were made regarding integration
into networks and quality of life.
Regarding the acquisition of skills Greece learned from the other countries much about the
social space method which is problem and solution oriented. It facilitates learning opportunities that promote “collective thinking” for the greater good. Furthermore, experts from the
group could be recruited as lecturers and it was also commented that traditional forms of
learning could not be abandoned easily. The learning network should not be dominated by
only a few elderly citizens. To ensure that this does not happen, it can be helpful to incorporate frequent role play activities. Greece also learned that practical problems can be seen as an
opportunity to lead to improvements in one‟s social context related to one‟s own interests,
which can translate to an improved quality of life.
Austria
Indicated by eight responses, Austria acquired most of the new knowledge from the partner
countries in the area of acquisition of skills, followed by the topic of networks with four responses. Two responses were given for the area of quality of life and one for organisation. As
a result of engaging in exchange with the other partners regarding the acquisition of skills
Austria learned particularly about methods used for social space orientation (active social
space observation and needle method). The Austrian partner also learned to approach the
topic of mobility as a cross-sectional topic using checklists and product orientation. The conclusion was that learning processes should be designed in a participatory and self-directed
manner. It is important to use the skills of the senior citizens within the group for the learning
process.
Regarding the topic of networks Austria emphasised that the cooperation partners can see one
another as competitors and that for the implementation of learning networks it is important
and helpful to integrate existing local groups. Further aspects include that theme-based approaches can foster community building and that learning networks should be understood as a
process that has the potential to grow. Austria realised over the course of the project that it is
important to address the topic of safety in order to improve quality of life. For the area of or85

ganisation it is important to mention that Austria is also grappling with problems relating to
funding and sustainability that other partners collaborating in the project were also confronted
with.
Romania
Romania benefitted particularly within the area of network formation from the collaboration
with the other partners. Seven responses were obtained in this category. Four responses were
given for the area of learning and one response each regarding quality of life and organisation.
Romania learned that networks can also grow when senior citizens have different social backgrounds. This raises the question whether socially underprivileged senior citizens should be
addressed separately or as part of the entire group of elderly with varying social backgrounds.
According to the SEELERNETZ project this question can be answered as follows: projects
should specifically address socially underprivileged senior citizen, without necessarily excluding old people with different backgrounds. Diversity (differing social backgrounds) can
foster learning which can in turn promote social integration. Furthermore, Romania experienced in the cooperation with the partner countries that the creation of networks is supported
by a diversity of topics, various activities and by the integration of different interests. Openness within the group is also facilitated when new participants can expect support from the
group. Regarding the acquisition of skills Romania learned from other countries that photo
protocols can advance the learning process and that participation in learning initiatives can be
promoted by careful planning of events and by overcoming communication obstacles.
Conclusions
23 Figure: Learning benefit as a result of the collaboration with the project partners
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Source: Proprietary data

The table demonstrates that the partners learned the most from one another, with a total of 27
responses, regarding the acquisition of skills. The topic of integration into networks was addressed 19 times. The topics of quality of life and organisation were each mentioned five
times. Added value on the European level is created regarding network formation and learning. Given that this outcome corresponds with the project goals and the aim to integrate
senior citizens who do not pursue educational activities into learning processes these results
attest to the success of the SEELERNETZ project.
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The relatively moderate response rate for the area of quality of life can probably be explained
by the fact that real improvements to quality of life tend to occur delayed and they cannot be
assessed within the short duration of the project.

6. Overview of the Project Results and Conclusions
6.1. The Project Space and the Developement of the Action Field
Peripheral urban areas have been selected as fields of research and action for learning interventions in all partner countries (AT, BG, EL, GER, RO). Within these urban areas, recurrent
features like unfavourable social conditions of life, meaning low average income of the elderly, low education and harsh living conditions can be found. The contact to local institutions
and stakeholders and the expertise of the associated partner organisations facilitated the access to the field of action and the contact to older people. These contacts contributed also to
ease the interviewing of people belonging to the target group in all countries.
After choosing the project area, data about the target group has been collected through a questionnaire that has been jointly developed and translated into the language of the participating
countries. The data provided information about the living conditions and the needs of older
people with low achievements in education and showed a common result in all project areas:
the residential neighbourhood is seen as an important factor for the quality of life of older
persons. The correlation between satisfaction about the housing conditions and quality of life
is highly significant. Determinants of the housing satisfaction are mainly the subjective safety
feeling and the presence of supporting networks in the neighbourhood. A low housing satisfaction can be found in places where the subjective safety feeling is restricted. This is valid
for the elderly that have been interviewed in Bulgaria and in Greece. However, it has to be
said that older persons prefer living in their familiar surroundings as long as possible, even if
the satisfaction with housing conditions is low (“Ageing in place”).
Besides the survey, associations, religious communities and public administration institutions
have been contacted in all countries for defining the field of action and for analysing the
needs of older people. Experts‟ interviews have been carried out with key persons of these
organisations. The aim was explaining the content and the development of the project, assessing the field of research, gathering more experience in the area of analysing sociodemographic changes and clarifying their role in the project. The steering groups were formed
with the most important local stakeholders who met, exchanged experiences and took part in
designing the project on a regularly basis. Thereby, often the initial scepticism toward the
project had to be overcome because the accessibility of older social deprived persons has been
estimated as very difficult.
The consideration of local key persons has many positive influences on the success of such a
project: they provide counselling, support and disseminate project results when they take the
project idea in their own institutions. Thanks to the fact that they are very familiar with the
field of the project, they are helpful in gaining elderly for the project and in reducing contact
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barriers and fears. Due to the trust that elderly have in them, key persons provide the project
with seriousness and help to overcome the scepticism of elderly. They are also important for
having access to resources as, for instance, adequate premises that can be used.
In the process of getting access to older persons with a low educational status, a fundamental
role was played by the associated partner organisations. Thereby, it is important to find an
organisation that not only has funds and infrastructure to be able to continue with the project,
but also one that has similar aims. If the chosen institution has already carried out comparable
initiatives, this organisation can offer specific experiences, contacts and suitable persons.
Apart from the local institutions, local and regional media play an important role for sharing
the project idea with the public. Local newspapers that aim at specific neighbourhoods are
particularly helpful because they deal with relevant themes about places “just outside the
door”. On the one hand they are interested in writing reports and, on the other hand, the elderly mostly read them with pleasure. Such local media offer a platform that appeals to older
people more than websites. Internet publishing is less accessible for persons with a low socioeconomic status due to the lack of computer equipment. This kind of publishing is definitely
more appealing to multipliers.
The public is also important because elderly are often afraid of speaking about their situation
with people they do not know. Therefore, if public events are organised to provide information (e.g. information-breakfast), contact barriers and fears can be reduced. Positive effects
can be also reached through public relations activities that use local shops and local service
providers, for instance, advertisement on notice boards in grocery shops or the distribution of
flyers in local health centres and social institutions. An ongoing public presence of the project
partners is helpful for supporting the public recognition and for creating trust.
6.2. The Learning Networks
Before the pilot projects - here referred to as “learning networks” - were able to start, the project partners had to decide on a framework that was so flexible to leave enough participative
space for the participants and at the same time be concrete enough to offer a structure to older
people with low participation in educational processes. The project partners chose an interestoriented access and a social area-oriented access.
After the discussion with the associate partner and the local experts, Romania started with a
social area-oriented approach. It soon became clear, however, that this was not really providing a strong stimulus for learning processes of the participating older people of a neighbourhood. They discovered commonalities more in similar lifestyles and interests that they would
like to develop. As a result, an interest-oriented approach was adopted. From the very beginning, a pure theme-oriented approach was chosen in Bulgaria. The same applied for the project in Greece.
The advantages of a theme-oriented approach are that the participants have more freedom
concerning the choice of themes and they can participate in a broader way. The interestoriented approach unites people that neither identify themselves with their neighbourhood (a
possible indicator for this is the length of residence in the neighbourhood), nor recognise con88

crete problem areas on their neighbourhood. The fact that different themes are dealt with is
also helpful for keeping the network open towards new participants.
Due to the results of the survey, in Germany and in Austria a social area-oriented approach
was chosen. Reasons for this were the relevancy of the neighbourhood for the interviewed
older people and, at the same time, problem awareness and the demands for suitable housing
for the older generations. The social area-oriented approach is less driven by interests and is
more problem-oriented. This means that it starts from questions that come out of the living
environment. Within this approach, more differentiations were shown concerning the fact that
in Germany a stronger community-based learning was used, whereas in Austria biographical
elements were important for working on questions, e.g. the design of parks or nursing homes.
The social area-oriented approach amplifies the importance of experiences that characterise
learning at a certain age and considers them systematically. This approach can increase the
sense of community of a group that strongly identifies with the own neighbourhood.
The learning networks began respectively with a thematic workshop during which the results
of the survey were presented. Older people agreed on thematic areas that had to be worked on.
The topics or the area of activity were chosen by the participants themselves. In Bulgaria,
Germany and Greece the participants divided themselves in small groups according to the
themes. They stayed in the same group throughout the pilot workshop. In Bulgaria, the chosen
themes were: new media (internet and computer), hiking/travelling, cultural events, paneurhythmy and health. In Greece, similar to Bulgaria, the themes were new technologies, health
and first aid, and walking. In Germany, the chosen themes were: safety, living environment
and leisure time. In Austria and Romania, the learning networks dealt with questions about
new media, physical activity, leisure time, health and living environment.
Within the learning networks, older people met on a regularly basis. The premises where they
met were local community places. They developed a strong orientation towards these places.
The learning took place with different levels of self-organisation. In Bulgaria, the participants
organised to have for instance external referees; in Austria older people organised and dealt
with the content of their learning with the support of a professional moderator; in Germany
small groups partly worked in an autonomous way.
The project team supported the organisation of learning processes through the provision of
working materials and moderation methods and learning methods (e.g. power point presentations adapted specifically to the target group, work in small groups). Within all methods, it
was important that the participation of all participants was promoted (e.g. direct-democratic
methods with voting and majority rule, check lists). The use of cameras was discovered as
being particularly suitable for older people with low participation in educational processes in
order to support their memory with photographical learning protocols or inspections within
the neighbourhood. Additionally, a certain “product orientation”, meaning producing concrete
and tangible learning products (e.g. crafts), helps older people with low participation in educational processes, develops competences and strengthens self-esteem and the sense of being
part of a community.
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Within the social area-oriented approach, the so called “needle method” (compare chapter
7.4) and the neighbourhood inspections (compare chapter 7.5) were valued as being particularly adequate for the target group because in this case learning processes are combined with
physical movement. Also memory training and biographical work is fairly suitable for transforming the knowledge of one single person into collective knowledge and for creating a “collective memory” through joint recalling of memories. Learning at older age is always also
biographical learning and is connected with individual experiences and changes.
For guaranteeing the learning processes beyond the restricted lifetime of the workshops,
“homework” was given to older people to be done until the next meeting. The work outside
the frame of the workshop strengthened the self-esteem and the sense of being part of a community. Thereby learning was integrated in a natural way into the daily life of the target
group.
6.3. Effects of the Learning Networks
The success of the learning processes was striven on three dimensions: integration of older
people in the learning networks, acquisition of competences within the networks and improvement of the quality of life through the networks.
The participants were also able to make new acquaintances and friends through the learning
networks and thereby they could expand their social connections in a long term run. For the
participants, the sense of being a community was built on either shared interests or problems
within the area of residence.
Even if people with a low participation in educational processes were mainly targeted, most of
the learning networks were composed by mixed groups of people with low and high educational levels and the result was a bridging network. Although this happened more by chance
and was not foreseen in the project, the learning networks benefited enormously from it.
Older people with low participation in educational processes who were mainly interested in
informal learning processes and social contacts, benefited from older people with higher levels of education. Through the interest of the latter group in non-formal learning, older people
with higher qualifications actively contributed to shape both the network and the organisation.
On the other hand, older people with higher educational achievements could strengthen their
social skills thanks to the targeted activation of other members of the groups.
Older people were able to expand their knowledge and their range of active competences for
instance through training their computer skills, preparing presentations, information about
health and their neighbourhood. Additionally, older people were able to develop their social
competence in the networks (e.g. through learning of communication rules and appropriate
behaviour during a discussion) and they could reach self-fulfilment to a certain extend. However, it was sometimes difficult to break the “traditional” idea of learning older people themselves have. They often associate learning with learning at school. Combining informal and
non-formal learning turned out to be helpful in order to keep the barrier to learning as low as
possible for people with low participation in educational processes. At the same time, acquiring competences was promoted as the aim and purpose of learning.
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The target of the learning process was to improve the quality of life of the participants. In
order to ensure an improvement of the quality of life, older people should be enabled to deal
with their problems (“empowerment”). Simultaneously, they should learn to accept the negative things in their life that they can‟t change (e.g. a fragile health).
Celebrating, hiking and doing sports together helped to alleviate health and personal problems. Also problems that go beyond the personal area became clearer to the participants
thanks to knowledge enhancement about particular problems. Within the frame of the learning
networks, they could develop a common sense of responsibility for such problems and actively express demands. Through the development of organizational skills, ability to discuss
and present and through the confrontation with decision-makers, they were able to assert their
demands toward decision-makers.
Thanks to the learning networks, older people learnt to perceive problems from different perspectives, they developed empathy towards other social groups (e.g. youngsters and migrants)
and learnt to understand and accept their needs even if they clashed with the own needs. They
developed a better understanding for questions and problems related to generations in the
neighbourhood. Thereby, it was easier for them to integrate again in social life and in the
neighbourhood.
The three dimensions integration of older people in the learning networks, acquisition of
competences within the networks and improvement of the quality of life through the networks
are based one upon the other and build a specific target group-oriented learning model. The
social networking eases the access to informal and non-formal learning processes. Older people acquired several social competences and expertise that increased both the own self-esteem
and the social and political assertiveness. It is about being able to improve the quality of life
in the immediate neighbourhood, both individually and in cooperation with other older people.
6.4. Conclusions
1. One important feature of the SEELERNETZ-project is the interconnection between scientific data collection and practical application. Due to this structure, scientific findings can
be implemented directly into practice and practical educational work can be optimised
through the observance of scientific standards and the use of scientific know-how.
2. Contacts to local institutions are needed to get access to the target group. The local institutions help with their specific and target group-oriented know-how as consultants, supporters and multipliers.
3. In order to link and commit institutional actors to the project, it is useful to create an appropriate formal structure (e.g. steering groups). Within this structure, meetings and exchange about the project progression can take place. These institutional actors are to be
involved also in the constant evaluation of the project.
4. Public awareness is an important factor for the learning motivation and it is rather low for
people with low participation in educational processes. Contact barriers and fears regard91

ing the participation to education can be diminished through public media and personal
invitation to participate. The media to be chosen are those which report about the immediate neighbourhood of the target group and those which have the trust of the target group.
5. If a structuring frame is given, learning networks can be designed as open and participative networks. An additional learning that equally involves informal, non-formal and formal learning opens educational work with older people towards the social area-oriented
analysis and the community work. These can stimulate learning processes in a stronger
way, particularly for educationally disadvantaged groups.
6. Learning networks need openess regarding their social composition and their access. Existing learning groups are often perceived as “closed shops”. The more open a group is
and the more this is communicated to the public, the more likely it is to create a lively
learning network.
7. Learning processes must have a relation to the reality of the participants in order to include older people with low educational achievement in the learning processes. Target
group-oriented themes as “safety” strengthen the sense of community, provide knowledge
and competences and so they can help to improve the quality of life significantly. A participative approach should be chosen for the selection of themes and, as shown by the
SEELERNETZ-project, this approach can be used successfully.
8. Attention needs to be paid in the working materials and learning methods that are suitable
for the target group. Participation, self-esteem and sense of being part of a community
shall be promoted. Working on tasks in small groups and in plenum, the use of images, the
so called “needle method”, physical activity, memory training and biographical work and
homework turned out to be suitable for older people not used to learning. Regularity in
times and places serves the safety needs of the target group and at the same time can help
to valorise the neighbourhood, as older people access new community places.
9. A mix of commonalities (e.g. age, interests, neighbourhood) and differences (e.g. educational level) can ensure the integration in learning networks on a long-term run and can
support learning processes in the best way possible. Sense of belonging results from the
commonalities and learning processes are started through the differences and through
which competences are developed.
10. For competence acquisition, informal and non-formal learning processes can be identified.
According to the educational level, people prefer informal, non-formal and informal learning. Informal and non-formal learning forms should be combined for people with low
educational learning achievements.
11. Older people should be enabled to improve their quality of life on their one also beyond
the project lifetime. A lasting improvement of the quality of life can only happen through
the extension of active competences in combination with an increasing of the self-esteem,
this means through “empowerment”. Developed competences increase also the ability to
represent themselves when dealing with social institutions and they lead to active citizenship.
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12. A continuous evaluation is essential in order to be able to observe change processes in
such learning networks and to ensure their sustainability. For increasing the quality of
learning networks, a prompt implementation of the evaluation results is helpful. Considering the concept of participation, the evaluation can be carried out by the project team, the
steering group and also by the participants.
As short summary, it can be stated that SEELERNETZ shows that older people with low participation in educational processes can have access to several learning forms through the establishment of networks. The project progression demonstrates that, in social practice, the
target group of older people with low participation in educational processes can‟t always be
clearly differentiated from older people with high educational achievements. Despite having a
constant focus on social disadvantaged older people for the project, the participation of older
people with high educational achievements to the meetings of the learning networks was not
precluded. Excluding these groups of older people from the process would have been totally
counterproductive for the project progression. However, it should be paid attention to the fact
that the learning process shall not be oriented towards the learning habits of older people with
high educational level. In this context, positive bridging effects can result from the different
learning groups and both groups can profit: older people used to learning have actively contributed to strengthen the networks through their strong interest in formal learning, as they
were more strongly involved in the organisation of the work. Older people with low participation in educational processes profited form this fact as the network itself became stronger.
Additionally, through the work with older people not used to learning, older people with high
educational level were able to strengthen their social competences. According to the experiences gathered in this project, removing social inequalities in the education of older people
happened more group-wide, although the starting points for the learning within the networks
are specific living circumstances and socio-spatial conditions of the neighbourhood of the
target group (social milieus). The fact that this should not change during the progression of
the project is an important task for professional geragogical work.
In principle it can be concluded that even if the progress experiences within the project, such
fundamental social innovation for the improvement of the quality of life at a certain age remains fragile. An extensive formative evaluation, further qualification of people actively involved in the project and other would be urgently needed. Additional research and new pilot
projects within social practice are needed in order to work on the theme of social inequalities
in the education of older people. Considering praxelogical research (Köster e. al. 2008), research and practice should strongly be interconnected, in particular for being able to answer
the following questions:
 Is it possible to measure the improvement of the quality of life expected in the theoretical
model of participative learning in an empirical way? (Longitudinal study, study cases
etc.)
 How can the term “quality of life” of older people be described more precisely considering their subjective and objective dimensions? And what consequences does this have on
the learning concepts?
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 What kind of conceptual qualification profiles are necessary to be able to work with
older people with low participation in educational processes?
 When do transitions between non-formal and formal learning processes occur and what
role do educational institutions as for instance adult community centres play within this
frame?
 What kind of requirements and concepts are necessary in order to put learning with older
people with low participation in educational processes into practice?
 How can the differences found among the target group about the learning of men and
women be described in a precise way?
 How can community work concepts be connected with the learning processes in a
stronger way?
 How should concepts look like, in order to increase the access quality of older people
with low participation in educational processes? How can this target group be reached?
 What does happen during the learning process when older people with low participation
in educational processes work with older people with high educational level? How can
this relationship be shaped in a geragogical way?

7. Toolkits
7.1. Tool 1: Guidelines for Expert Interviews
This guideline aims at gathering as much information from the expert as possible. For this
purpose it is important to create a casual atmosphere. It is necessary to know the milieu of the
actor to be interviewed. This helps asking the right questions for the specific purpose.
At the beginning is recommended to ask the expert a question in which he or she can illustrate
their specialist position. Experience shows that opening questions like these offer a good possibility to “get talking”. Ideally the interview can be recorded, transcribed and analysed with a
stage-model (Meuser / Nagel 2009). As these interviews are mainly explorative interviews
with a clearly constrained purpose, it is helpful to make notes within a track record. The interviews should be conducted by two persons, where one is in charge of asking the question
whereas the other is responsible for inquiring and recording.
The following tool shall be a guideline suggestion for expert interviews. You have to be careful to always adapt this tool to the specific requirements in the field.
Questions might be:
▪ Which access to the target group shall be chosen?
Here is to be clarified, what kind of approach should be taken, e.g. a social space approach
(Spatcheck 2009) or a thematic approach. An advantages of the social space approach is
that the approachability increases with the closeness to the own living environment (Jost /
Perry 2008, 252). In later life the sensibility for distances increases. Intergenerational relationships and support at a later age can be more easily organised within the residential set94

ting (Rüssler 2007, 49 et seq.). One district, one quarter, one neighbourhood etc. are especially suitable places for the organisation of a pioneering seniors‟ politics in urban space.
It is important, however, that the social space approach is clearly shaped and manageable.
▪ Will the target group really be reached in the chosen field of research?
The experts should be asked for social statistics, including inter alia the following indicators:
- Income, educational level, former profession
- Old age,
- Women,
- structural weakness of the area.
▪ What are the characteristics of the field of access?
It proves especially useful to do an on-site visit together with the experts to acquaint oneself with the field.
▪ Which partners come into question for cooperation?
The experts should point out the most important actors in the field. To involve the central
actors is especially relevant as the prospect of success if the project is very much influences by them. They can be very helpful to find access to gatekeepers. Not involving these
actors keeps the danger that they might eventually work against the project.
▪ Which goals do the actors pursue by participating in the project?
To get things straight concerning the possible interests of the involved actors, and at least
partly consider them, motivates them to be of use to the project. Which leads to the next
question:
▪ How can the project be designed to ensure a balance between the seniors‟ and the institutional actors‟ interests?
The involved actors are to be brought together in a supervising committee to establish a
network and create a common concept with respective measures. This process- and participation-orientation can, of course, lead to the situation that intentions and processes are
implemented differently than planned. In such a project, optionality is to be guaranteed.
Still the basic aim is always being pursued. An open approach is essential to allow the actors to help shape the process in terms of an authentic participation (Grymer et al 2008).
Furthermore, the following questions should be considered to analyse the starting situation
and framework conditions of the field of research:
▪ Which socio-structural parameters exist within the city/municipality?
▪ Are/were there already similar projects in the city/minicipality?
▪ Which actors already work with the target group?
▪ Is there already a sense of identification among the seniors?
▪ Which problems exist among the target group?
▪ Would you like to add anything?
With this conclusion the experts are given the possibility to give any other important information.
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The results of the interviews should be discussed with the supervising committee to come to
the common decision in which quarter or district the project should be implemented. Beyond
that, the expert interviews offer important hints for the development of questions and hypotheses for the following survey.
7.2. Tool 2: Participant Acquisition
The acquisition of participants for a pilot project displays the same problems as the researchers‟ access to the field of research. In this context the field of research is social; it can be public places, groups, social milieus, but also organizations. To get access to the field (research or
project participants) two vital questions should be considered:
1. How can the researchers get in contact with the field and how can we induce somebody to participate?
2. How can the researchers position themselves in the field to guarantee an objective,
temporal and social framework for a professional implementation of the research and
project work (cf. Wolff 2004, 336)
Experience shows that there is no formula for answering these questions; however it seems to
be important to handle them in cooperation with the future participants (cf. ibid., 336). Access
via so-called gatekeepers (persons as well as organisations and institutions) has proven successful with hard-to-reach groups i.e. socially disadvantaged or excluded groups (Lueger
2000, Flick 2009).
Cooperation
Co-operations can take place on different levels: at one hand co-operations can mediate access
to the target group, at the other hand commitment of the target group can be established.
Cooperation with Institutions and Gatekeepers
Cooperation with well-established institutions (social services, political representatives, religious associations, etc.) allows for an easy and efficient access to the target group as a large
number of representatives of the target group can be reached. Another advantage is the credit
of trust that the potential participants place in these institutions and that is partly transmitted
to the project. This applies to gatekeepers in already existing networks as well. Persons who
are already included in social networks are more easily motivated. However, there‟s the danger of becoming dependent on the goodwill of the mediator or of becoming exploited. It is
therefore helpful to make the role of the researchers clear beforehand to not raise false expectations (cf. Lueger 2000, 63).
Relationship work with the target group
Another possibility to motivate the target group to participate in the network, or to integrate
participants into the network, is active relationship work together with the prospective participants. Through personal contact of the research team to the participants a working relationship can be created which can lead on the one hand to a liability to projects in form of regular
participation and on the other hand to active promotion of the project by the participants
themselves.
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The research team can play a key role during the foundation phase of the network; i.a. it can
serve as an interface for new or not totally integrated participants. Thus it is important to
clearly define the role of the research team (Hollstein 2006, 15). Contact to the target group
can be intensified by personal invitations (letters, e-mails, telephone calls) to project events as
well as by face-to-face interviews (e.g. within the frame of evaluation) and by active involvement of the research team in the workshops.
Public Relations
Advertising efforts also allow access to prospective participants. Especially people of the target group who are not already part of (institutional or private) networks can be reached this
way. Interest in engagement can be drawn by articles in different media received by the target
group (e.g. news of the adult education centre, local newspapers, information boxes). The use
of different advertising measures (flyers, posters, articles, etc.) can contribute to the recruitment of new participants. Public relations also supports and accelerates identification and
group- or network-building processes, especially if the target group is involved in it (cf. Fuhse
2006, 37).
Flyers
Flyers and posters to advertise projects or events take up a double position: on the one hand
they contribute to the acquisition of new participants by informing and advertising. On the
other hand a common design of the advertising media (in cooperation between research team
and participants) gives a possibility for participation and therefore supports processes of identification and group-building (ibid., 37). Attention should be paid to the fact that this process
is also “learning within the group”, which is an exploratory process. It is defined as “Complex
problems that would overtax the individual can be solved more satisfactory within the group”
(Rossini 1996, 75). Experience has shown that with written advertising measures, an adequate
form of language, format and image design are of great importance to ensure a connection to
the life world of the target group. It has shown that terms chosen by the research team (e.g.
the term “workshop”) were interpreted differently by the target group based on a generationally different context of meaning (here in the sense of a crafts workshop). Furthermore, the
attention has to be focused on the format of written advertising media, as most seniors need
glasses. If flyers and posters get printed small-format they cannot be read by the target group
who do not always carry their glasses with them or who do not want to make the effort to put
their glasses on just to read the flyer. In this case flyers in the format of DIN A4 and posters in
the format of DIN A3 have proven successful. The poor eyesight of the target group is also to
be considered in the context of font and font size. With the layout, the principle of “less is
more” has proven to be true. The target group underlined the relevance of the brand name as
an eye-catcher and to create a “corporate identity” as well as the use of logos of the involved
stakeholders (trust-building function) and the use of images (e.g. pictures with a familiar subject). Additionally it is necessary to make the conditions of participation transparent (personal
preconditions, obligations, costs, etc.)
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Articles in Newspapers and Magazines
Articles in target-group oriented newspapers and magazines also serve the purpose of drawing
attention to and interest in participation in projects. In this context it is important to use an
adequate language – it should be easily comprehensible for the target group e.g. by avoidance
of technical or foreign terms (connection to the recipients). Furthermore, the layout (font size,
formatting, footage) should consider specifics of the target group (see above). Recipients do
not interpret presentations from a single homogenous background of knowledge or identical
life-world contexts. As you usually only get to know the reaction to a publication after publishing it, it is recommended to show the text to persons of the target group and ask them for
feedback beforehand (cf. Lueger 2000, 68).
7.3. Tool 3: Round Tables
A wealth of literature and trainings exists about teamwork procedures. Within the SEELERNETZ context, the round-table is being presented as a tool for the organisation of a successful
“learning network” for seniors. As usually more than one actor is active in seniors‟ politics
and work it is necessary to net them. This way specific knowledge of the single actors can be
used synergistically for the construction of a learning network.
Definition of the round-table
A round table is a group event with the intention to
- create interest and contacts between different groups
- exchange positions
- recognise common grounds
- build trust etc.
However, round-tables should not be confused with workshops. The difference between them
is that during workshops, concrete goals, which are to be pursued strategically, are defined
whereas round-tables focus on the group process. The result of a round-table is open.
How to organise a round-table? (Bornath et al. 1998; Grymer et al. 2008)
1. Subject of the round-table: The subject of the round-table should be clearly defined. The
following questions should be cleared: What shall happen? Why is it important to bring
these actors together?
2. Collection of all interested and relevant actors of the field: It is to be researched which actors are active in the field: for the „learning network“, for example, actors of senior education, seniors‟ politics, representative of retirement homes, senior associations, churches,
representatives of the municipality and science (gerontologists, psychologists, social scientists, social workers, etc.) should be involved and their contact details collected. A suggestive count of participants to ensure the working ability of a round-table would be about
20 persons.
3. Organisation of premises and facilities: If the estimated number of participants is fixed,
premises in which the round-table can take place would be organised. They should be
adequately spacious, comfortable and bright. Part of the facilities should be: a round table
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and chairs, a flipchart, a pin board or other visualising measures, a facilitator‟s toolbox, a
laptop, a projector or beamer, a canvas.
4. Invitation and reminder: If possible, a personal invitation should be mailed in time (about
one month prior to the event). Date, address and a short description of the round-table
should be included. A registration form should be attached. This also increases the liability of the participation. One week before the round-table it is useful to make a reminder by
mail or telephone to ensure a high number of participants.
5. Organization of a moderator: It is always helpful to have an external moderator to guarantee the temporal and general organisation of the round-table. The function of the moderator is mainly to ensure every participant the possibility to speak and set limits to times of
speeches. He or she also helps to mitigate difficult situations, avoid conflicts and assure
the flow of the discussion.
6. Information folder including timetable and other documents like presentation, brochures,
etc.: All essential information should be provided to the participants as a room document.
7. Protocols, records and photographs: The event should be documented by protocol. It is
also recommendable to record it and take photographs if the participants agree.
8. List of participants and name tags: All participants should register in the list of participants, including their name, organisation, postal address, e-mail address, telephone number and signature. A clearly visible name tag should be placed in front of every seat and –
if possible – little name badges should be prepared.
9. Final: As already mentioned, round-tables do not pursue clear goals but are characterised
by an explorative group process. At the end of the session the group may decide how to
continue (e.g. appointments for further meetings or development of smaller networks between certain participants).
7.4. Tool 4: Evaluation
Evaluation models are theoretically founded, written concepts enriched with practical evaluation experience. The evaluation criteria can be defined by the evaluation client, the target
group, involved interest group, the evaluator him- or herself or together (cf. Stockmann 2006,
65). Special attention should be paid to a common definition of formal evaluation criteria with
projects involving more than one actor.
Apart from systematic gain of information based on empiric methods assessment is constitutive for evaluation. On that note the German Society for Evaluation defines: “Evaluation is the
systematic examination of the use or value of an object” (DeGEval 2003, 13, cited in Beywl
2006, 95).
Functions and tasks of an evaluation
Evaluations can have different functions that are not independent, but closely entangled.
These include production of knowledge, exercise of control, creation of transparency and dialogue to support the development and legitimate the implemented measures.
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However, evaluation cannot only have different orientations but also different tasks. They can
be used to enhance the planning of a programme or a measure, to observe the implementation
process or to determine the effectiveness and sustainability of interventions ex-post (cf. Stockmann 2006, 66ff.).
Forms of evaluation
Usually two types of evaluation are being distinguished, depending on the time of their application. A monitoring evaluation with direct influence on the process is called formative. Its
primary goal is usually the instant improvement of an on-going project. It is therefore perfectly suited for the evaluating of workshops and similar events, as the knowledge thus gained
can be used for systematic change in the sense of quality assurance.
In contrast, the summative evaluation only takes place in the end or after the completion of a
measure. Its goal is to control the effectiveness of measures and processes. In terms of sustainability projects should be evaluated summatively after the pilot stage. A recommendable
evaluation of projects is therefore a combination of summative and formative elements (cf.
Kuckartz u. a. 2008, 19).
Methods of evaluation
Evaluation research combines qualitative and quantitative methods rather pragmatically. A
standardised survey is suited for diagnosing strengths and weaknesses of an event. It also provides the chance to determine distribution parameters like means and standard deviations (cf.
Kuckartz et al. 2008, 64ff.). Contrary to that, qualitative measures provide grater openness
and consideration of the perspectives of the participants, as qualitative evaluation is caseoriented. Backgrounds of views, attitudes and emotions of the respondents become clear (cf.
Flick 2006, 19ff.). In choosing the appropriate method specifics of the target group (e.g. age,
education, migration background) are to be considered. Attention should be paid to a simple
and clearly formulated question (quantitatively as qualitatively). The formulations should take
the everyday language of the target group up. This is especially applicable to evaluations concerning older people, people at low educational levels, people with migration background and
children. In this context, qualitative methods have proven successful.
Qualitative methods of evaluation
▪ Interviews: This qualitative method of inquiry is about gathering information by open
questions. As prior defined goals should be evaluated, interviews are especially suited for
gaining scientific knowledge. An interview guideline gives the interviewer orientation
during the interview, helps to structure the conversation and not to forget important subjects. The respondent should, however, have the possibility to bring his or her own topics
and priorities. For testing the interview situation, the estimation of the duration of the interview and the intelligibility of the questions the guideline should be pre-tested and
adapted if necessary (cf. Kuckartz et al. 2008, 20ff.; cf. also chapter 7.1. of this handbook).
▪ Participant Observation: For capturing processes and dynamics taking place in group- and
network-building processes participant observation has proven extremely successful. To
manage the diversity of the observable phenomena different focal points should be cho100

sen. In doing so, observation can concentrate alternately on different actors and actions or
events. Notes should be taken and transferred into detailed observation protocols afterwards (cf. Lueger 2000, 106ff.)
▪ Content analysis: In connection with evaluation research content analysis, like the Qualitative Content Analysis by Mayring (2008), is suited for analysis of qualitatively collected
data. For evaluation, deductive categories should be drawn from the objectives or evaluation criteria beforehand and enriched with inductive categories composed from the openly
generated data (cf. Mayring 2008, 74). The formulation and display of this category-based
analysis form the basis for the evaluation report (cf. Kuckartz 2006, 49).
Quantitative Methods of Evaluation
▪ Short questionnaire: Short questionnaires have proven especially useful for the capture of
socio-demographic data, frequency of participation and scaled rating of events or projects.
They are practical as standardised data can be collected faster and more easily (cf.
Kuckartz et al. 2008). If co-operations (national and international) are involved, care
should be taken to adjust questions response categories. For example, with international
projects it is important to formalise the level of completed education to make it comparable.
▪ Statistic methods of analysis: Short questionnaires can be primarily used for accessing
frequencies of variables and their distribution. From these results, strengths and weaknesses of measures, programmes, events etc. can be drawn (cf. Stockmann 2006, 64).
7.5. Tool 5: The Needle Method
The needle method is a qualitative method with the goal of gathering information and estimations about specific spaces and places. At the same time, this method aims at creating a communicative connection to the respective topic. This way, the needle method can be seen as a
bridge between individual and topic that is initiated by a discussion between researcher and
the field (here: seniors of the district).
With this activating method seniors mark certain places on maps of quarters / social spaces
with coloured pins. The city (district) maps are attached to a movable wall or Styrofoam
panel. For certain criteria like age or sex differently coloured needles are being used to make
differentiated statements – for example about places preferred or avoided by men or women.
The pin count should only be the first step, which should not overlay the qualitative aspect of
this method.
One typical topic for the use of the needle method would be the question of the security of
seniors in a certain quarter / social space. Another question might be that of places of common
activities to raise a sense of community in later life. Crucial for the successful use of the
method is the questioning and the related criteria, for which usually different pin colours are
used. Basically, the needle method can be used in institutions like retirement homes as well as
in the public space. It can be used as “mobile needle method” on the road, e.g. by asking passer-bys about certain places / social spaces which they should mark on the map.
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The advantage of this method is that a lot of people can be actively involved within a relatively short period of time, plus it immediately gives a good overview of the question. However, it provides a low depth of insight regarding the quality of certain places. It is to be recommended as an ideal entry method for social space analysis as it provides a low-threshold
way to talk to the target group and important hints on pursuing methods like structured inspections of the quarter.
24 Figure: Example 1 Needle Method

Source: proprietary image
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25 Figure: Example 2 Needle Method

Source: proprietary image

7.6. Tool 6: Inspection of the Social Space
After the application of the needle method, marked places should be analysed more deeply
within an inspection of the quarter.
The inspection of the social space is part of a working principle of community work. It can be
defined as “basic orientation, attitude, view of professional action, a basic approach to social
issues” of social work (Oelschlaegel 2007, 69). It carries a normative aspect. Community
work is an integrated, professional strategy combining methods of social work, exploration of
the social space and politics. Part of its qualitative methods is the inspection of the social
space.
The social space plays an especially important role for seniors. Caused by a growing sensitivity to distances, the elderly have to maintain and develop their spatial capacity to act. Older
people often don‟t dare to inspect certain social spaces. Thereby they limit their own resources. By doing an inspection of the social space an analysis of their life-worlds takes place,
which serves two purposes: It qualifies and extends the scope of action.
Prior to the inspection of the social space, clear goals have to be defined. They should be put
in a hierarchical order and formulated precisely enough to validate them. The extent of the
scope of action of the elderly is one main goal of this procedure. Before the inspection of the
social space can take place with the elderly, a structured inspection should take place. This
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means that experts inspect the social space by doing observation tours subdivided into thematic observation spaces.
At the inspection of the quarter a small group of older people walks the quarter on a chosen
route. The interpretations of the older people are being documented by dictation machines,
pattern protocols and photographs (Knopp 2009, 158). This can be connected to interviewing
the older people. All in all a precise understanding of the social space arises. The inspection
can also be connected to the workshops, during which the results of the inspection can be
processed. For this purpose posters can be designed (compare chapter 5.1.2 of this handbook).
This way the learning group creates a tangible result.
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